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Abstract

We consider a nurse scheduling problem in a large hospital in the center of The Netherlands.
Approximately 50 nurses with different qualifications should obtain a work schedule for a period
of 6 weeks. Every day is divided in three shifts (day, late and night) and we should make sure
enough employees with the correct qualifications get assigned to each shift. While creating a
solution, we should both take the general regulations and the personal roster preferences into
account.

We present a three-stage solution approach. First, we create a set of suitable schedules for every
employee using an individual roster generation scheme. Thereafter, all individual schedules are
combined into a full schedule which satisfies all occupancy demands for the period. A Linear
Program is used for this step. Finally, some remaining problems are resolved using a set of
proposed repair heuristics. These heuristics can also be used to perform some schedule changes
afterwards.

Our results look promising, although it is difficult to cope with all possible preferences and de-
mands.
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“Een mens lijdt dikwijls ’t meest
Door ’t lijden dat hij vreest

Doch dat nooit op komt dagen.
Zo heeft hij meer te dragen
Dan God te dragen geeft.”

Possible author:

Jacobus Revius (1586 – 1658)[11, 23]
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Chapter 1

Introduction and main goal

The department of cardiothoracic surgery is one of the many departments of the University Med-
ical Center (UMC) Utrecht, one of the biggest hospitals in the center of The Netherlands. The
department mainly treats patients who suffer from heart diseases and pulmonary affection and
provides several treatment rooms (at the same time dormitories) at different care levels.

Taking care of the patients (washing, providing food and drugs) in this unit is mainly done by the
approximately 52 department’s nursing employees. Most of them have a contract for a permanent
appointment size, but there are also a few with a more flexible contract. Apart from them, the
department’s workforce also consists of the unit direction and some administrative employees,
whom we do not consider in this thesis problem.

The department is a 24/7 environment, which means that at any time of the day, a collection of
nurses with the appropriate qualifications should be available to take care. The daily required
number of nurses is spread over three shifts of approximately 8 hours each: an early (day) shift
(07:30h - 16:15h), a late shift (15:15h - 23:45h) and a night shift (23:15h - 07:45h). There is an
overlap between the shifts, to provide time for work transfer. The occupancy demands (for several
skill categories which a nurse can have) for a shift differ among the various shifts on a day.

The employees each have there own preferences regarding their schedule. They can prefer to have
a particular (part of a) day off, a specific shift on a certain day (in each week, or incidentally), or
they can be indifferent. Furthermore, some employees provide restrictions on the number of times
they have a particular shift during the week, for instance because they do not like a particular
shift, or they want to spend the evenings with their family. Night shifts provide a special kind of
restriction: some people hate them and others love them. Basically, every employee has to perform
them from time to time, but the scheduler tries to assign them as little as possile to employees
who dislike them.

Finally, some employees should perform special duties from time to time, which varies from study
days, to incorporation of students, to special ‘quality’ days.

Rosters are created for a period of k weeks. At this moment, k = 6, meaning that a roster
determines all the individual employee schedules for a period of six weeks. It was initially said
that it was allowed to change k into a different number. Preferably, k should be equal to at least
4, since according to the hospital regulations, employees should know their roster a few weeks
in advance and it is not prefered to have the hassle of the roster designment process too often.
Furthermore, when an employee must know his incidental preferences for days off during the
schedule to be designed (like birthdays, a scheduled evening out with friends, and small holiday
periods) a very long time in advance, it is very unpleasant for him. Hence k should even not be
bigger than 8. Finally, it is more practical to have k even, so you can use constraints which hold
for half of the number of weeks.

Later, it became apparent that k = 6 week scheduling was still the most preferred, since some
constraints (e.g. the number of night shifts and work weekends) have been designed for this roster
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period length and the department was used to these schedule sizes.

Although automatic rostering software called ‘Monaco P.I.P.’ is available in the UMC, the roster
designer considers the resulting rosters as inappropriate. Hence the schedule is fully created by
hand, using the Monaco software as a drawing board, with as a result that the roster designer
needs 4 to 5 days per six weeks block to draw the scheme.

The following sections will provide more details about the problem, divided into different infor-
mation categories. The information is based on several appointments with the unit team leaders
and completed questionnaires.

The final sections of this chapter will describe the main goal of the thesis project and the thesis
structure.

1.1 Employee qualifications

Caring for patients includes different kinds of tasks. Each task involves a certain responsibility
level and competence demand. Before an employee may perform a certain task himself, he must
have succeeded a training period to become qualified for that task. In this hospital, the employee
does not train a single task, but he trains a predefined set of tasks in parallel under supervision
during a certain period, after which he will be awarded with a qualification degree. From that
moment, the employee is allowed to perform the tasks corresponding to the qualification degree
without supervision.

The nurses in this hospital all have their own predefined sets of allowed tasks. We will call such
a set a qualification. A nurse can have multiple qualifications, but naturally it is not possible to
train for a certain qualification without having a certain other qualification as a base.

For each shift during a day, there is a permanent minimal amount of employees with a certain
qualification that should work in that shift. Since the hierarchy of qualifications is roughly linear
(an employee with a higher qualification has also a lower qualification, with in rare cases an
exception) it is possible to fill up ‘low qualified positions’ with higher qualified employees. This is
not a problem.

The different specialties will be discussed in this section. The abbreviations between brackets
refer to the internal (mostly Dutch) name of the qualification, which are provided for clearness
and simplicity.

1.1.1 Student Nurse (STD)

A Student Nurse is a person who follows an internship in the final stage of his education. The
student is not considered competent to make decisions and the major part of his tasks will be
done under supervision of other staff members. Furthermore, students are not permitted to work
in the night shifts. After graduation, the student will become a basic nurse.

In fact, a student is a nurse in training who has no official qualifications yet. He is treated as a
supportive employee and will mostly be added to a shift as surplus. It is preferred to spread the
students evenly over the possible shifts.

Last year, the number of Student Nurses fluctuated from time to time. Depending on the roster
period, there are approximately 6–11 Student Nurses available.

[ The abbreviation stands for ‘Student’ ]

1.1.2 Basic Nurse (VPK)

A Basic Nurse is an employee who is competent to perform most of the basic tasks. Naturally,
the nurse has only this single qualification for some time: he will be trained to become a Medium
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Care Nurse.

There are approximately 13 Basic Nurses available.

[ The abbreviation stands for ‘Verpleegkundige’ ]

1.1.3 Medium Care Nurse In Training (MCIO)

This is just an inbetween status and concerns only a few employees. In fact, the nurse is still
treated as a Basic Nurse (hence also counted there), who will be trained by a supervisor-colleague
for two weeks. After this period, the nurse will occasionally work together with his supervisor
until the training has been completed.

[ The abbreviation stands for ‘Medium Care In Opleiding’ ]

1.1.4 Medium Care Nurse (MC)

A Medium Care Nurse is an employee who is competent to perform some more specialized tasks.
Furthermore, he is allowed to perform all tasks a Basic Nurse may perform. This qualification
holds for the biggest part of the personnel.

There are approximately 25 Medium Care Nurses available.

[ The abbreviation stands for ‘Medium Care’ ]

1.1.5 Senior Nurse (SVK)

A Senior Nurse is a Basic Nurse with a kind of manager capabilities. He is allowed to perform all
tasks a Basic Nurse may perform and has in each roster a few so-called “quality days” for training
and improvement. Normally, the Senior Nurse has also the MC-qualification, but sometimes
exceptions might exist.

Last year, the number of Senior Nurses fluctuated from time to time. Depending on the roster
period, there are approximately 5–7 Senior Nurses available.

[ The abbreviation stands for ‘Senior Verpleegkundige’ ]

1.2 Appointment contracts

There are two types of employee appointment contracts: permanent contracts and flexible con-
tracts.

Most available employees have a permanent contract. Their appointments mainly range from 24
up to 36 hours per week, but most of them work 32 hours, which is considered as ‘full time’. In
an exceptional case, an employee with a permanent contract has an appointment for less than 24
hours per week.

The small group of flexible contract employees mainly has a small average appointment of approx-
imately two shifts per week.

1.2.1 Permanent contract

In a permanent contract, the employee has a predetermined amount (h) of hours to work per
week. The actual amount of work hours he will obtain per week may vary a bit between different
weeks, as long as it does not deviate too much from the average number of hours. At the end
of a full schedule of k weeks, the employee must have worked (almost) all the h × k hours his
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contract requires him to work during that period. During a full year, the employee will have the
opportunity to consume a determined amount of holidays, in consultation with his supervisors. A
holiday replaces a full workday.

Most roster preferences of this employee group will be taken into account whenever possible, but
are in general not considered as really hard constrains (although they were stated to be quite
hard during a later phase of the project). An exception occurs for approximately 6–8 preferences
per schedule (based on scheduling for six weeks at once) which can be indicated by the employee
himself. These preferences must be scheduled according to the demands of the employee, but they
must in general be in accordance with employee health policies and some other regulations (e.g.
not too much late shifts in a week).

1.2.2 Flexible contract

A flexible contract, which is said to be based on the Dutch ‘zero-hour contract’ system1, in principle
does not provide any guarantee of employment.

Normally, these employees have an average work commitment and there is a tendency to roster the
nurses for this average number of hours per week, whenever possible. However, the employee may
be assigned to less shifts in a particular week without any consequence and without the obligation
to assign them to more shifts in another week. This is typically done when there are already
enough nurses in a particular shift the employee prefers to work.

Hence the employee is treated as a kind of schedule filler and there is a tendency to create his
roster only after the permanent employees have been scheduled.

The employees in this group may also indicate the days and shifts of the week they prefer (not)
to work. However, their constraints are considered as (rather) hard, since, according to the unit
direction, the employee has no obligation to perform the assigned work if he does not want to.

1.3 Forwards rotating rosters

Nowadays, more and more attention is given to healthy rostering. The underlying assumption
is that a healthy employee will have more energy to perform his work, with better results as
a consequence, and he will be less absent due to illness. This is certainly an issue in a 24/7
environment, where the day is generally divided into three shifts: early (also called day), late and
night. One possible way to help achieve a healthier work environment then, is the use of so-called
forwards rotating rosters.

Definition 1.1 (Shift block). A shift block is a set of consecutive days in an employee’s schedule
for which the assigned shift (day, late, night, free) is the same. Its length is defined as the number
of days that is covered by the block.

In the term shift block, the word ‘shift’ can be substituted by the name of the shift (e.g. ‘day
block’).

Definition 1.2 (Forwards rotating roster). In a forwards rotating roster an employee will first
work a couple of early shifts, thereafter a couple of late shifts, then a couple of night shifts and
finally have some days off to rest before the early shifts start again. It is also possible to have some
days off on other positions between two shift blocks.

An example of a forwards rotating roster is shown in figure 1.1. The consecutive cells, with the
assigned shift inside, represent consecutive days in the employee roster. The length of the shift
blocks can be varied, according to the type of working environment. For instance: when the night

1The unit direction calls the appointment form ‘zero-hour based’, but the fashion in which it is used appears
more like a ‘call contract with a prior made agreement’[26]. However, the exact contract form is not relevant here.
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activities demand less available employees than needed during the daytime, the length of a night
block will typically be shorter than the length of a day block.

D D D L L N N N F F D D

Day block
Length = 3

Late block
Length = 2

Night block
Length = 3

Free block
Length = 2

Day block
Length = 2

Figure 1.1: Example of a forwards rotating shift pattern.

Experiments in the past, for instance a huge experiment at Corus by Klein Hesseling et al.
(2010)[15], have shown that (quick2) forwards rotating employee rostering has a positive influ-
ence on the working staff. Especially older employees will have more benefits from their new
roster.

Unfortunately, the definition of a ‘forwards rotating roster’ is very strict and in practice not always
usable or desired. As an example, it is not possible to have a day off between two early shifts and
it is not possible to skip the whole night block. In order to obviate this, a second definition will
be presented.

Definition 1.3 (Relaxed forwards rotating roster). In a relaxed forwards rotating roster no
employee will work in a shift that starts earlier during the day than the shift he worked the day
before. In other words: an employee should have ≥ 15 hours off between two consecutive work
shifts.

Definition 1.4 (Block pattern). A block pattern is a set of consecutive shift blocks in an employee
schedule. When a pattern needs to be expressed, it will naturally be done in the fashion X → Y
→ Z, which means that shift block X is directly followed by shift block Y, subsequently followed by
shift block Z.

An example of a relaxed forwards rotating roster is shown in figure 1.2. Here, the block pattern
Day → Late → Free → Day → Night is represented.

D D D L L F F D D N N N

Day block
Length = 3

Late block
Length = 2

Free block
Length = 2

Day block
Length = 2

Night block
Length = 3

Figure 1.2: Example of a relaxed forwards rotating shift pattern.

The new definition of forwards rotation indeed solves the previously sketched problem. Unfor-
tunately, it may be too simple, since it also allows block patterns like Night → Free → Late →
Free → Day. This is in fact a backwards rotating roster and all the benefits are lost. Only shift
patterns like Late → Day are ruled out by our new definition.

Since there are some positive effects on forwards rotating rosters, the UMC likes to use a type of
forwards rotation in their employee rosters. The exact form is not strictly defined. Therefore, the
following rostering rules will be used in this thesis (except an incidental deviation):

� The employee roster follows the relaxed forwards rotation pattern.

� The pattern tries to stay as close as possible to the definition of a strict forwards rotation
pattern.

2A fast cycle, hence all shift blocks are short. A particular shift is allocated on a few consecutive days only
instead of during a full week.
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From now on, when the terms forwards rotation or forwards rotating rostering are used, those will
refer to these two rules.

1.4 Default hard restrictions for schedules

This section provides a list of default hard restrictions to schedules, in addition to the regulations
mentioned in the previous sections. This means that all3 (employee) schedules should satisfy these
rules. For clearness, the information will be spread over a few subsections with coherent details.

1.4.1 Night shift restrictions in employee rosters

Night shifts are considered as horrible by many employees, although some people like them. Stu-
dent Nurses may never perform a night shift. Most other employees must perform them occas-
sionaly, depending on the number of available employees in the roster period.

When the ward size is sufficiently large, the employees will not necessarily perform a night shift
block in each roster period. The scheduling employee may then indicate some employees who
obtain an exemption.

� Night shifts must be performed within a night shift block of given restrictions. The length
of the block depends on the day of the week. Night shifts can only occur in the following
manner:

– Monday – Tuesday4

– Monday – Tuesday – Wednesday – Thursday

– Wednesday – Thursday

– Friday – Saturday – Sunday

� After a block of night shifts, the employee will have a minimum of 48 hours off.

� A rare exception excluded, at most 4 night shifts occur per employee during a full schedule
of six weeks.

1.4.2 Weekend restrictions in employee rosters

In most work environments, personnel has the full weekend off, but that is not possible in a 24/7
situation. Weekend days are therefore treated as a kind of special days. They introduce the
following restrictions:

� A staff member will be allocated with shifts both on Saturday and Sunday or he will be off
for the whole weekend.

� During a work weekend, the employee will have the same shift on both days.

For the permanent staff, there are a few more restrictions on the amount of work weekends.

� If the employee has an appointment of > 24 hours per week, he should work 3 full weekends
per six weeks.

� If the employee has an appointment of ≤ 24 hours per week, he should work 2 full weekends
per six weeks.

� When an employee is having a holiday, it is possible to allocate less work weekends in his
schedule.

3Unfortunately, there will be a deviation of these rules in rare cases.
4The night between Monday and Tuesday and the night between Tuesday and Wednesday.
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Example: An employee with a holiday of 3 weeks is not obliged to work in the remaining
3 weekends.

The flexible staff does not have well-defined restrictions on the amount of work weekends. Typ-
ically, they will work one or sometimes two work weekends in a roster. The work weekends are
spread in consultation with these employees.

1.4.3 Other restrictions in employee rosters

This subsection contains some shift restrictions that do not fit in the other subsections.

� When the nurse is a flexible employee, the preferences for (not) allocating a particular shift
on a particular day are compulsory.

Example: When the employee does not want to work during weekends, he will never be
assigned to work during a weekend.

� Maximal 3 late shifts per employee per week.

Remark: Late shifts are considered as nice by lots of employees, but the required staffing
for this type of shift is rather low compared to day shifts. Furthermore, the unit
management also wants the people who like day shifts to occasionally perform a late
shift.

In practice, a lot of employees who like late shifts will exchange them with employees
who do not like them. This is implicitly tolerated.

� Every employee has at least one day off per week.5

� At the end of the k-week roster, the employee should have worked the number of days de-
manded by his appointment contract. He must have worked the exact number or a deviation
of one day. Each vacation day he has consumed in the roster counts as a workday.

� Each Senior Nurse has at least 2 so-called quality days per roster. This type of duty must
be planned during the day shift on weekdays. A maximum (also preferred number) of 2
Senior Nurses can be rostered for this task at a day and these employees will not count for
the occupancy demands.

� Medium Care Nurses in Training will have the same schedule as their supervisor during the
first two weeks of their training.

1.4.4 Restrictions in the total roster

The following restrictions hold for the total roster, that is: the combination of all employee rosters.
The restrictions are considered hard, but in ‘emergency’ situations, they may be relaxed a bit.

� For each possible shift in a week, the minimal occupancy and qualification demands must
be met.

(Relaxations: 1 Senior Nurse instead of 2; one employee short, but MC demand should be satisfied.)

� Surplus in the employee occupancy is only allowed during the early shifts (preferably during
weekdays).

(Relaxation: allow surplus during a late shift, but do not assign extra night shifts.)

5According to the collective bargaining agreement (CBA) (see appendix A), every employee must have a period
of 36 hours per week or 72 hours per two weeks (possibly to be split up in parts of at least 32 hours) for which
he has no duties. This is already satisfied when a shift pattern like Day → Free → Day or Day → Free → Late
occurs in a certain week. Since forwards rotating rosters are preferred and the biggest appointments are 4.5 days
per week, these rules are automatically met. Hence the CBA rule can be simplified.
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1.5 Default soft restrictions for schedules

The following sets of restrictions define preferences which should ideally be satisfied, but are not
forced to be so. There is a distinction between more important restrictions and less important
restrictions.

1.5.1 More important restrictions

The following restrictions are not obliged to be met, but are certainly desired.

� Take the soft roster preferences of the individual employees into account.

Examples: Preference for day off, preference for a shift on a certain day, preference for the
‘amount’ of late shifts during a k-weeks roster, etc.

� An employee with a permanent contract will work his assigned number of weekly hours in
each week6. Hence (especially) extra workdays in a week should be prevented.

� The smaller the appointment, the more annoying a single day off will be considered. For
small appointments (< 32 hours / week) single days off are basically not allowed. For the
bigger appointments (≥ 32 hours / week) it is preferred not to roster them, but if they give
benefits (like rostering a permanent preference of the employee), it is allowed to do so.

� Work weekends and weekends off should be spread well over the roster of the employee.

� Employee surplus should be leveled over the early shifts, preferably during weekdays.

� When the appointment contract involves ≤ 24 hours per week, it is preferred to schedule 72
hours off after a night shift.

1.5.2 Less important restrictions

These restrictions are not that important, but it would be nice if they can be realized. Most of
them will probably already be realized without special effort.

� A forwards rotating shift pattern of Day → Free → Late → Free → Night → Free is the
most preferred one (or without the first or second free block). There are no general soft
restrictions for the length of the shift blocks. They depend on the employee appointment
sizes and their individual preferences.

– Some employees prefer to have 2 blocks of 2 night shifts, others prefer to have 4 night
shifts in a row.

– The late block may have a length of at most 3 shifts, the minimal length again depends
on the employee’s preferences.

– An employee who prefers late shifts over day shifts will have shorter day blocks. Other
employees will have more.

� The night shift blocks of an employee should be spread well over his schedule.

� Student nurses should be evenly divided on the schedule.

� When an employee has a late shift during a weekend, it is preferred to have one on Friday
too (which is only seldom satisfied in the current rosters).

� It is not a problem if an employee mainly wants to perform early shifts. He could retrieve
them, as long as he will have a late and night shift every now and then.

6There is no clear definition for a week. Judging from example schedules, a week can be defined as Monday –
Sunday. An interesting alternative is to use Sunday – Saturday, since it makes it easier to allow days off during the
(start of the) week before a weekend off.
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� After the first two weeks of their training period, Medium Care Nurses in Training will
regularly work with their supervisor.

1.6 Minimal occupancy demands

The amount of staff that should be assigned to each shift should satisfy the pre-determined minimal
occupancy demands. The demands are the same for both weekdays and weekends. As described
in the problem description, a (small) surplus during the day shifts is alright, but it is preferred to
occur during weekdays.

The demands of the UMC are defined as follows:

� Day shift:

– Minimum: 11 employees.

– Preferred maximum: 14 employees during weekdays, 12 during weekends.

– At least 5 Medium Care (MC) nurses.

– At least 4 additional nurses with Medium Care (MC) or Basic (VPK) qualification.

– At least 2 assigned nurses should have the Senior Nurse (SVK) qualification.7.

– Typically, 1 or 2 Student nurse(s) will also work in this shift (not a hard demand).

– Employee surplus is preferred, as long as it is spread well over the day shifts.

� Late shift:

– Total: Exactly 6 employees.

– At least 3 Medium Care (MC) nurses.

– At least 2 additional nurses with Medium Care (MC) or Basic (VPK) qualification.

– 1 other employee, which may be a Student nurse (STD).

– Employee surplus is not preferred.

� Night shift:

– Total: Exactly 3 employees.

– At least 2 Medium Care (MC) nurses.

– 1 additional Basic nurse (VPK) or Medium Care (MC) nurse.

– Allocation of Student nurses is forbidden.

– Employee surplus is forbidden.

Note that the maximum during the day shift is expressed as ‘preferred maximum’. At least 11
employees are needed, but it is no problem when some additional employees are assigned to the
shift. It is not desired to assign more employees to the day shift than the preferred maximum.

However, sometimes it happens that every day shift already has the preferred maximum number
of employees. In case another employee must then be assigned, it is still needed to allocate another
employee to a ‘full’ day shift, since surplus must especially be assigned to the day shifts.

7Note that an SVK Nurse with a ‘quality day’ is not allowed to count for these demands.
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1.7 Data analysis

We have obtained different data sheets from the UMC during the project, but the most important
ones can be found in the appendices B, C and D.

� Appendix C shows a list of employee preferences (or sometimes demands) currently known.
The information is designed for a period in February – March 2013, but provides a good
indication of the kinds of important employee preferences and demands.

� Appendix D shows an example schedule for a period with full formation during 2012. A
small part of the roster (the first and last employees) is outside the scope of the project. A
lot of different notation for each type of employee is used, which is declared in the legend
table in appendix B.

However, in this thesis will only use the terms ‘Day’, ‘Late’ and ‘Night’ to denote a workshift,
quality day or training day of an employee. When the employee does not perform any kind
of work on a certain day (due to whatever kind of reason), we will denote it by allocation of
a ‘Free’ shift.

This section will provide a brief analysis of this data (especially the employee preferences) and
some irregularities that have shown up.

1.7.1 Types of employee preferences

Although different kinds of employee preferences can be distinguished, most of them are pretty
much of the same type. The preferences were first presented as “nice if most of them can be
satisfied”, but it turned out the preferences were actually rather hard demands in general. For
example: providing a preferred evening off every now and then is not enough, (allmost) all evenings
should be off. The UMC wants to be a good employer and therefore satisfy as many requests as
possible.

As already mentioned, the preferences of flexible employees should definitely be satisfied in the
final schedule.

1.7.1.1 Request for a particular shift

The most occurring kind of employee preference concerns the allocation of a shift on a particular
day of the week. These kinds of preferences mostly hold for every week of the roster period. Two
types can be distinguished:

1. The employee would like to have a particular shift (or day off) assigned on a day (e.g. a day
shift during the weekends). Hence there is only 1 shift preferred to allocate.

2. The employee would like to have a particular shift (or day off) not assigned on a day. Hence
the employee does not really care which shift is actually assigned on the day, as long as it is
not the unpreferred one.

Many employees do not want to have a late shift on a particular day, mostly because of sport
reasons. Most other types of these shift requirements concern the possible shifts to allocate in
a workweekend, and whether the night shift block is preferred during weekdays or during the
weekend. Sometimes, it is requested to have a particular day of the week off.

A special kind of shift requirement is a training day, which especially occurs in the student nurse’s
rosters. Most of the time it is a fixed day of the week, on which the student has to go to college.
Of course the employee is not available to work in the UMC on this day. Hence, this day must be
allocated as a day shift without counting the employee for the occupancy demands on the specified
day.

The shift requirements can also occur incidentally: a preference for (not) allocating a particular
shift on a particular date. With a possible exception, this is in most cases a preference for an
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incidental day off, a holiday (large group of days off) or a particular workshift is requested for
some kind of training or supervision. These requests are in general hard constraints.

1.7.1.2 Request for the length of a block of workshifts

Many employees have a request for ‘max x’ occurrences of a shift type t (e.g. max 3 night shifts).
This means the employee would like to have at most x t-shifts per week or the employee wants to
have the t-shift for at most x consecutive days.

This type of preference mostly occurs in relation to night shifts. The employee prefers not to
have a block of 4 night shifts. Sometimes, 3 consecutive night shifts is already considered as too
much. On the other hand, some employees just prefer to have long blocks of night shifts (3 or 4
consecutive days instead of 2).

It is important to note that the max keyword (almost) always refers to the length of the shift
block, although it can be read as a maximal shift number for the whole roster. That kind of
preference will be discussed in section 1.7.1.3.

1.7.1.3 Preference for the frequency of workshifts in a particular roster

Many employees have a shift type they (do not) like. They have a preference to allocate this
shift as little or as often as possible. This means the shift should (not) frequently occur in the
employee’s schedule.

Again, this type of preference typically occurs in relation to night shifts (e.g. the preference ‘3-4
ND’, which means 3 or 4 night shifts during a schedule), but the phenomenons ‘as little late shifts
as possible’ or ‘preferably late shifts’ also occur.

1.7.1.4 Forwards rotating pattern

Sometimes a forward rotating pattern is requested, but this is also the default request of the
management.

1.7.1.5 Predefined schedules

Some employees do not only have some preferences, but they have a full schedule they prefer for
that period. This will be discussed in section 1.7.2.2.

1.7.2 Special rosters for employees

Some employees have a (kind of) special roster. This means that some hard or soft constraints
will not hold for them. Hence the way in which they get rostered will differ from other people.
This subsection will provide a short analysis of these employees.

1.7.2.1 Permanent appointed employees with hard preferences

Some permanent appointed employees have made an arrangement, such that some of their pref-
erences are considered as hard constraints. Most of the time, having little children whose days of
childcare are predetermined is at the base of such arrangements.

The hard preferences are typically of the following type:

� On a particular day of the week, a specific shift must be assigned.

� On a particular day of the week, a specific shift will never be assigned.
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Example: Always Tuesday evening off.

� A particular day of the week will always be off.

� The period of the week for night shifts is predetermined.

Example: When a night shift is scheduled, it must be in the weekend.

In general, these combinations of preferences result in a schedule which is largely predefined. These
employees have approximately two or three fixed workdays in a week, and should work a fixed
number of weekends. Furthermore, they have some predefined extra workdays during some weeks,
to achieve exactly their required number of workdays during a six weeks period.

To be more precise: the schedule is typically divided into k(= 6) week-blocks, each of them having
its own workload. Each block is an almost predetermined configuration of shifts for a week. Only
the order of the weeks is not fixed.

We will call this pattern a predefined weeks pattern, built up from predefined week objects:

Definition 1.5 (Predefined Week). A predefined week is a description of a roster for a single
week out of k(= 6) weeks together with how many times this week description must occur in the
full period schedule. For example: “One week of the roster consists of a day shift on Monday, a
day or late shift on Wednesday and two day shifts during the weekend. In the final roster, there
are two weeks for this employee which match with this description”.

The next example will try to clarify the concept.

Example 1.1 (A typical situation to use predefined weeks). An employee with an appointment
size of 3 workdays per week has the following requirements:

� Monday: always a day or late shift.

� Thursday: always a day or late shift.

� Two mandatory work weekends: always day or late shifts.

This employee may then have the following predefined weeks:

� 4x A normal week of only Monday and Thursday.

� 2x A week with a weekend: Monday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday

Unfortunately, the employee should work 3 × 6 = 18 workdays during 6 weeks and now only has
obtained 4 × 2 + 2 × 4 = 16 workdays. Hence, there is an agreement that this employee also two
times works a day shift on Wednesday, so the set of predefined weeks becomes:

� 2x Monday (day or late) and Thursday (day or late).

� 2x Monday (day or late), Wednesday (day) and Thursday (day or late).

� 2x Monday (day or late), Thursday (day or late), Saturday (day or late) and Sunday (day
or late).

1.7.2.2 Self-scheduling

Some employees have acquired the ‘right’ of self-scheduling. Some time before the new schedule
is created, an empty one is put in the staff room. Besides indicating the set of hard preferences
for the next schedule, some employees also fill in their own roster. Thereafter, the scheduling
employee tries to do his best to assign these people according to their preferences. Hereby, if it is
necessary for the occupancy rate, he tries to deviate from the self-schedules on at most ± 3 days.

In these predefined rosters, strange shift patterns which are considered as undesired by the man-
agement may sometimes occur. For instance: an employee could assign himself the pattern Late
→ Day, a pattern for which the scheduler states he would never assign it himself. Nevertheless, the
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scheduler declares that he will assign these patterns in case the employee explicitly wants them.
Furthermore, more than the desired 4 night shifts are sometimes requested and satisfied.

1.7.2.3 Very special rosters

In a rare case, an employee has a very special roster and is scheduled separately. At this moment,
there is one employee who is assigned to all night shifts during one full week (Monday – Sunday)
and then has one full week of days off. This person is very easy to roster, since the only two
possible rosters can be inserted directly into the computer by hand.

1.8 Main goal and assumptions

The main goal of this thesis project could be formulated as follows:

Definition 1.6 (Main goal). Create a technique that is able to create an employee work schedule for
the nurses of the department of cardiothoracic surgery of the UMC. Both the provided department
and employee preferences and requirements should be satisfied as much as possible.

We assume that the available amount of staff is large enough to create a full roster which satisfies
the hard constraints and occupancy demands.

1.9 Thesis structure

The thesis is structured as follows:

� Chapter 2 discusses a (small) literature study. It will be researched what kind of solutions
(within the field of operations research) have been applied in the past and how applicable
these solutions are for the UMC situation.

� Chapter 3, 4, and 5 together discuss the main solution.

– Chapter 3 treats the main approach (combining pregenerated schedules) of the solution.

– Chapter 4 investigates more low-level details on schedule generation.

– Chapter 5 discusses the results of initial tests and introduces some extensions to the
main solution. Moreover, a realistic experiment setting is discussed, together with the
corresponding results.

� In chapter 6, we explore methods of automatic resolving (occupancy) problems after the
schedule for a roster period has been created. Also this time, an experiment setting is
discussed.

� The thesis concludes with a conclusion and discussion in chapter 7. We will discuss the pos-
itive and negative features of the presented system and provide pointers for future research.

All input data and the actual results of experiments can be found in the several appendices of this
report. An extensive overview can be found in the table of contents.
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Chapter 2

Algorithmic analysis

In the literature, a lot of research about nurse rostering problems can be found. An early survey
by Warner (1976)[27] differentiates three types of solution approaches:

Manual Scheduling: The schedules are fully created by hand. This system is also called Tradi-
tional Scheduling. The major benefit is its high degree of flexibility.

For a long time, this approach used to be the default one and even nowadays you will
find hospital schedulers who find a computerized solution not sufficient. Hence creation is
regularly still performed by hand, as is the case in the UMC problem (see chapter 1).

Nevertheless, it is a very time-consuming task to perform[4] and only a small fraction of
possible schedules is considered, which likely makes the result very suboptimal. In a time of
cutbacks in health care and a lot of political complaints about large overheads in our health
care system, this system will not be tenable in the long-term.

Cyclical scheduling: An ordered set of schedules (1 . . . k) for a fixed time period has been created
in advance. Each of the k employees will start with a different schedule number from the
set and perform all its assigned duties during the time period. Thereafter, the employee will
retrieve the succeeding schedule for the period thereafter. This process continues until the
employee retrieves his start schedule again, whereupon the cycle restarts.

The major benefits of this system are its simplicity and that it generally provides good
schedules (from a manager’s point of view). All assignable schedules can be made healthy
(so ad hoc solutions in incidental cases are not needed), the resulting total schedule definitely
meets all the occupancy demands, and since all employees will obtain the same schedules,
nobody will be jealous. Furthermore, the employees know their schedule a long time in
advance, since the same blocks are used repeatedly. Hence, it is easier for them to make
plans on the long term.

However, it is difficult or even impossible to take personal preferences into account, which
makes the schedules not very satisfactory for the concerned employees. Furthermore, cyclical
schedules will only work well when the occupancy demand is pretty stable and the assumption
can be made that there is enough staff available to perform the unpopular shifts (Hung,
1992)[18].

Computer Aided Scheduling: The traditional scheduling process is (partly) done by a com-
puter system. The benefits of this system are high: if it works well, the personal staff
schedules are both healthy and personalized to individual preferences. Furthermore, the
search process takes more solutions into account. It is still impracticable to find the best
possible schedule (if at all possible to define it), but a good suboptimal solution which meets
the hard constraints is already satisfactory.

After the computer mathematics, the schedule can manually be tweaked whenever desired.
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Since the first solution is currently used in the UMC and the second one is undesired for numerous
reasons, this project will only focus on Computer Aided Scheduling.

A major overview paper by Burke et al. (2004)[4] considers the process of hospital employee
scheduling as “particularly challenging, because of different staffing needs on different days and
shifts”. He en Qu (2009)[13] state that nurse rostering problems entail a large number of specific
constraints, which makes the problems often over-constrained and hard to solve efficiently. Solving
them is said to be NP-hard [13], which means that it is unlikely that a polynomial time exact
algorithm will be found. It is even stated that “nurse rostering is more complex than the traveling
salesman problem”[4, 25].

From a practical point of view, the complexity would not have been a big issue when the problem
sizes were small. However since the search space grows exponentially when the problem size in-
creases, exact algorithms, including constraint programming, are considered to be computationally
too expensive[13]. Another common difficulty with rostering problems is that “the quality of a
solution is not necessarily a sum or a combination of the qualities of the partial solutions”[5, 9].
Finally, the objective function (how should we optimize the problem) is often very unclear.

Different techniques have been applied during the last 4 decades. Burke et al. (2004)[4] provides
a nice overview of them.

Two kinds of techniques from the field of operational research will be discussed in more detail:
local search and linear programming. Furthermore, we will analyze one particular paper of the
latter technique in more detail.

2.1 Local search

A lot of the already researched solution possibilities include techniques which are based on heuris-
tics and local search methods. The main idea of local search is to take a possible (likely bad)
solution to the problem as a start, whereafter it is slowly modified according to predetermined
rules, such that new and hopefully better solutions will be created.

In its most default form, the local search process is a hill-climbing algorithm. Using a predeter-
mined objective function, every possible solution obtains a value to indicate its quality. After
every modification, the solution will be evaluated using the objective function. Only when its
value is higher, the new solution will be kept and used as a base for the next modification.

The improvement continues until no modification yields a better objective value. Hence a local
maximum is obtained: a solution which can not be made better with the aid of the predetermined
rules (neighbourhood operations). However, this solution does not need to be the best possible
solution to the problem (the global maximum).

Figure 2.1 gives a simple two-dimensional state landscape to illustrate the process. The current
solution is modified in the direction of the arrow, until a local maximum is reached.

Important variations on hill climbing are tabu search and simulated annealing. Russel and Norvig
(2003)[24] provide a good overview of various local search techniques.

2.1.1 Examples

Dowsland (1998)[8] provided an iterative three-stage tabu search algorithm for a rather simple
variant of the problem. For each employee, a possible roster with a certain cost (reflecting how
well it satisfies the employee’s preferences) is constructed from a set of natural shift patterns. The
basic neighbourhood of a solution is defined as all solutions with a change of a pattern in one of
the rosters (instead of a change of a single shift). The three stages consist of several steps.

In the first stage, an initial basic solution which satisfies the coverage constraints is created.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the landscape in a hill-climbing process. Whether the global maximum will
be found, depends on the initial solution (state). The figure is derived from Russel & Norvig (2003)[24].

Starting from a completely randomly generated solution1, it is first tried to satisfy the coverage
constraints by applying some basic neighbourhood operators. Only moves that lead to a solution
with a lower cost are considered. Thereafter, in the second step of this stage, the basic moves
are alternated with more complex chain operators. A chain operator is defined as a sequence of
particular moves. The individual moves will not create a better solution (and are therefore never
applied in the first step of the stage), but all of them together indeed will improve the solution.
Possible chains are calculated using a graph algorithm.

The second stage deals with optimization: try to exchange parts of the schedules between nurses,
such that the individual schedules will improve (and the costs will decrease), while retaining the
coverage of all shifts. The last stage is used for a strategic disturbance of the results: a move that
increases the solution costs is selected, such that the first stage can restart again to hopefully find
better solutions.

As already said, the underlying problem is rather simple. The constraints are mainly coverage
ones and there is only paid little attention to individual employee roster quality. It is noteworthy
that the constraints of the overall occupancy problem are formulated as an Integer Linear Program
(see section 2.2), although no ILP techniques are used for solving it.

Burke et al. (1998)[3] applied a hybrid tabu search algorithm to nurse rostering problems based
on situations in Belgian hospitals. Their technique was used in a former commercial schedule tool
called ‘Plane’.

Since their only formulated hard requirement is the fit of the occupancy demand and the big
problem is split up into several small subproblems (groups of people with the same qualification,
each treated independently of other groups for calculating rosters), it is not difficult to calculate
a feasible initial solution. Thereafter, a tabu search algorithm is used to obtain a solution that
deals better (as expressed by an objective function) with the (undefined) list of soft requirements.
The algorithm only considers moves of a duty from one person to another on the same day and
selects the best possible move, until no more move is possible.

Then a diversification step is applied, which is either ‘completing weekends’ or an exchange of parts
of the rosters of the worst scheduled employees. After this step, the tabu search is performed again
until some predefined stop rule has been met.

In the end, a finalization step is applied. The most valuable one seems to consider all possible
exchange moves for every pair of nurses and repeatedly perform the best one. However, this is
very time-consuming.

1Unfortunately, the paper is not clear whether this solution is completely based on the shift patterns, although
it is likely the case.
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The complete approach has been drawn in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Hybrid tabu search algorithm by Burke et al. (1998)[3].

The solution looks promising, but is unfortunately designed for and has only been tested in rela-
tively small hospitals with approximately 20 employees in a unit. Since the employees have been
classified in qualification groups to reduce the complexity of the problem, the subproblems are
even smaller. The chosen modifying operators are already claimed to be very expensive on such
small problems, thus it is unlikely that the solution will work for more complex problems. Besides
this problem, the early split up of employees into groups with the same qualification can easily
lead to suboptimal solutions.

A follow-up paper by the same authors[5] also stated that planning each qualification category
separately may prevent their algorithm from finding good quality solutions for some categories.
Furthermore, they admit that their developed algorithms are not robust enough to handle difficult
problems well and finally state: “Unacceptable solutions usually arise when the constraints on the
problem are contradictory. It is then very hard to find the very narrow valleys in the solution
space, which contain good schedules.”

Therefore, the authors have refined their algorithm using various implementations of a genetic
algorithm. The algorithm is called ‘memetic’ (evolution by imitation). Again, the problem size is
only about 20 people. Furthermore, the benefits of getting higher quality solutions are at the cost
of increased computational time. Since the chosen operators become more and more expensive as
the staff size increases, it is likely that this algorithm is also not an option for bigger environments.

In later papers, the authors decided to try different (also more complex) techniques. For instance
one in cooperation with the big optimization company Ortec[6].

Bellanti et al. (2004)[2] have developed an approach in which they use both tabu search and
simulated annealing in a largely similar problem as the UMC situation. First, an initial solution is
created by a heuristic: the best candidate (defined as the nurse who has currently been assigned
to the least number of shifts of the particular type) is selected to be assigned to a specific shift,
whereupon the initial solution is completed by setting all the remaining shifts. Thereafter, a set of
neighbourhood operators is defined and tabu search or simulated annealing is applied to improve
the solution.
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The results look promising, but also this solution fails in the sense that only little attention is
paid to individual employee preferences. Mainly preferred days off can be expressed and special
rosters are not considered at all. Furthermore, the system considers every nurse as having the
same qualifications, but in the UMC case nurses could have several qualifications. A problem
decomposition, such that each qualification is solved independently, is therefore not possible, since
qualifications can overlap and a more skilled employee can replace less skilled ones. Hence the
solutions are likely to become too suboptimal in the UMC case.

More algorithms have been developed, but many of them are declared to be too simple or have
not been tested in practice.

2.1.2 Conclusion

Local search methods can be effective when the ward size and the number of constraints are small.
Heuristics will create an initial solution, which is then repeatedly improved.

Moving single shifts around usually does not improve the solution state that much and certainly
will not lead to the best solutions. Therefore, more complex neighbourhood operators are needed,
which may be hard to find or to define, especially in big constrained situations. Another problem,
especially when a large amount of employees is involved, is the expensiveness of the operators that
seem to work well.

However, local search may possibly be used to try to improve solutions for the nurse scheduling
problem which are calculated using other techniques. This could also be the case for the UMC
problem, but it does not appear to be the kind of technique to build the whole solution.

2.2 Linear (and constraint) programming

Linear programming (LP) is a mathematical method to find the optimal solution of an objective
function, given a set of linear constraints. A problem consists of five important ingredients:

1. A vector of n variables: x = [x1, . . . , xn]

2. A cost vector c = [c1, . . . , cn]

3. An objective function: minimize or maximize the outcome of

n∑
j=1

cjxj (2.1)

4. A matrix A of size m by n and a vector b = b1, . . . , bm to define a set of m linear constraints
on the n variables:

n∑
j=1

aijxj ≤ bi for i = 1, . . . ,m (2.2)

5. A lower bound and upper bound restriction on the values of the variables:

lj ≤ xj ≤ uj for j = 1, . . . , n (2.3)

All constraints and variable restrictions together define a feasible region of the problem, which is
a convex polyhedron (see Figure 2.3 for an example).

A large range of algorithms has been developed to find the point in the polyhedron for which the
objective value is minimum or maximum (if such a point exists). Possibly the most well-known
is Simplex [1], which is quite efficient in practice, although it has poor worst-case behavior. The
number of steps can be exponential in the input size.
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Figure 2.3: Convex polyhedron representing a simple linear program with 2 variables (number of dimen-
sions) and 6 inequalities (black lines). The feasible region is colored red. Adapted from Wikipedia[29].

A polynomial-time algorithm is Karmarkar’s ‘interior point’ algorithm[21]. Although its worst-
case behavior is better, it does not meet the efficiency of Simplex in practice, since larger compu-
tational times were experienced in many numerical experiments (Ferris and Philpott, 1988[10]).

A perfect algorithm to solve LP’s has not been found yet. All algorithms perform some kind of
poor worst-case behaviour or are less efficient in practical situations. Furthermore, it is unknown
whether a strongly polynomial-time algorithm for solving LP’s exists[29].

In its basic form, the solution of the linear program may contain variables with a fractional value.
When only integral solutions are desired, the problem becomes an Integer Linear Program (ILP),
which is much harder to solve. In fact, it has already been shown in Karp’s 21 NP-Complete
problems[22] that the decision variant of an ILP in which the only possible values for the variables
are 0 and 1 (0-1 Integer Programming) is NP-hard. Techniques that have been developed to find
a solution for an ILP include the cutting-plane method, branch and bound, branch and cut and
branch and price[29].

A Mixed Integer Program (MIP) is an LP in which some of the variables are restricted to integral
values. In general, these problems are also NP-hard.

The various algorithms are used in a large set of developed computer solvers. Besides an opti-
mization algorithm and solving techniques for ILP’s, most of them also contain other techniques
to speed up the solving process. A very popular one is the IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer2, or
CPLEX in short.

Most exact3 LP solutions for nurse rostering problems do not deal with a lot of real life requirements
and therefore they are not worth to highlight. An overview is provided in Burke et al. (2004)[4].

2.2.1 Revised Simplex and Column Generation

As described, an ILP essentially consists of a set of variables, each having its own cost. Depending
on the practical background of the problem, it may represent a decision problem. A subset X ′ ⊆ X
of variables then represents an object, task, pattern4, etc., depending on the problem. The ILP
determines which of them will be selected or bought (or sold, when a variable xj obtains a negative
value) and how many times.

A special situation arises when the values of this subset can only be 1 or 0 (selected or not). The
ILP then represents a binary decision problem.

2http://www-01.ibm.com/software/integration/optimization/cplex-optimizer/
3An LP solution approach, without using techniques such as revised simplex and column generation.
4A pattern is for instance a roster of an employee.
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2.2.1.1 The knapsack problem

A famous illustrative example of a binary decision problem is the Knapsack problem[7, 16].

There is a set of n distinct items j = 1, . . . , n. Each of them has a value cj and can be selected
to be put in a knapsack which may hold at most b kilograms (the bag size). When an object j is
taken, an amount of wj kilograms is added to the knapsack. The purpose is to find a selection of
items such that the total value of selected items is as high as possible, but their total weight may
not be larger then b.

The problem can be written as an ILP:

Maximize:

n∑
j=1

cjxj {Total value} (2.4)

Subject to:

n∑
j=1

wjxj ≤ b {Enough space} (2.5)

xj ∈ {0, 1}, for each j = 1, . . . , n {No partial selection of objects} (2.6)

Suppose the number of available items in the problem above is very large and it is not possible to
take all of them in the bag. We then have to make a selection, but the binary decision constraint
(2.6) makes the formulated program an ILP, for which solving is NP-hard (see previous section).

In this section, we will provide some basic techniques which try to improve the ILP optimization
process. They can be applied to a wide variety of ILP problems. We will use the knapsack problem
as a ‘toy problem’ to illustrate the concepts being discussed.

The problem can first be relaxed by rewriting equation (2.6) to 0 ≤ xj ≤ 1. This is called an LP
relaxation. Furthermore, an initially empty set S will be created in which we store a selection of
items. While solving the LP, the items in S are the only ones considered for solving the problem.
The set S will iteratively be extended with items which are the ‘most promising’ for finding a
better objective value.

The resulting LP problem, also known as the fractional knapsack problem, can be written as:

Maximize:
∑
j∈S

cjxj (2.7)

Subject to:∑
j∈S

wjxj ≤ b (2.8)

0 ≤ xj ≤ 1, for each j ∈ S (2.9)

The set S is then filled with some of the items using a heuristic or some other method5 and the
LP is solved for this selection of items. Unfortunately, this solution is not optimal. Hence it can
be effective to add another item to S so that a solution which generates more money may be
computed.

5Since the fractional knapsack problem is a quite ‘simple’ problem, there exists a greedy heuristic which produces
the optimal total value. This can be achieved by sorting all items on decreasing

cj
wj

value and then taking all items

with the highest proportion until the bag is full. For the examples, we suppose no such heuristic exists.
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2.2.1.2 Shadow Price and Reduced Cost

Before we will discuss how the item that will be added to the problem will be determined, the
concepts of shadow price and reduced cost will be introduced.

Definition 2.1 (Shadow Price). The shadow price of a constraint is “the instantaneous change
per unit of the constraint in the objective value of the optimal solution”[28]. Or in other words:
“the unit price you want to pay for a little more”[16].

In a business application, its equivalent can be defined as “the maximum price that management
is willing to pay for an extra unit of a given limited resource”[28].

Example 2.1. Consider the fractional knapsack problem. Suppose b = 4 and we have the following
subset S:

j 1 2 3 4
cj 8 4 5 2
wj 1 2 3 4

In the optimal solution σ: x1 = 1, x2 = 1, x3 = 1
3 and x4 = 0. The objective value (total cost)

will be 13 2
3 euros.

Suppose the bag size constraint is increased by a small amount ε. For this example, a value ε = 1
is sufficient, so in the new situation b = 5. It is then possible to take an additional 1

3 part of item
3. Hence in the new optimal solution σ′: x1 = 1, x2 = 1, x3 = 2

3 and x4 = 0. The new objective
value (total cost) will be 15 1

3 euros, an increase of ∆(ε) = 1 2
3 euros. This entails that the shadow

price of the bag size constraint in solution σ is:

∆(ε)

ε
=

1 2
3

1
= 1

2

3
(2.10)

In fact, to determine the shadow price of a constraint, no recalculations have to be performed.
The shadow price is simply a by-product of the LP-solution. It can be found by looking at the
parameters of the corresponding dual problem. Details about duality can be found in (for instance)
Bazaara et al. (1990)[1].

The second concept is the reduced cost of a variable that is currently not used in the problem set,
but is possible to add.

Definition 2.2 (Reduced cost). The reduced cost of a currently unused variable x0 is the net gain
per ε when a small fraction (ε) of the item represented by it is used in the solution. In other words:
it is the net gain per ε it would entail when x0 is added to the problem set and the optimal solution
is recalculated, with x0 ← ε.

The value of ε has to be chosen in such a way that only one value xj of an existing item j is
changed in the solution. In both example 2.1 above and example 2.2 below, only the value x3 is
changed.

Example 2.2. Consider the initial situation of example 2.1 (so b = 4) and suppose the set S is
extended with a new item j = 5 with c5 = 10 and w5 = 2. Hence, when a small fraction ε of the
new item is used in a recalculated solution, its direct gain to the solution is ε · c5 = ε · 10 euros.

Unfortunately, because of the bag size constraint, some previously selected items will not be taken
any longer. Hence the optimal value will not increase by ε · 10 euros.

Let ε = 1
2 for this example, so the direct gain is 5 euros. In fact, in a new optimal solution σ′′ we

have: x1 = 1, x2 = 1, x3 = 0, x4 = 0 and x5 = 1
2 . The new objective value (total cost) thus will

be 17 euros, an increase of ∆(ε) = 3 1
3 euros. Hence the reduced cost of adding an amount ε = 1

2
of item 5 to S is:

∆(ε)

ε
=

3 1
3
1
2

= 6
2

3
(2.11)
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In the example, the ‘investment’ per ε of using an amount ε = 1
2 of item 5 is equal to:

5− 3 1
3

ε
=

1 2
3
1
2

= 3
1

3
(2.12)

This is the amount you have to ‘pay’ for using the item, since some previously selected items
cannot be (fully) used any longer, due to the constraints of the problem (the bag size constraint
in the knapsack program).

The investment per ε can also be obtained directly from a given solution by looking at the shadow
prices of the problem’s constraints. It can simply be calculated as the weighted sum of the shadow
prices of all the constraints involved when adding the item. In the knapsack program, the only
constraint is the bag size constraint and as seen in example 2.1, its shadow price is π = 12

3 . The
weight of item 5 in this constraint is w5 = 2, so the weighted sum of shadow prices for this item
is w5 · π = 2 · 1 2

3 = 3 1
3 , which is indeed the investment.

Hence it is not needed to recalculate the optimal solution to retrieve the reduced cost of adding an
item. The gain of the item is directly provided, the investment is the weighted sum of all shadow
prices of the involved constraints and the reduced cost is simply the difference between these two
values.

2.2.1.3 Performing column generation

In general: Suppose a problem has a set of m constraints with shadow prices (or dual multipliers)
π1, . . . , πm. Similarly, a pattern j which has not been taken into account yet has a variable xj ,
with yield cj and a weight of wij in constraint i. The reduced costs of variable xj is then defined
as:

c′j = cj −
m∑
i=1

πiwij (2.13)

In the knapsack example, it is only useful to add an item if its reduced costs are positive (since
the objective function is to maximize the costs). The best item to add is the one with highest
reduced costs. Hence, the unused variable with this property can be determined and added to the
problem. The addition of the item produces a column in the constraint matrix of the LP. This
procedure is called revised simplex.

For most problems, it is impossible to enumerate all the valid patterns that can be added. Then,
the subproblem of finding the pattern with the highest reduced costs can be expressed as an
(I)LP itself. This pricing problem (or auxiliary problem) can often be solved efficiently using LP
techniques or can be casted to another kind of problem for which an effective algorithm exists; for
instance: a shortest path problem in a graph. Since the column to add is not known in advance,
but is generated by an external process, this procedure is called column generation.

2.2.1.4 The solution of the ILP

After the addition, the LP is solved with the increased item set. This procedure of item additions
is repeated until there is no item remaining with positive reduced costs. Then, the optimal solution
of the LP is found.

Depending on the problem, the LP solution can be casted directly to the ILP solution by rounding,
or the ILP solution needs to be calculated or approximated using the earlier mentioned techniques
(such as branch and price). The difference between the optimal value of the LP-relaxation and
the optimal value of the ILP is called the integrality gap.
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2.2.2 Examples

Jaumard et al. (1998)[20] have specified an LP solution using column generation. A distinc-
tion is made between generation of individual employee rosters and combining them into a total
schedule.

Their (complex) master problem concerns the schedule assignment, fulfilling occupancy demands
(with the possibility to work a part of a shift) and scheduler’s preferences for assigning particular
nurses. An auxiliary problem for each individual employee is used to find a good schedule to
add to the master problem. Here, a resource constrained shortest path problem (RCSSP)[19] in
a layered directed graph is solved. Each path corresponds to a possible column which could be
added to the master problem. The auxiliary problem is solved by both a branching algorithm,
which eliminates some vertices, and a two-phase strategy for finding the shortest path.

The graphs are built as follows: For each day of the roster, a layer with vertices is created for each
possible shift. Vertices in layers i and i+ 1 are connected whenever the represented shift on day i
can be directly followed by the shift represented by the vertex on day i+ 1. It is also possible to
add an arc between a vertex in layer i and a vertex in layer j ∈ Xi = {x | x ≥ i + 2}; then shift
a is performed on day i, followed by j − i − 1 days off, whereafter shift b is performed on day j.
Finally, there are two dummy vertices added as a source and a sink for the shortest path problem.

The length of an arc between two vertices is defined by the current dual multipliers from the mas-
ter problem and several weighted individual parameters (employee preferences, salary, seniority,
desirability of the assignment by the scheduler, etc.). A full path from source to sink is a possible
employee schedule. It is valid when it satisfies the resource constraints.

The resources Rα, each with a lower bound and upper bound, are used to enforce patterns. The
following kind of resources are distinguished:

1. Workload: The nurse must work a certain amount of shifts every week.

2. Off Weekends: The nurse has groups of weekends off duty and groups of weekends on duty.

3. Rotation: Diverse complex resource variants to force forwards rotation.

4. Consecutive assignments: It is not allowed to work less or more consecutive days than a
predefined number.

5. Shift ratio’s: There must be enough variance in the roster: all kinds of possible shifts shall
be performed every now and then.

6. Holidays: An employee should have some of the days from a specified day set off (e.g. from
the set {Dec. 25th, Dec. 26th, Dec. 31st, Jan. 1st}).

A positive property of the solution is its capability of modeling complex constraints. The resource
model can likely be extended with a lot of other real world constraints.

Unfortunately, most of the used resource definitions are already quite complex and the authors
state that “special care should however be taken while defining the resource windows and the
resetting values, since the complexity of the auxiliary problem algorithm is very sensitive to the
width of the windows”. In addition, there is no algorithm that solves an RCSPP efficiently.
Test results in the paper (with the authors’ own algorithm) are only based on some preliminary
numerical tests; all of them with a small subset of the before mentioned resource constraints. For
these inputs, an LP solution is found within an hour, but solving the ILP already takes almost a
day.

Improved algorithms and heuristics with good expectations were said to be developed at the time
of publication, but no follow-up paper has been published in the past 12 years. It looks like the
research in this field has been aborted. Hence no improvements will be expected.

Hoogeveen and Penninkx (2007)[17] have developed a solution for security personnel working
in a 24/7 environment. The employees work in three shifts: early, late and night. Their rosters
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must be based on a strictly forwards rotating system (see section 1.3):

Day → Free → Late → Free → Night → Free → Day → Free → . . . (2.14)

All people should work 17 shifts per four-week period, and for each shift the minimal occupancy
demands must be met.

The soft constraints state that over-booking is preferred on Wednesday morning and the prefer-
ences of the employees must be taken into account: their preferred lengths of each shift block and
their favorite fixed day off each week.

The solution is solved using an ILP, which selects rosters from a pregenerated set of schedules for
every employee. Each set is generated using a strict forwards rotating pattern. The generated
rosters obtain a cost value which reflects the satisfaction of the employee. Rosters with too high
costs are discarded in advance.

Essentially, the problem their solution is created for is very simple compared to our nurse schedul-
ing problem, since the number of constraints is limited. For example: there are no weekend
and night shift restrictions, all generated schedules follow a rather strict rostering pattern, and
preferences for days off and (not) allocating a shift on a particular day are only defined as soft
constraints (increase the costs of a generated schedule).

It is likely that a lot of preferences are taken into account every now and then, but it is not possible
to guarantee the existence of generated rosters in which an employee obtains a fixed or preferred
shift on a certain day of every week (instead of some weeks).6

Although the solution has been specified and has been suitable for a real world problem, the lack
of hard constraints and the simple schedule pattern makes it unsuitable for most of the real-world
nurse-scheduling problems. It is possible to modify the solution method, such that it is able to
deal with more constraints, but it remains to be seen how robust the approach will be in practice.
As we will see in this thesis, the challenge with pre-generated rosters is that it becomes difficult
to find a setting which still finds rosters with enough ‘quality’ 7, while not having an incalculable
amount of them. Besides, the solution has never been tested in a working environment, since the
management of the hospital decided to restructure the department shortly after the solution was
computed.

However, it is interesting to research whether the solution ideas as presented in the aforementioned
paper can be extended such that the constraints of the UMC nurse-scheduling problem will be
satisfied. Since the solution approach forms a basis for our solution (chapter 3), we will discuss it
in depth in a separate section (section 2.3).

Finally, a very recent paper by He and Qu (2012)[14], officially published in December 2012, is
worth it to be mentioned. This paper became available online in spring 2012, when experiments
with our solution approach were already performed. Although there are some differences, the main
solution approach in the paper is quite similar to ours (see chapter 3), where column generation
and depth first search techniques for creating good columns are combined. Furthermore, this
research[14] is based on a previous publication (He and Qu (2008)[12]) in which real-world problems
in intensive care units at a Dutch hospital were treated.

Hence, comparing to our UMC problem, there is a lot of overlap in the context of both problems.
We will make a few comments about these two papers in our result discussion (section 7.2).

2.3 A basic approach by Hoogeveen and Penninkx

This section will discuss a slightly simplified variant of the basic solution of Hoogeveen and Pen-
ninkx (2007)[17] for the problem that is described in section 2.2. The full solution and a discussion
about the choices that are made can be found in the specified paper.

6Examples: An early shift every Wednesday, never a late shift on Tuesday or preferences conflicting with the
rotation parameters, such as a day off on every Wednesday and Friday, but working on every Thursday.

7Rosters which allow for example a late shift every Monday and a day shift every Wednesday.
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The solution for a given time period consists of a main ILP, that uses a set of feasible rosters Sj for
each employee j = 1, . . . , n. At this moment, a set Sj is assumed to contain all possible feasible
rosters for employee j. A roster s for employee j has a cost cjs, reflecting how well it meets the
employee’s preferences (on a scale between 0 and 1). The constant aijs reflects whether shift i is
covered in the roster. The variable xjs reflects whether roster s is selected for employee j.

Furthermore, each shift shall preferably not be over-booked and certainly not be under-booked.
The costs of over-booking and under-booking of shift i = 1, . . . ,m are defined as fi and gi respec-
tively. The deviations from the optimal occupation are defined as yi and zi respectively.

Hence the objective is to minimize the total cost, which is the cost reflecting the extent to which
the employee preferences are granted or ignored in the selected rosters and the cost of over-booking
and under-booking:

Minimize:

n∑
j=1

∑
s∈Sj

cjsxjs +

m∑
i=1

(fiyi + gizi) {Total cost} (2.15)

The constraints in their model state that:

� For each shift i the occupation demand bi is met, or over-booking/under-booking is penalized
(equation (2.16)).

� Each employee j retrieves exactly 1 roster (equation (2.17)).

� An employee roster is fully selected or not at all (equation (2.18)).

� Over-booking and under-booking sizes can not be negative (equation (2.19)).

This results in these linear equations:

n∑
j=1

∑
s∈Sj

aijsxjs = bi + yi − zi, for each i = 1, . . . ,m {Demand} (2.16)

∑
s∈Sj

xjs = 1, for each j = 1, . . . , n {Employee gets 1 roster} (2.17)

xjs ∈ {0, 1}, for each s ∈ Sj , j = 1, . . . , n {No partial roster selection} (2.18)

yi, zi ≥ 0, for each i = 1, . . . ,m {No negative over-/under-booking} (2.19)

To solve the ILP, it has first been relaxed to an LP by replacing xjs ∈ {0, 1} in the constraints
2.18 with xjs ≥ 0 (the upper bound is not enforced, since it will automatically follow from the
constraints 2.17). The LP is then solved using column generation on a restricted set of rosters
Qj ⊂ Sj , for each j = 1, . . . , n: the best rosters with respect to the optimal solution of the
LP-relaxation.

2.3.1 Creation of the sets Qj

For each employee, a set of possible valid rosters (according to the shift pattern regulations) for a
4 week period is generated by enumeration. Each roster obtains a cost cjs ∈ [0, 1], reflecting how
well it meets the employee’s preferences. Then, a pre-selection is made by dropping all generated
schedules with costs cjs > 0.5.

The sets Qj of rosters that are used to iteratively solve the main LP-problem are determined by
column generation.

Initially, a set of good rosters is added for each employee and the LP is solved using CPLEX
(see section 2.2). Then, the still unused rosters with the lowest reduced cost c′js from the set with
generated rosters are selected for each employee and added to the problem. This process continues
iteratively until no good roster can be added (c′js ≥ 0 for all unused rosters for all employees) or
a time limit has been reached.
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The pricing problem is defined as finding the rosters with the lowest reduced cost:

Minimize: c′js = cjs − λj −
m∑
i=1

πiaijs (2.20)

The parameters π1, . . . , πm and λ1, . . . , λn are the dual multipliers corresponding to the constraints
(2.16) and (2.17) respectively; the variables are aijs.

Since the problem is solved for each employee independently, it can be simplified to:

Minimize: c′js = cjs −
m∑
i=1

πiaijs (2.21)

2.3.2 Calculation of follow-up rosters

The approach for 4 weeks rosters can be extended to calculate rosters for longer periods, consisting
of an integer number of blocks of 4 weeks. Naturally, the consecutive rosters should follow-up well.

Since the number of possible 4 weeks rosters for an employee is relatively small (due to the very
strict shift pattern obligation), it is possible to use 8 weeks rosters in the (I)LP. These rosters are
combinations of two 4 weeks period rosters and are calculated during the column generation phase
using a layered graph of all possible roster combinations for every employee j. The graph has four
layers (figure 2.4):

1. A start node sj , representing the last 4 weeks of the current roster for employee j.

2. A layer Aj representing the first period, with nodes for all possible rosters following the
current roster. All rosters have an incoming arc from sj .

3. A layer Bj representing the second period, with nodes for all possible rosters following a
roster in layer Aj . If it is possible to combine a roster in layer Aj with a follow-up roster in
layer Bj , an arc is initialized from the first to the last.

4. A final node tj . All rosters in layer Bj have an outgoing arc to tj .

sj

ra1

ra2

ra3

ra4

rb1

rb2

rb3

tj

0

0

0

0

c′a1

c′a1

c′a3

c′a3

c′a4

c′b1

c′b2

c′b3

Figure 2.4: Layered graph network to produce consecutive rosters.

Each outgoing arc of a node in layer Aj and Bj retrieves a value equal to the reduced cost of the
4 weeks roster the node represents. A shortest path is then calculated between sj and tj using
a default single-source shortest path algorithm (see Cormen et al. (2009)[7] for an overview). An
existing path represents a valid follow-up roster. The ‘distance’ represents the total reduced cost.

Hence this approach selects for each employee a feasible 8-week follow-up roster with lowest reduced
costs. This roster can then be added to the master LP-problem as a column and the LP and
subsequently the ILP can then be solved.
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2.3.3 Solving the ILP

After the optimal value of the LP has been calculated, the ILP is solved using the various techniques
available in CPLEX. The calculation is done with the use of all the rosters that were added to the
LP, together with an additional 2500 most-preferred rosters (based on the dual multipliers in the
optimal LP solution).

2.3.4 Calculation of rosters for a large roster period

Finally, when a large roster period needs to be calculated, it is possible to extend the 8-week
approach from the previous section for longer periods, consisting of an integer number of blocks
of 4 weeks. For the LP-phase, it is no problem to calculate all feasible rosters for a full year (52
weeks). Unfortunately, the ILP-phase encounters major problems.

To solve the ILP for a large roster period, a so-called rolling horizon approach can be applied.
This works as follows:

1. The graph node sj is undefined on initialization. Calculate an initial roster for 8 weeks (two
4-week periods) for each employee by solving the LP and subsequently the ILP. Every start
position of an employee roster is applicable.

2. Fix the first 4 weeks of the previously calculated roster for each employee and define sj as
the node representing this roster (the last 4 weeks of the calculated roster are not used).
Calculate a consecutive roster for 8 weeks (two 4-week periods) for each employee by solving
the LP and subsequently the ILP.

3. Repeat step 2 until the roster for the full period has been calculated.
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Chapter 3

The main approach

In chapter 2, we discussed the solution approach by Hoogeveen and Penninkx (2007)[17] to solve
the security personnel scheduling problem. Their solution considers two subproblems:

1. Find possible nice schedules for each individual employee.

2. Combine the employee schedules into a final total schedule. Select a good roster for each
employee, such that the occupancy demands become satisfied.

We will investigate the extent to which this approach can be modified and extended, such that
it satisfies the UMC nurse rostering problem constraints. We will discuss our solution from a
top-down approach.

This chapter will consider the second subproblem, which also deals with qualification constraints
on the occupancy demands. We will call this our main problem. The main problem is solved using
linear programming in combination with column generation to introduce the individual schedules.

The subproblem of finding nice individual employee schedules will be discussed in chapter 4.

3.1 Legend of constants and variables

Throughout the next sections, a lot of mathematical variables and constants will be used. This
section will provide an overview of the most important ones. Sometimes, a section will provide a
few additional constants or variables.

3.1.1 Primitives

i A particular shift on a particular day (i ∈ I).

j An employee (j ∈ J).

m Total number of shifts (m = |I|).

n Total number of employees (n = |J |).

q A qualification (q ∈ Q).

s A full individual employee schedule for k weeks (s ∈ S).

3.1.2 Occupancy demands

bi The minimal number of employees needed for shift i.
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bqi The minimal number of employees with qualification q needed for shift i.

oi The maximal number of employee surplus in shift i that is still acceptable.1

3.1.3 Schedule properties

asj Whether schedule s has been designed for employee j.

asj =

{
1 when schedule s has been designed for employee j.
0 otherwise.

dsi Whether shift i is covered in schedule s.

dsi =

{
1 when shift i is covered in schedule s.
0 otherwise.

hqj Whether employee j has qualification q.

hqj =

{
1 when employee j has qualification q.
0 otherwise.

3.1.4 Cost functions

cs Costs of schedule s, reflecting how well it deals with the preferences of the involved employee.

fi Costs per acceptable redundant employee in shift i.1

Fi Big costs per redundant employee to force an upper limit on the employee surplus in shift i.1

gi Costs per employee shortage in shift i.

Remark: It should hold that 0 ≤ fi < Fi and gi > 0.

3.1.5 Decision variables

xs Schedule assignment: which schedule is selected for each employee.

xs =

{
1 when schedule s is selected.
0 otherwise.

yi The number of employee surplus in shift i.

Yi The number of employee surplus above acceptable limits in shift i.1

zi The number of employee shortage in shift i.

3.1.6 Remarks

For every shift i, there is a minimal occupancy demand bi. It is possible to have some small
employee surplus. The acceptable surplus is defined with oi.

There are two possibilities to force this acceptable upper bound. The first one is only using a
parameter yi with cost parameter fi for the number of employee surplus, which is bounded by a
constraint 0 ≤ yi ≤ oi. The problem with this constraint is that it will become more difficult to
find an initial solution of an (I)LP when revised simplex or column generation is applied, since it
is not possible to have a surplus of more than oi in a certain shift.

1See section 3.1.6 for an explanation of this construction.
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To overcome this, an additional variable Yi with a cost parameter Fi is introduced. It must hold
that fi < Fi and Fi should have a large value. In this way, a large surplus in a shift in the initial
solution is allowed, leading to an easier calculation of the initial solution. First, the surplus ‘space’
up to oi is consumed with small costs. Once the whole space has been used, large costs will be
spent for the remaining employees surplus.

Since the initial solution of the second situation will lead to a very high cost value, it is likely
the costs will become lower in later solutions. The final effect is about the same as with the first
situation. Furthermore, a nice solution with some small deviations can possibly be modified into
another by a human being after the computation has been done.

3.2 Master problem with task assignment

A possibility to introduce qualification constraints is by not only indicating which employees will
work which shifts, but also specifying the ‘task’ they will then perform. A ‘task’ in this context
is not a real duty, but a satisfaction of a qualification demand. The assignment is only to ensure
that enough employees of each qualification are available during the shift.We will introduce an
additional variable:

wqij Whether employee j is used to satisfy the constraint for qualification q in shift i.

wqij =

{
1 when employee j counts for qualification q in shift i.
0 otherwise.

We can now rewrite the ILP discussed in section 2.3 by introducing new constraints:

Minimize:
∑
s∈S

csxs +
∑
i∈I

(fiyi + FiYi + gizi) {Total costs} (3.1)

Subject to:∑
s∈S

dsixs = bi + yi + Yi − zi, for each i ∈ I {Total demand} (3.2)

∑
s∈S

asjxs = 1, for each j ∈ J {Employee gets 1 schedule} (3.3)

∑
j∈J

wqij ≥ b
q
i , for each q ∈ Q, and i ∈ I {Qualification demand} (3.4)

∑
q∈Q

wqij =
∑
s∈S

dsiasjxs, for each i ∈ I, andj ∈ J {Task assignment} (3.5)

wqij − h
q
j ≤ 0, for each q ∈ Q, i ∈ I, and j ∈ J {Qualified for task} (3.6)

xs ∈ {0, 1}, for each s ∈ S {No schedule partition} (3.7)

wqij ∈ {0, 1}, for each q ∈ Q, i ∈ I, and j ∈ J {No task partition} (3.8)

0 ≤ yi ≤ oi, for each i ∈ I {Allowed surplus} (3.9)

Yi ≥ 0, for each i ∈ I {Count too much surplus} (3.10)

zi ≥ 0, for each i ∈ I {Count shortage} (3.11)
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Note that the notation has been slightly changed. The objective function and constraints (3.2),
(3.3), (3.7) and (3.11) are (approximately) the same as before. Constraint (3.9) and (3.10) are a
splitting, such that an upper bound on the allowed surplus in a shift can be modeled.

Constraint (3.4) ensures that each ‘task’ is performed by enough personnel. Constraints (3.5) and
(3.8) together state that an employee is assigned to exactly one task for a shift if and only if he is
assigned to work in that shift. Finally, constraint (3.6) ensures that an employee is qualified for
the assigned task. This last constraint can also be preprocessed: when employee j does not have
qualification q, set wqij = 0 in advance for each i ∈ I, and j ∈ J .

This formulation has two major disadvantages: it easily leads to symmetry issues and the number
of constraints is large.

For the symmetry argument, consider employees 1 and 2 with the same set of 2 qualifications.
When there exists a solution in which employee 1 is assigned to task α and employee 2 to task β, a
solution in which the assignment is the other way around is also possible. However, the meaning of
the solution is the same: the qualification demands are fulfilled with the same group of employees.

It might be possible to add constraints and cost parameters stating that whenever employees 1
and 2 are both available for qualification q in shift i, employee 1 is taken. However, as stated by
the second argument, the number of constraints in the solution is already quite large without these
new constraints. The reason for this is that the constraints (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) are designed to
hold for every combination of values from two or even three domains. Therefore, the number of
constraints is cubic in the number of employees, shifts and qualifications.

Hence we will investigate whether a different approach to express the qualification constraints,
without symmetry issues, is possible.

3.3 Introducing qualification groups

In this section, we will introduce the concept of qualification groups: a general solution approach
to overcome the symmetry issues.

Definition 3.1 (Qualification group). A set of employees whose qualifications are exactly the
same.

Suppose, we have the following set of possible qualifications: Q = {1, 2, 3}. We can define the
set with all possible combinations of qualifications as the powerset of Q without the empty set2.
Hence the set Q∗ of qualification groups is defined as:

Q∗ = P(Q) \ {∅} (3.12)

In this example, this means:

Q∗ = { {1}, {2}, {3}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {1, 2, 3} }
= { Q1, Q2, Q3, Q12, Q13, Q23, Q123 }

(3.13)

An employee with qualifications 1 and 3, who is allowed to perform ‘task’ 1 or ‘task’ 3, is only a
member of qualification group Q13. He is thus not also a member of the groups Q1 and Q3.

For a particular shift i, let bi = [b1i , b
2
i , b

3
i ] be the minimal occupancy demands per qualification

for shift i. Let Qqi ⊆ Qq be the employees of qualification group Qq assigned to shift i. Then, it
is not sufficient merely to check the number of employees assigned to each ‘task’:

|Q1
i |+ |Q12

i |+ |Q13
i |+ |Q123

i | ≥ b1i
|Q2

i |+ |Q12
i |+ |Q23

i |+ |Q123
i | ≥ b2i

|Q3
i |+ |Q13

i |+ |Q23
i |+ |Q123

i | ≥ b3i

(3.14)

2Although we can use it to represent unqualified staff, we do not need it in our solution.
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Proof. Take the demand bi = [1, 1, 1] and qualification group sizes |Q12
i | = 1 and |Q23

i | = 1. The
constraints are satisfied, but only 2 employees are assigned to perform 3 tasks.

It is possible to add a constraint, that states that the total number of employees divided over all
tasks should be correct. Unfortunately, this does not solve the problem:

|Q1
i |+ |Q2

i |+ |Q3
i |+ |Q12

i |+ |Q13
i |+ |Q23

i |+ |Q123
i | ≥ b1i + b2i + b3i (3.15)

Proof. Take the demand bi = [2, 4, 2] and qualification group sizes |Q12
i | = 2, |Q23

i | = 2 and
|Q3

i | = 4. Although there are 8 people assigned, ‘task’ 1 and 2 are only spread over 4 employees.
However, there are actually 6 employees needed to perform these two tasks.

The last sentence of the proof entails the solution for the problem. Besides the above mentioned
four constraints, it is also needed to add constraints for all combinations of tasks to guarantee there
is enough staff assigned to perform the combination of tasks. Hence we also need the following
constraints:

|Q1
i |+ |Q2

i |+ |Q12
i |+ |Q13

i |+ |Q23
i |+ |Q123

i | ≥ b1i + b2i

|Q1
i |+ |Q3

i |+ |Q12
i |+ |Q13

i |+ |Q23
i |+ |Q123

i | ≥ b1i + b3i

|Q2
i |+ |Q3

i |+ |Q12
i |+ |Q13

i |+ |Q23
i |+ |Q123

i | ≥ b2i + b3i

(3.16)

To conclude: the number of required constraints is exponential in the number of possible qual-
ifications (there are exactly 2|Q| − 1 of such constraints needed). Since these constraints must
be added for every possible shift, the number of constraints in the model will explode. However,
when the number of possible qualifications is low, it is workable to use this construction.

3.4 The UMC master problem

Recall the occupancy demands for the UMC case for a day shift as stated in section 1.6:

Theorem 3.1 (Day shift occupancy demand). At least 5 employees with an MC-qualification and
4 more with at least a V K-qualification should be assigned to this shift. At least 2 out of these
nine should have an SVK-qualification too. In total, there should be at least 11 employees working
in this shift.

Since students can be treated as ‘having no qualification at all’, we should take the following 3
types of qualifications into account while modeling our main problem:

� SVK: Senior Nurse

� MC: Medium Care Nurse

� VK: Nurse

In this way, we need to use 23 − 1 = 7 constraints for each shift. Luckily, we can exploit the over-
lapping of qualifications. As stated in chapter 1, an employee with the SVK- or MC-qualification
always has the basic VK-qualification too. Therefore, the following qualification groups are already
empty and therefore not needed in our constraints: Qsvk, Qmc, Qsvk,mc.

Furthermore, it is only needed that of the selected MC-nurses and VK-nurses, enough people have
an SVK-qualification, since the SVK-demand is not defined as a kind of single ‘task’. Hence, we
only need one simple constraint for the SVK-demand. An assigned nurse, who counts as an MC-
or VK-nurse, also counts in the SVK-constraint when the nurse has this qualification.

Let the expression bmc∨vki be defined as the demand of all employees having an MC-qualification
(and hence also a VK-qualification) or only a VK-qualification. Actually 3 constraints are needed
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for a particular shift i:

|Qsvk,mc,vki |+ |Qsvk,vki | ≥bsvki

|Qsvk,mc,vki | +|Qmc,vki | ≥bmci
|Qsvk,mc,vki |+ |Qsvk,vki | +|Qmc,vki |+ |Qvki | ≥bmc∨vki

(3.17)

The first constraint ensures that there are enough employees with an SVK-qualification. The
second ensures that enough employees can perform the MC-‘task’. The last one ensures that
enough employees can perform the VK-‘task’, while not already being counted for the MC-task.

Note that there is no such thing as a minimum VK-qualification demand. With (bmc∨vki ), it is only
made sure that the desired demand of employees with a VK- (and optionally an MC-) qualification
is met.

Example 3.1. Consider the day shift requirements as defined in section 1.6. For a day shift i,
we have the following values for the variables bqi : {bsvki = 2, bmci = 5, bmc∨vki = 9}.3

Suppose 5 employees with an MC- (hence also a VK-) qualification are assigned, 1 of them also has
an SVK-qualification. Furthermore, 3 assigned employees only have a VK-qualification. Finally,
1 assigned employee has both a VK-qualification and an SVK-qualification.

This leads to the following system of equations:

1 + 1 ≥2

1 +4 ≥5

1 + 1 +4 + 3 ≥9

(3.18)

Indeed the occupancy demand is satisfied for every qualification. An additional rule will be added
to satisfy the total employee demand (bi = 11).

The constraints in equation (3.17) can be simplified even more. Observe that the three individ-
ual constraints concern all employees with the SVK-qualification, all employees with the MC-
qualification and all employees with the VK-qualification respectively. We can use the following
notation (according to the legend in section 3.1):

hvkj Whether employee j has the VK-qualification (all employees except students).

hvkj =

{
1 when employee j has the VK-qualification.
0 otherwise.

hmc
j Whether employee j has the MC-qualification.

hmc
j =

{
1 when employee j has the MC-qualification.
0 otherwise.

hsvkj Whether employee j has the SVK-qualification.

hsvkj =

{
1 when employee j has the SVK-qualification.
0 otherwise.

Let J denote the set of all employees and let χij denote whether employee j is assigned to shift i.

3Since it is allowed to add 2 students to obtain an occupancy of 11 employees, we need only 11− 2 = 9 people
with an MC- and/or VK-qualification in total, as long as the MC-qualification demand of 5 is met.
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The final system of qualification equations for a shift i will then be:∑
j∈J

hsvkj χij ≥ bsvki∑
j∈J

hmc
j χij ≥ bmci∑

j∈J
hvkj χij ≥ bmc∨vki

(3.19)

Employee surplus for a particular qualification is not a problem, as long as the total number of
employees that needs to be active in the shift is not too high. However, employee shortage for
a particular qualification is a problem. Again, it is possible to force the lower bound and upper
bound of the qualification occupancy demand (instead of penalizing it), but then it remains difficult
to find an allowed initial solution in the column generation phase. Also, in case the computed
solution includes a shortage somewhere, it is likely that it can be easily solved by the scheduling
employee.

Hence, besides the total shortage penalty, we will introduce a shortage penalty per qualification:

zsvki The number of SVK shortage in shift i.

zmc
i The number of MC shortage in shift i.

zvki The number of VK shortage in shift i.

3.4.1 Objective function

The objective function now becomes a weighted function of employee satisfaction and surplus /
shortness costs4:

Minimize:
∑
s∈S

csxs +
∑
i∈I

(
fiyi + FiYi + gi(z

svk
i + zmc

i + zvki + zi)
)
{Total costs} (3.20)

3.4.2 Constraints

Most constraints are about the same as defined in sections 2.3 and 3.2. Only the specific task
assignment constraints have been replaced by the aforementioned demand constraint types (3.17):∑

s∈S
dsixs = bi + yi + Yi − zsvki − zmc

i − zvki − zi, for each i ∈ I {Total demand} (3.21)

∑
s∈S

hsvkj dsiasjxs ≥ bsvki − zsvki , for each i ∈ I {SVK demand} (3.22)

∑
s∈S

hmc
j dsiasjxs ≥ bmc

i − zmc
i , for each i ∈ I {MC demand} (3.23)

∑
s∈S

hvkj dsiasjxs ≥ bmc∨vk
i − zmc

i − zvki , for each i ∈ I {addable VK demand} (3.24)

∑
s∈S

asjxs = 1, for each j ∈ J {Employee gets 1 schedule} (3.25)

4Naturally, it is possible to have a different cost parameter gqi for every qualification shortness parameter, but
for simplicity we decided to use a single cost parameter. To stimulate a better dispersion of employees over the
shifts when the amount of available personnel in a roster period is substantial larger than the demands, it is also
possible to add a third surplus parameter Y ′

i with a cost value F ′
i (> Fi). These parameters will then prevent

having some shifts with extreme deviations of the average number of employees in similar shifts.
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xs ∈ {0, 1}, for each s ∈ S {No schedule partition} (3.26)

0 ≤ yi ≤ oi, for each i ∈ I {Allowed surplus} (3.27)

Yi ≥ 0, for each i ∈ I {Count too much surplus} (3.28)

zsvki , zmc
i , zvki , zi ≥ 0, for each i ∈ I {Count shortages} (3.29)

Constraints (3.22), (3.23) and (3.24) try to force the qualification demands. When there is a
shortness for a specific qualification, a penalty will be added to the objective value. This is done
using decision variables zqi . According to the constraint formulation, an employee counts for a
qualification demand in a shift if (1) he has the qualification and (2) he is assigned to a roster that
is made for him in which the shift has been assigned. Constraint (3.21) is used to set the decision
variable zi, to satisfy the total employee demand including unqualified employees (students). All
these decision variables can not be negative (constraint (3.29)).

The problem formulation is rather handy, since no constraints are squared for combinations of
domains (e.g. formulations like ‘for each i ∈ I and j ∈ J ’). The total number of constraints is
only 4m+ n, in other words: linear in the number of shifts and the number of employees.

It is possible to add an extra constraint to restrict the number of students assigned to a shift, but
we did not use that.

3.5 Solving the ILP

Using the approach as will be described in chapter 4, a set of possible rosters for all employees is
created. It is impossible to add all those rosters to the problem. Hence, revised simplex or column
generation (see section 2.2.1) is necessary to keep the problem manageable.

First, we perform an LP-relaxation. The integrality constraint (3.26) is changed in xs ≥ 0. Note
that the upper bound of 1 is still forced by constraint (3.25), since xs can not be negative.

Constraint (3.25) gives dual multipliers λ1, . . . , λn.

The demand constraints (3.21), (3.22), (3.23) and (3.24) give the dual multipliers π1, . . . , πm;
πsvk
1 , . . . , πsvk

m ; πmc
1 , . . . , πmc

m and πvk
1 , . . . , πvk

m respectively.

The reduced cost of a variable xs is thus given by:

c′s = cs − λjasj −
m∑
i=1

(
πidsi + πsvk

i qsvkj dsiasj + πmcqmc
j dsiasj + πvkqvkj dsiasj

)
= cs − λjasj −

m∑
i=1

dsi
[
πi + asj

(
πsvk
i qsvkj + πmcqmc

j + πvkqvkj
)] (3.30)

Since the problem of adding good rosters will be individually solved for every employee, the term
λjasj can be ‘ignored’. Given a set Sj of valid rosters for an employee j, the parameter asj is
always 1 and can also be ‘ignored’. The values of qsvkj , qmc

j and qvkj are known in advance and are
thus constants. Introducing a selection variable xs, the individual pricing problem thus becomes:

Minimize:
∑
s∈Sj

(
cs −

m∑
i=1

dsi
[
πi + πsvk

i qsvkj + πmcqmc
j + πvkqvkj

])
xs (3.31)

Subject to:∑
s∈Sj

xs = 1 {Employee gets 1 schedule} (3.32)

xs ∈ {0, 1} {No schedule partition} (3.33)

The following solution steps will be performed:
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1. For every individual employee, his θ rosters with lowest costs will be added to the problem
as a start. If an employee has less than θ possible rosters, all his rosters will be added to the
master problem. With this selection, an initial solution will be calculated by solving the LP.

2. In each iteration, the γ best rosters (the ones with lowest negative reduced cost) are added
to the problem for every employee. It is possible to take γ = 1, but since a lot of individual
rosters are approximately the same, it is more efficient to take a larger amount of rosters
with negative costs. It is likely that, in later iterations, most of these rosters would have
been added anyway.

Besides, this observation is also mentioned by He and Qu (2012)[14]: “Choosing the optimal
column (with the minimum negative cost) is not always the best choice. In practice, any
feasible columns which have negative reduced cost can serve as candidates to enter the master
problem.”

3. When there is no employee for whom a roster with negative reduced costs can be added,
the LP has been solved to optimality and the iterative process stops. The process is also
aborted when a predefined time limit has been reached.

4. Finally, the solution of the ILP is calculated using all the columns that were added to the
LP-relaxation. To try to obtain a better bound, the φ most-preferred rosters based on the
dual multipliers of the optimal solution of the LP-relaxation are also added to the problem.
The process is aborted when the optimal value has been calculated or a predefined time limit
has been reached (in case the ILP-solver has problems proving the optimality).
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Chapter 4

Creation of individual rosters

The previous chapter discussed how a complete schedule for employees can be created, using a
set of possible schedules for each individual employee. In this chapter, the approach to create
individual schedules for a roster period of 6 weeks will be discussed.

On a particular day of the roster, 4 different shifts can be assigned (see chapter 1). Although not
all patterns of shifts are permitted, the number of possible valid shift combinations for 6 weeks
(and even 3 or 4 weeks) is already tremendous. This implies that additional roster bounding
should be applied. Examples of bounding rules are:

� Do not allow shift blocks (see section 1.3) with a shorter or longer length than a predefined
parameter (which can differ for various shift types).

� Only allow a small amount of shift block patterns (e.g. do not allow Day → Late, but only
Day → Free → Late).

� Force a weekend off after a few weeks having no free weekend at all.

We will define such rules in this chapter.

Section 4.1 discusses a main generation system, which is able to create rosters for most employees
for a limited number of weeks. In section 4.2, we will discuss the mathematical problem of
finding rosters for a period of 6 weeks. Some solution methods will be proposed, each with its
own limitations, and a final system will be introduced. Thereafter, section 4.3 will introduce the
possible soft requirements and cost functions being used. Finally, section 4.4 will treat special
generation systems for employees with a low amount of possible rosters or special regulations.

4.1 Depth-first search with forwards rotation

The most natural way of generating rosters is to build them from the start till the end. First, the
data for a particular roster period must be inserted: demands and preferences for (parts of) days
off, shift preferences, shift block preferences, etc. Thereafter, a parameter configuration that is
suitable to build rosters for the employees should be selected. This configuration is used to prevent
the generation of ‘bad’ rosters and to try to obtain a manageable number of rosters. Manageable
means that the number of rosters is such that all rosters can easily fit into computer memory.
Naturally, the parameter configuration must ensure that every employee obtains at least a few
possible rosters, to have some choice.

Section 4.1.1 will discuss the main generation algorithm, whearas sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 will
discuss the possible parameter settings.
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4.1.1 The algorithm

Depth-first search (DFS) is a basic algorithm for traversing or searching a graph. Starting from
a specific node s of a graph (e.g. the root node of a tree), the graph is explored until a node v
without outgoing edges to unexplored neighbour-nodes is reached. Hence, a simple path (s, v) is
created.

Then, the algorithm performs some backtracking steps (following the path in reverse order, thus
starting at v) until a pre-visited node which has still outgoing edges to unexplored nodes is reached.
From there, the algorithm continues as just described. When backtracking does not find a new
unexplored node, then the algorithm stops (or a still unvisited node is selected as a new root
node).

Algorithm 1 (modified from Cormen et al. (2009)[7]) shows a global sketch for DFS on a graph G
from a single start node s.

Algorithm 1 Depth-first search

. Initialize algorithm and explore graph G from root node s
function DFS(G, s)

for all u ∈ V [G] do
visited[u]← False

end for
DFS-Visit(s)

end function
. Helper function, explore graph G from a node u

function DFS-Visit(u)
visited[u]← True

for all v ∈ Neighbours(u) do
if visited[v] = False then

DFS-Visit(v)
end if

end for
end function

Creating a roster for n days in a depth-first manner could be considered as exploring an (implicit)
tree with a variant of depth-first search. The root of the tree represents an undecided shift
allocation for the first day of the roster (for convenience, we will call the first day of the roster
‘day 0’ and the last day ‘day n−1’). The node has four edges to child nodes, each one representing
a different allocation (Day, Late, Night, Free) for day 0. Each of these child nodes subsequently
represents an undecided shift allocation for the second day (‘day 1’), while having specified the
shift for the first day. In general: a node for a day d represents a decision point for the shift
allocation for day d, while having allocated the shift for days D = {d′| 0 ≤ d′ < d}. The nodes in
layer n represent unique full schedules (since there is a unique path to them). See Figure 4.1.

Since for every day 4 possible shifts can be assigned, the total number of possible rosters for an
employee is at most 4n, which is already 7.2 × 1016 for only four weeks (28 days). Furthermore,
the graph in Figure 4.1 has 1 node in layer 0, 4 nodes in layer 1, 16 nodes in layer 2, etc. Hence,
the total number of nodes in this graph amounts to

∑n
d=0 4d.

It is naturally impossible to store these numbers of rosters or nodes into the memory of a modern
computer. Fortunately, most of the rosters in the graph are not even close to being meaningful
and for many rosters it is already possible to determine this after performing only a few decision
steps in the tree.

Hence, we are able to create a DFS-based algorithm that gradually creates a roster tree, which
is cut off when it is certain that the assignments at the start of the roster will not lead to a
meaningful (or good) schedule. We will call this bounded DFS (see Algorithm 2).

The algorithm works as follows: it is initialized (DFS-Create-Rosters(n)) by creating an empty
schedule that is suitable for holding shifts for n days. Then, it will firstly try to add a ‘Day’ shift
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Figure 4.1: Implicit graph representation for creating a roster in a depth-first manner.

for the first day of the roster. If this shift is allowed, a ‘Day’ shift for the second day of the
roster will be considered, etc. If a shift on a certain day d, given the already allocated shifts on
days 0 . . . d − 1, appears to be illegal by introducing the violation of a bounding rule (method
Check(roster)), then all rosters which start with the indicated shifts are not allowed, so the
branch can be cut off and another shift (for instance a ‘Late’ shift) can be tried for day d. If there
is no possible shift left for day d (given the set of previous shifts), the algorithm will backtrack to
the last encountered promising node.

Definition 4.1 (Promising node). A decision node for day d for which not all possible shifts have
been considered to allocate on day d. Hence it is still possible to create unexplored branches starting
from this node.

Because of the backtracking, the algorithm will not only consider rosters which start with a ‘Day’
shift, but also rosters starting with a ‘Late’ or ‘Night’ shift or a day off.

When a node in layer n has been reached, a valid schedule for the employee is found and added
to a set. The algorithm will backtrack to the last encountered promising node. When there is no
such node available, the algorithm finishes with a return of the set of valid rosters.

In this way, exactly all possible schedules which satisfy the predefined parameter configuration
will be generated. Furthermore, all generated schedules are different. It is impossible to have
duplicated schedules for a single employee.

Finally, a nice benefit of the system is that time does not play a big role. The generation of rosters
for a period only has to be done once. Hence this process can be performed at ‘any’ suitable time.
However, the size of the active memory of the computer does play a role, since all rosters should
be allocated quickly in the linear programming phase (chapter 3) and thus have to be stored in
RAM memory.

4.1.2 Basic parameters and bounding rules

The check-method uses some bounding rules to early prevent the generation of unsatisfiable rosters
(according to the rules in chapter 1). This subsection will provide an overview of the main rules.
Since rosters are generated for a single employee at a time, all sets and parameters will not have
an employee parameter to simplify the notation.

An employee has variables Sm[d] and Sf [d] (d ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}). A variable Sm[d] contains at
most 1 shift, that must be allocated on day d for a specific employee. A variable Sf [d] contains a
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Algorithm 2 Bounded Depth-first search rostering

. Possible shifts on a day and a set to store valid rosters into
pos shifts← {Day, Late, Night, Free}
valids← new Set()

. Initialize algorithm and start building from empty schedule
function DFS-Create-Rosters(n)

r ← new Roster[n]
AddShiftOnDay(r, 0, n)
return valids

end function
. Extend the roster by recursively adding shifts

function AddShiftOnDay(roster, day, n)
if day = n then

valids.add(roster)
return

end if
for all shift ∈ pos shifts do

if Check(roster, day, shift) then
roster[day]← shift
AddShiftOnDay(roster, day + 1, n)

end if
end for

end function
. Check whether it is valid to add a shift

function Check(roster)
if Roster violates a bounding rule then

return false
else

return true
end if

end function

list of at most 3 shifts (since there are 4 shifts possible and one of them must be inserted) which
are forbidden to allocate on day d for a specific employee. We prevent impossible combinations of
these variables in advance. Hence if Sm[d] 6= ∅ then Sm[d] ∩ Sf [d] = ∅.

Furthermore, for a roster period of n days (k weeks of 7 days1, each week is specified as a period
Monday – Sunday), an employee has parameters:

� a, the number of workdays during a normal week (defined as Monday – Sunday). This is
the size of the appointment of the employee.

� ak, the number of workdays in k weeks.

� a+, the allowed number of workdays surplus in a week (normally 1). Allocating an extra
workday above the amount a, means allocating less workdays in a later week.

� a
+/−
k , the allowed number of workdays surplus or less in k weeks (normally 1). Allocating

an extra workday or one short, might be done to help getting the occupancy right or to help
creating rosters according to a specific pattern. It is possible to split this parameter in a in
‘surplus’ and ‘shortness’ variant, but this was not needed for the problem statement.

� Wmin andWmax, which contain the minimum and maximum number of free weekends during
k weeks.

� Wrow, which contains the maximum number of work weekends in a row during k weeks.

� c, which contains the maximum number of consecutive workdays.

1k = 6 in practice, but the method works for any number of full weeks.
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Let ω(d) be a function which maps a day d to a weekday ∈ {Monday, . . . , Sunday}. In the
situations below, the algorithm will stop exploring a node any further, due to infringing a hard
constraint. Hence, the sketched situations are forbidden.

4.1.2.1 Hard shift assignment constraints

� Allocation of a (forbidden) shift s ∈ Sf [d] on a day d.

� Allocation of a shift s 6= Sm[d] on a day d when Sm[d] 6= ∅.

4.1.2.2 Weekend shifts

� Let f be the number of allocated free weekends before day d. Allocation of a free shift on
a ω(d) = Saturday, when f = Wmax (too much free weekends) or allocation of a work shift
on ω(d) = Saturday, when

⌊
n−d
7

⌋
+ f < Wmin (impossible to obtain the minimum number

of free weekends).

� Allocation of a shift on a ω(d) = Sunday that differs from the shift on day d− 1 (Saturday).

� Let g be the number of work weekends since the last free weekend. Allocation of a work
shift on a day ω(d) = Saturday, when g =Wrow.

4.1.2.3 Workdays restrictions

Let a∗ be the total number of assigned workdays in the roster.

� Allocation of a work shift on a day d, when there are no free shifts in days d− 1, . . . , d− c
(too much workdays after each other).

� Allocation of a work shift on a day d during a week w, when the number of scheduled
workdays in week w is already equal to a+ a+.

� Allocation of a work shift on a day d, when a∗ ≥ ak + a
+/−
k (workdays overflow).

� Allocation of a free shift on a day d, when ak−a+/−k −a∗ ≤ n− (d+1) (impossible to obtain
the minimal amount of workdays in the remaining days).

� Allocation of a free shift on a day d, when day d−1 contains a work shift, day d−2 contains
a free shift and a single workday between two free shifts is not allowed.

� Let f be the minimum length of a block of days off. Allocation of a work shift on a day
d > d′, when d′ contains a work shift, days D = {d′′ |d′ < d′′ < d} each contain a free shift,
but |D| < f (minimum length of a block of free shifts).

4.1.2.4 Night shift restrictions

Night shifts can only occur on Monday and Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Monday until
Thursday and Friday until Sunday.

� Allocation of a night shift on a day ω(d) ∈ {Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, Sunday}, when
the shift on day d− 1 is not a night shift.

� Allocation of a night shift on a day ω(d) ∈ {Monday, Friday}, when the shift on day d − 1
is also a night shift.

� No allocation of a night shift on a day ω(d) ∈ {Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, Sunday}, when
the shift on day d− 1 is a night shift.
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� Let g be the number of night shifts currently scheduled in the roster and gmax be the
maximum number of night shifts allowed in he roster. Allocation of a night shift on a day
d, when g = gmax.

Note: The rule of at least two free days after a night shift will be specified later.

4.1.3 Parameters to stimulate a forwards rotating roster

Some additional parameters are introduced to force a forwards-rotating roster (see section 1.3). It
is created by using a scheme or pattern. The pattern guarantees that shift types (Day/Late/Night)
are regularly alternated and the employee has shift blocks (he works a few consecutive days in the
same shift). By varying the possible block lengths, it is easier to grant a hard shift requirement
(e.g. a (regular) day off).

An example scheme could be the following. The employee’s schedule has the following shifts in
order:

1. At least 2 and at most 6 day shifts.

2. Optionally some days off.

3. At least 1 and at most 3 late shifts.

4. Optionally some days off.

5. Optionally 2-4 night shifts.

6. At least 2 days off.

To forbid an occurrence of a day shift directly succeeding a late shift, it can be demanded that an
employee has at least 1 day off before he works a day shift. The idea behind the previous scheme
is the fact that more employees are needed during a day shift than during a late shift. Hence, an
employee will retrieve more day than late shifts in his schedule and thus there is a bigger chance
that:

1. All day shifts can be filled.

2. There is only little surplus during the late shifts.

Furthermore, an employee has only 0–2 blocks of night shifts during a period of six weeks. Hence
the night shift block in the pattern is optional.

The following additional bounding rules (hence, the sketched situations are forbidden) are intro-
duced:

� Allocation of a workshift w on day d, when the current length of the w-shift block is already
maximal.

� Allocation of a shift s on day d, when workshift w′(6= s) was performed on day d − 1 and
the current length of the w′-shift block is less than the defined minimum length of a block
of w′-shifts.

� Allocation of a workshift w on day d, when there is a workshift w′(6= w) on a day d′(< d)
and the number of days off between days d′ and d is less than the minimum amount of days
off after a w′-shift block.

� Allocation of a workshift w on day d, when there is a workshift w′(6= w) on a day d′(< d)
and the number of days off between days d′ and d is less than the minimum amount of days
off before a w-shift block.

� Allocation of a workshift w on day d, when there is a workshift w′(6= w) on a day d′(< d)
and the number of days off between days d′ and d is more than the maximum amount of
days off before a w-shift block.
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� Allocation of a free shift f on day d, when there is a workshift w′ on a day d′(< d) and the
number of days off between days d′ and d is at least the maximum amount of days off after
a w′-shift block.

To prevent an unnecessary restriction of the number of possible rosters for an employee, we will
not check all these additional rules when the algorithm is at the start of the roster.

Definition 4.2 (Start of roster). The algorithm is at the start of the roster when either:

1. The algorithm selects a shift for day 0.

2. Let s0 be the shift assigned on day 0. The algorithm selects a shift for day d > 0 and all
shifts on days 0 . . . d− 1 are equal to s0.

In other words: we allow the roster to start somewhere in the designated pattern. The following
example tries to clarify this.

Example 4.1 (Relaxed start of roster). Consider the example scheme mentioned hereinbefore.
The scheme demands that every block of day shifts consists of at least 2 consecutive days, but we
will allow a single day shift at the start of the roster. This is the only place in the roster where a
single day shift could occur.

In order to make this possible, we will only check the first rule of the ones mentioned hereinbefore
when the algorithm is at the start of the roster. In a later stage, all rules will be checked.

4.2 Rostering for 6 weeks: a mathematical challenge

The algorithm as sketched in the previous section is rather simple and predictable. It guarantees
nice individual schedules for every employee with a balanced workload and occurrences of free
days and weekends.

However, preliminary experiments to obtain a good roster for 6 weeks have shown that it is difficult
to find a general parameter setting which works well for all employees. The main problem that
occurred was that the search space was too big for most employees when some default forwards
rotation settings for all employees were used.

In order to give employees with a high appointment size (e.g. ≥ 32 hours per week) a possibility to
schedule their (hard) shift demands and soft shift demands (e.g. an employee who likes day shifts
will likely have more preferable rosters when he gets a parameter set which allows for more day
shifts and less late shifts), a flexible pattern was needed. This led to a tremendous number of roster
possibilities for employees with a smaller appointment size or less restrictions. We have tried to
overcome this problem by putting hard constraints on the employee’s soft shift preferences (when
an employee likes to have a certain day off or prefers a late shift on a certain day, the preference
is assigned hard)2, but this did not overcome the problem.

Creating a different generation setting to prevent the number of generated rosters, which depended
on the size of the employees’ appointment, also did not work out well. This occurred, because the
problem of planning hard restrictions for some employees with a large appointment size now also
turned up for the employees with a smaller appointment size. A parameter setting that worked
for employees with a small appointment size with less constraints may lead to fewer rosters for
some employees with (approximately) the same appointment size and more constraints (or vice
versa for too much rosters for the least constrained employees).

We have tried to apply a waterfall method to bound the number of rosters:

1. Start with a very strict parameter setting.

2. When no rosters or only a small amount is found, relax some parameters to find more.

2Later, the UMC stated that the ‘preferences’ for most employees were internally also treated as rather hard
constraints and should preferably be treated this way by the algorithm too.
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3. Iteratively repeat this until we have found a sufficient number of schedules.

This did not work very well, since the constraints for the several employees seemed to be rather
different and it was difficult to find an order of relaxation steps that worked well.

This section will discuss the challenges and ideas of applying the basic algorithm, as sketched
in the previous section, to obtain rosters for a period of 6 weeks. First, we will describe a few
methods to find rosters by breaking up the roster period in two parts, thereafter we will describe
a method to solve the full period at once.

4.2.1 Rostering 6 weeks in two steps

It was first tried to solve the problem by using blocks of 3 weeks, while generating with a relaxed
parameter setting. In this way, it was likely that most employees (with a small or large appointment
size) would obtain rosters and that the number of rosters for the least restricted employees was
still a calculable number. We will discuss two methods.

4.2.1.1 Directly combining rosters for two times 3 weeks (3 – 3)

It was first tried to generate rosters for the first 3 weeks apart from the roster for the second 3
weeks and then to generate a roster for the 6 weeks as a whole by selecting a roster combination
from a graph. The graph consisted of four layers:

1. A start node s.

2. All valid rosters for the first 3 weeks.

3. All valid rosters for the second 3 weeks.

4. A final node t.

All nodes in layer 2 were connected with s, all nodes in layer 3 with t. Furthermore, all valid
combinations of rosters for the first and last 3 weeks were connected. A path s→ t in the graph
corresponded to a valid roster for 6 weeks.

Optionally, costs could be asserted to the edges in the graph: the costs of a roster r1 in layer 1
could be added to the edge (s, r1), the cost of a roster r2 in layer 2 could be added to the edge
(r2, t). Furthermore, the cost on an edge (r1, r2) could reflect the quality of the combination of
rosters (how well does roster r2 follow r1). A nice benefit was that this method could be extended
to find valid succeeding rosters, by iteratively introducing a new layer of 3 weeks, while fixing the
roster for a lower layer number.

Example 4.2 (Finding succeeding rosters). First, a full schedule for 6 weeks is calculated, using
layer 1 and 2. Then, a layer 3 is introduced for the next 3 weeks and the roster for the first 3
weeks (layer 1) is fixed. A roster for weeks 4, . . . , 9 (two half periods) is now calculated (Figure
4.2).

Thereafter, a layer 4 is introduced. The roster for the second 3 weeks (layer 2) is also fixed.

In this way, layer 1 and 2 form a valid schedule for the first six weeks, while a sequel for layer 3
and 4 is guaranteed.

Calculation of rosters for 3 weeks did not seem to be a problem, but creating a combination for
both three week periods was. First, it was difficult to express when a connection between r1 and r2
was valid. It was possible to make a connection only if the resulting six weeks period perfectly fits
within the shift sequence scheme (see page 46 for an example) and satisfies all predefined bounding
rules, but of course also connections with small deviations from the pattern were possible.

However, a more important problem was the large amount of rosters in r1 and r2 that had to
be compared to check whether the follow-up was valid and to store all the possible edges in the
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Figure 4.2: Extension to calculate succeeding rosters. A roster for the first period of 3 weeks (layer 1)
is already calculated and fixed. Currently, a roster for layer 2 and 3 is calculated. Thereafter, layer 2 will
be fixed and a layer 4 (dotted line) will be introduced.

graph. Besides, this was a logical consequence when directly creating rosters for 6 weeks also
raised generation problems.

4.2.1.2 Solving 3 week periods after each other, with-follow up guarantee (3 + 1) –
(3 + 1)

Not only a roster for 3 weeks seemed to be calculable, also the calculation of rosters for 4 weeks
appeared to be more or less do-able. Instead of calculating the total employee schedule (with all
staff demands) for a period of 6 weeks, the schedule is completely calculated for 4 weeks. Then,
only the first 3 weeks of the calculated schedule are used for the final schedule, the last week is
only a guarantee that a successive schedule exists.

Then, a new roster of 4 weeks is calculated, starting on the first day of the fourth week of the
earlier calculated roster period. For this day (or the first 2 or 3 days), the shift assignment must
be the same as in the calculated schedule for the first weeks. Since a shift assignment for the other
days of this week was also found, it is likely that a kind of successive roster exists and hence the
algorithm will find a roster for the second 4 weeks period, from which the first 3 weeks will be
used (see Figure 4.3).

The main problem with this approach is its difficulty to efficiently express and combine the 6
week demands of the employees. For instance, the number of workdays during 6 weeks (except
for holidays) is equal to the appointment size times the number of workdays per week with a
deviation of 1 workday. How should the number of workdays during the first 3 weeks be defined?
And how should we define the number of workdays during the first 4 weeks (thus including the
guarantee week)? Half ( 2

3 th respectively) of the 6 weeks’ number with a deviation of 1 workday
seems reasonable, but in practice this number may lead to suboptimality problems, especially
when an employee requests some extra days off in a part of the schedule, while working a little
bit more in the other part. Hence it might be better to increase the allowed workdays deviation
during 3 or 4 weeks, but this leads to a lot of extra rosters which is what we like to prevent.

Furthermore, some choices can be made for the first 3 weeks, leading to a nice schedule, while
giving troubles in the next 3 weeks. This may for instance occur with the night shifts. Since
normally only 4 shifts per employee per 6 weeks are allowed, it might be the case that optimal
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Figure 4.3: Calculating a roster for 6 weeks, using calculated rosters for 4 weeks. The final roster for
the first six weeks consists of the first 3 weeks of the upper left roster and the first 3 weeks of the lower
roster. The roster for the next period will start with the calculated week 7 of the upper right roster, while
week 7 of the lower roster ‘guarantees’ the sequel.

choices for the first weeks lead to problems for the second period. For example: employees who
did not have a night shift during the first three weeks are having a holiday during the second three
weeks and hence are not available for the night shift. Hence it would have been better to assign
the night shifts during the first weeks to them.

To conclude: it might be better to try to roster for 6 weeks at once. Luckily, a method which
allows for this has been developed. It will be described in the next subsection.

4.2.2 Rostering 6 weeks at once by personalizing parameters

When splitting up the period into parts does not work well, the number of possible rosters for
an employee should be increased/decreased (depending on the situation) using another method.
The key observation in generating schedules is already implicitly made in the previous part of this
chapter, but we will explicitly formulate it here: a method which works for a certain employee
does not necessarily work for another. Hence, the major rule in generating employee schedules
is thus individuality. Individuality does not necessarily imply that every employee should have
his own roster generator or parameter set. It only means that small adjustments to a predefined
parameter set can lead to a combination of both nice results and a limited number of rosters.

4.2.2.1 Introducing extra parameters and bounding rules

While testing with this observation, two more parameters have been introduced to allow for more
types of generation systems. The old parameters do still exist, but for instance the late–day
prevention, which was first regulated using a demand of at least 1 day off before the start of a
day-block, can now be expressed by the new system. The new parameters are:

� A table of shift-following permissions. This table contains 3×3 = 9 cells with in each cell in-
formation whether workshift w′ is allowed to directly follow workshift w (YES), w′ is allowed
to follow w when there is a set of free days between shift w and w′ (FREE INBETWEEN)
or w′ is never allowed to follow w (NO).

� A number of times the same shift block may be repeated. In the original system, it could never
be the case that the employee has a day-block, then a free-block and then again a day-block,
since there must be a late-block somewhere between the two day-blocks. The new system
allows for a repetition of a workblock, after some days off, without being interleaved by a
workblock of another shift type. To prevent an explosion of the search space, the number
of repetitions is not unlimited. In most cases, no repetitions are needed at all. When it is
needed, the allowed amount is mostly 1.
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The additional bounding rules (each also holds at the start of the schedule) will now be defined
as:

� Allocation of a workshift w on day d when there is a workshift w′ (w′ 6= w) on day d− 1 OR
on a day d′ (d′ < d) while there are only days between day d′ and d, and workshifts w and
w′ are not allowed to follow each other.

� Allocation of a workshift w on day d when there is a workshift w′ (w′ 6= w) on day d − 1
and workshifts w and w′ are only allowed to follow each other when there is a block of free
days between days d and d′.

� Allocation of a workshift w on day d, when the previous assigned workshift (on day d′) is
also of type w and on there is a block of free days between days d and d′ and the number of
repetitions is equal to the maximum.

4.2.2.2 Observations

Creating a setting that works for an employee might be a hassle, depending on the size of the
appointment, the combination of preferences, fixed hard shift demands (e.g. an evening off every
week) and incidental hard shift demands (birthdays, holidays, etc.). The total number of rosters
per employee for a 6 weeks roster period should not exceed approximately 200.000 and is preferably
more than 1000 (to have some choice). It may also occur that a specific parameter setting does
not allow for night shifts. This might be hard and is sometimes impossible to fix, as can be seen
in the next example.

Example 4.3 (Impossible night shifts). An employee works 3 days in a week, but does not want
night shifts during weekends. On Friday, this worker has a fixed day shift for study reasons.

As explained in chapter 1, a night shift can only occur on the following days:

� Monday – Tuesday3

� Monday – Tuesday – Wednesday – Thursday

� Wednesday – Thursday

� Friday – Saturday – Sunday

Since every employee must have 2 days off after a night shift period, the only possibility to schedule
the night shifts for the example employee is by creating the following week somewhere in the roster:

� A night shift on Monday and Tuesday

� A day off on Wednesday and Thursday

� A (study) day shift on Friday

� A day off on Saturday and Sunday

In this situation, the pattern should allow for a single day shift, which increases the number of
possible rosters for the employee to millions. In case we do not schedule the weekend off, the
employee has two more workdays in this week than his appointment size requires him to perform.
This does not seem to be a pleasant situation.

Another alternative is to fix the full week somewhere in the roster (week k) and ignore the genera-
tion pattern for this week. Then, the generation system may generate for the first weeks 1, . . . k−1
and for the last weeks k + 1, . . . n, but this is currently not included in the model.

When an employee does not have a lot of changes in demands and preferences between different
roster periods, then capturing the data and tweaking the parameter configuration have to be done
only once and may then be reused in future roster periods. If it is needed to introduce a few
incidental shift constraints during a roster period, among the recurrent ones, and the current

3The night between Monday and Tuesday and the night between Tuesday and Wednesday.
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parameter set for the employee is not able to satisfy them, a small relaxation could be tried to
make.

Unfortunately, the generation system remains a model. It is hard to cope with all the possible
restrictions that can be invented. For some very restricted or special employees, it is even impos-
sible to create a roster with this model (but this also holds for the two earlier mentioned systems).
This may be obviated by using an alternative generation system for these employees (see section
4.4 and the discussion in chapter 7).

A still unresolved problem is the generation of rosters for employees with only 1 or 2 shifts per
week. They can be assigned almost every possible shift combination. Hence it might be an idea
to schedule these employees after calculating the full employee schedule for the other employees
by performing a postprocessing strategy.

Finally, the system does not necessarily guarantee that a full schedule is created that satisfies all
staff demands. Here too, a kind of postprocessing strategy might be good to apply to repair some
errors in the final schedule. We will discuss some heuristics in chapter 6.

However, apart from these drawbacks, the model is very rich and allows for a lot of preference types.
Preliminary experiments have shown that the solutions of this generation system in combination
with the ILP as described in the previous chapter can get close to a solution satisfying all the hard
constraints.

4.3 Soft requirements and costs of individual rosters

In case the depth-first generation pattern is used, a large number of different rosters is created.
In a normal situation, approximately 200.000 rosters for a six weeks period is sufficient. Although
all these rosters meet a lot of individual requirements, there is still a difference in quality.

Therefore we will introduce the concept of soft requirements. These soft requirements will be used
to assign costs to the generated rosters in order to try to select a more preferred roster for the
employee. Of course some cost functions could also be used for the special generators (e.g. the
predefined weeks generator), but we will mostly use them for the depth-first generator.

Different kinds of cost functions can be designed. ‘The sky is the limit’, although it may be difficult
to design the cost functions, such that the optimal mix of soft requirements is fulfilled. This section
will describe the cost functions we use for an individual employee (with a DFS generation scheme)
and we will introduce the concepts of scaling the roster costs and removing bad rosters in advance
(as performed in Hoogeveen and Penninkx (2007)[17]).

4.3.1 Hard and soft shift requirements

A shift requirement is a requirement to (not) assign a shift on a particular day. Typically, this is a
requirement for each week (e.g. no late shift on Wednesday or the Friday off), although it is possible
to have them for some particular dates. We will distinguish two kinds of shift requirements:

Hard requirement: This requirement will always be granted. Only rosters satisfying the re-
quirement will be created.

Soft requirement: This requirement is not guaranteed to be satisfied, but may influence the
cost of the roster.

Most shift preferences of an employee are considered as ‘hard’. This is done, since the UMC would
like to take them into account seriously. By setting up a parameter setting for generating rosters
which is able to create rosters which satisfy these requirements, the ‘hard’ variant can be used to
reduce the number of rosters being generated.

Sometimes it is difficult to take a requirement into account (the generator is not able to generate
rosters which satisfy the requirement every week or a combination of requirements is difficult) or
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the requirement is not really important. In that case, a soft requirement could be used. This
requirement is not guaranteed to be satisfied, but when the requirement is not satisfied in a roster,
we could increase the cost of the roster. We could also provide a bonus (lower the cost) when the
requirement is satisfied.

4.3.2 Other soft requirements

We will now introduce the other soft requirements for which a cost function is used. These
functions are based on the ones in the list of preferences and demands (appendix C).

4.3.2.1 The preferred shift block length

Every employee may have a preference for the length of each shift block (specified as a minimum
and maximum length). For instance, he may prefer to have large blocks of day shifts and small
blocks of late shifts. When such a preference is infringed, a small cost per day shorter/longer can
be added for the employee.

Note that this is something different than the hard generation constraint, defined in the earlier
part of this chapter. The generation constraint is a hard bound on the minimum and maximum
block length in the generated rosters, to guarantee enough rosters will be created. The concept
discussed here is a preference. Hence it might be that a day shift block will be generated with a
length of 2 – 5 shifts, but that the employee prefers to have at most 3 shifts.

4.3.2.2 The preferred shift count

Every employee may also have a preference for allocation of more or less shifts of a particular type
in his roster (specified as a minimum and maximum number). For instance, he may request for
‘only a few late shifts’, so preferably only 3 or 4 may be allocated during the period of 6 weeks.

The general idea is that having more unwanted shifts is worse than having less desired shifts. This
holds especially for the sometimes very undesired night shift period.

4.3.2.3 Deviating from the number of workdays per week

One of the main phenomena occuring in most 24/7 environments is that every week is a different
one. This holds for the shifts being assigned, but also for the actual number of workdays in the
week.

Every employee is appointed for a specific appointment size. As already mentioned, this size is
equal to the number of workshifts to be performed each week. In reality, this is an average number.
In the most ideal situation, the employee performs exactly this number of shifts every week, but
this will almost never be the case in reality. Some weeks will typically be calmer than others.

To try to obtain a better balance between calm and heavy weeks, we will introduce a penalty on
having more workdays in a week than average. The penalty will be given for every additional day
above the average number.

4.3.3 Scaling the roster costs and removing bad rosters

All created rosters will have a cost value by now. Some will be relatively high and some will be very
low. Since a lot of parameters can help increase the cost value, there is no general upper bound,
which is difficult since the linear program defined in chapter 3 also works with additional costs
to force a fulfillment of all occupancy demands and to try to obtain a nice spread of additional
employees.
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Therefore, the roster cost should obtain an upper bound, which means that the costs of all rosters
created for an employee have to be scaled. Although any number can be used as an upper bound,
we will use the value 1. Hence, each roster s for employee j obtains a cost cjs ∈ [0, 1], reflecting
how well it meets the employee’s preferences.

The motivation here is that all generated rosters already satisfy a lot of hard constraints and most
of them are already quite good therefore. The costs can be used in the (I)LP to try to select the
best possible roster, but satisfaction of the occupancy demands is more important during that
stage. By scaling the roster costs between 0 and 1, the roster costs become very low compared to
the cost parameters for shortness and surplus in the ILP.

Hence, the actual cost of a roster is hardly of interest while solving the (I)LP, since the (I)LP
solution is largely determined by the aforementioned cost parameters for surplus and shortness.
However, when there are some more-or-less comparable rosters available, which have the same
effect on the surplus and shortness in shifts, the best ones will be selected.

We will prevent the selection of the worst rosters (the ones with the highest cost) by removing
them before starting the ILP stage.

The process is as follows. After generating all possible rosters (according to the pattern) for
employee j, the roster with the lowest and the one with the highest cost is determined first.
Thereafter, we will scale the costs of all rosters.

� Let cjmax be the cost of the roster for employee j with the highest cost.

� Let cjmin be the cost of the roster for employee j with the lowest cost.

� Let cjs be the cost of a roster s for employee j.

If cjmin = cjmax, then cjs ← 0 for all rosters s for employee j (prevent dividing by 0). Otherwise we
will change the cost of a roster s:

cjs ← 1.0 · cjs − c
j
min

cjmax − cjmin

(4.1)

We can now make a preselection by removing all generated schedules s with cost cjs > 0.5.

4.4 Special generators for problematic employees

A few employees have restrictions which are unable to fit into the earlier defined Depth-first
generation model. In this section, we will treat three alternative systems which might be used for
them.

4.4.1 Predefined rosters

Predefined rosters can be useful for employees with a very limited number of rostering possibilities
or for employees who like to perform self-scheduling. The full roster (or a few possible rosters) is
directly inserted into the computer and will be used for this employee. It is possible to use the
predefined roster as a base situation and to create a few mutations by changing a limited number
of shifts in the roster (in case this is allowed for the employee).4.

4.4.2 Roster with predefined weeks

Some employees have a special regulation in which only a few roster possibilities during a week
can be applied, but the number of possibilities is too much to enumerate them all by hand. Then,

4Currently, the mutation function for predefined rosters is not supported.
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the roster can be created using a so-called set of predefined weeks. We will recall the definition
from section 1.7.2.1:

Definition 4.3 (Predefined Week). A description of a roster for a single week out of 6 weeks and
how many times this week description must occur in the full period schedule. For example: “One
week of the roster consists of a day shift on Monday, a day or late shift on Wednesday and a day
shift during the weekend. In the final roster, there are two weeks for this employee which match
with this description”.

An example can also be found in section 1.7.2.1.

The algorithm will now create all possible different rosters with permutations of the above defined
weeks, but it will not allow a day shift directly succeeding a late shift. As can be seen, it will be
the case that many rosters with only one shift difference will exist. For instance: 5 weeks are the
same in two rosters, but in the sixth week the day shift on Thursday is a late shift.

Clearly: the number of roster possibilities for a single week and the number of possible permu-
tations must be very limited in order to apply this roster generator. Otherwise it will lead to
millions of rosters for this single employee. Therefore, night shift periods will not be allocated by
default.

4.4.3 No initial generation (‘flexible generation’)

When employees have a very small appointment size (a few staff members with a flexible contract)
and are treated as fill-up when needed, it becomes impossible to enumerate all the possible rosters.
There is no longer such a system as blocks of day shifts and late shifts. Hence, the number of
roster possibilities for a single week is already quite large.

It may then be better to not roster these (flexible) employees initially and roster them when needed
using a post-processing algorithm.
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Chapter 5

ILP results and improvements

While the method was developed, the formation of the staff changed substantially. The most
remarkable change was a decrease in the number of available employees (especially the SVK-
qualified employees). Besides, the UMC introduced some additional kinds of roster preferences
(for instance: employees with predefined weeks, some employees appeared to have more demands
than on the initial list, some employees appeared to have preferences which were different for even
and odd weeks and some employees were having training days, some occupancy demands were
slightly adapted). Furthermore, information about holidays and incidental shift requirements
were not available for most roster periods.

The program has been rewritten a few times to cope with some of the newly introduced affairs.
Therefore, it is hard to compare the initial roster calculations (on periods in the past) to those for
the new periods, but of course these old calculations actually do say something.

During initial calculations, in which all employees were expected to be fully available (no holidays
or special shift requests), the ILP as defined in section 3.4 and solved as defined in section 3.5, was
able to completely satisfy all occupancy demands.1 Moreover, most of the surplus was added to
the day shifts. In the first runs, the first day shifts of the roster obtained a lot of surplus and the
remaining part of the day shifts obtained a normal surplus, due to the way columns were intro-
duced during a revised simplex step. This was logical actually, since there were more employees
available than demanded (due to the expectation of no holidays). Therefore, the cost value F ′

was introduced (see page 38) to allow for a better spread of these supernumerary employees.

However, the solutions had a remarkable property. The difference between the optimal solution of
the LP-relaxation and the solution of the ILP can be quite large. Furthermore, when the integrality
gap is examined (the ratio between the final ILP solution and the best achievable fractional lower
bound), we found that the gap appeared to be around 45% (after 15 minutes of solving the ILP).
Solving a little bit longer (e.g. 30 minutes) did only drop the rate by a few tenths of a percentage.
This could mean that:

� The result of the ILP is bad (compared to the LP-relaxation).

� The ILP solver had some major problems solving the ILP to optimality.

� The result of the LP-relaxation is bad.

Anyway, the most likely explanation is that some of the required rosters to efficiently solve the
ILP were not available.

During the LP phase, it is allowed for an employee to have more than a single roster assigned, but
each roster will be assigned only partially. The sum of these parts is equal to 1. Hence a lot of
occupancy demands for shifts are fulfilled using a group of employees who each perform the shift
partially.

1The cost settings in the ILP were comparable to the ones defined in appendix F.
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In the ILP phase, all parts of a shift will be assigned to a single employee who performs the full
shift and will not have any other shift on the same day. This works very well for most shifts, but
unfortunately, a (small) number of shifts could not be assigned to an employee out of this group.
Perhaps there is an employee who still has some space to perform one of such shifts, but that is
only possible if there is a schedule available for this employee which allows for this assignment. In
case this schedule is not available, the shift will not be assigned.

Section 5.1 will introduce a mutation step which tries to resolve these situations by generating
additional columns for the LP. In section 5.2, we will discuss some extensions to the ILP and the
generation system in order to cope with some additional situations. Finally, a full result for a real
period (including incidental shift requirements) will be presented in section 5.3. For this result,
we used both the mutation step and some of the discussed extensions.

5.1 Adding roster mutations before solving the ILP

As already described in the introduction of this chapter, the reason for the remarkable worse ILP
results and the high integrality gap is that the solution of the LP is fractional and employees may
have several shifts on the same day partly instead of only 1 (e.g. two employees perform partly a
day shift and partly a late shift). It could be that this problem is fixed by letting one employee
perform the day shift and the other the late shift. Since a forwards rotating pattern is used for
many employees, it may be that this particular roster is not available (created) and hence cannot
be selected for solving the ILP.

It can therefore be a good idea to create a few additional rosters before optimizing the ILP with the
help of the LP solution. These additional rosters may violate a few of the introduced restrictions
(see below) and thus are new rosters that were not generated before. They are quite similar to
existing rosters, but a few shifts have been changed. Therefore, we will call these new rosters
‘mutations’.

Not all rosters will be mutated, only the most valuable ones. These are:

� All (partly) selected rosters. A roster s is (partly) selected when xs > 0.

� The best rosters (according to the dual multipliers of the optimal solution of the LP-
relaxation) which have been added to the LP-relaxation by a revised simplex step, but
are not selected in the optimal solution of the LP-relaxation. Hence, each roster s in this
subset is represented by a column in the LP problem, but the corresponding value xs = 0.

The mutation operator is only applied on rosters which are generated using the forwards rotat-
ing pattern. A new roster is created using a combination of mutation operators (see the next
subsection) and will thereafter be checked for validity.

A mutated roster is valid, when the depth-first roster generator (section 4.1) could have generated
it in case the bounding rules were slightly softened. We will therefore not check whether the
roster completely satisfies the defined generation pattern. Hence, all bounding rules as described
in subsections 4.1.2 and 4.2.2 will still be applied, but not the rules as described in subsection
4.1.3.

When the generator allows the new roster, it is added to a temporary roster pool and it will
obtain a cost (see section 4.3). From this pool, the LP-solver selects the best rosters to use for the
optimization problem. Then, revised simplex (adding columns to the LP) is restarted and some
extra columns are introduced for solving the LP. Thereafter, the ILP is solved as normal.

5.1.1 Mutation operators

Two operators are used while performing mutations.

� Day-Late change Select a day shift in the roster and change it into a late shift or the other
way around.
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� Off-Work swap Select a day or late shift (s1) in the roster and a day off (s2). Then, shifts
s1 and s2 are swapped. On the old position of the day off, a day shift and late shift will
both be tried to insert.

These operators are executed on all possible shift combinations in the roster being mutated. For
instance: the Off-Work swap operator is applied to all combinations of day/late shifts and days
off in the roster.

Operators could be applied multiple times when we allow for more mutations on a roster. For
instance: when we allow 2 mutations on a roster, we can perform two Off-Work swaps, but also
an Off-Work swap and a Day-Late change.

To prevent the introduction of an already existing roster (as a result of mutation or as a result
of reversing the mutation when multiple mutations are allowed), we assign a hash code to every
roster we create. The hash code of each mutated roster will be compared to the code of all known
rosters for the employee. In case the code is the same, both rosters will be entirely compared as a
check, but in practice the rosters will definitely be the same and the mutated roster is not added.

5.1.2 Experiments and conclusion

We have performed some experiments on mutations. The setup of the experiments and the results
can be found in appendix E.

It appeared that the integrality gap for the original experiment setting (assuming all employees
are available, hence all shift demands could be satisfied) could be reduced to approximately 18%.
Furthermore, the objective value of the final ILP solution (the ILP solution when the time limit
for solving the ILP was reached) was 34% lower (3301.51 instead of 5005.43).

Later, we also experienced that an even lower gap was possible in another roster period. The
number of available employees was slightly less and for this period we had more information about
holidays, teaching days and incidental shift requirements. Therefore, some (night) shifts could not
be allocated. In this setting, we found that mutating using the best setup (but with 15 minutes
for solving the ILP) was able to reduce the gap to approximately 4.5%. We were satisfied with
this result, until we tried to solve the ILP using no mutations at all. This time, we obtained an
integrality gap of only 2.4%. It can be expected that the gap will be lower when we allow a longer
time period for solving the ILP.

Although the gap size is lower when no mutations are used, the solution itself is not better. It can
be seen that the ILP value is 10% lower when mutations are used. Table 5.1 compares the results.
The column ‘LP value before’ denotes the optimal value of the LP before adding any mutations,
the column ‘after’ denotes the improved LP solution with mutated columns. The column ‘Best
bound’ contains the best objective function value achievable at the time the ILP solving process
was cut off due to a time limit. The column ‘ILP value’ denotes the value of the best integral
solution at the time the ILP solving process was cut off. The gap is the difference between the
latter two columns.

Mutation LP value Best bound ILP value Gap
before after

Yes 72,996.31 69,230.09 77,363.59 80,992.20 4.48%
No 72,996.31 – 88,828.95 90,975.91 2.36%

Table 5.1: Comparison of some mutation results.

We conclude that a correct mutation setting could help to reduce the objective value, hence to
improve the result, considerably. Mutation also improves the integrality gap when all shift demands
could be fulfilled, but this will not necessarily hold when the LP is not able to completely assign
all occupancy demands to the available staff. The best results can be expected when the number
of operations is low (only 1 mutation operation).
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We should be careful not to add too many mutated columns to the ILP, since adding more columns
will make the ILP optimization process considerably slower and the results (after a certain time
period) worse. Moreover (stating the obvious) the results will be better when we allow a longer
time for solving the ILP.

5.2 Some extensions of the method

The next subsections will introduce some extensions to the discussed method. Some of them have
been implemented, others are suggestions for implementation.

5.2.1 Allocation of holidays

The allocation of holidays is quite easy, but we will discuss the concept for clearness. When an
employee with appointment size a (workdays per week) is on holidays, his holidays period typically
consists of v vacation days. Each vacation day replaces a normal workday. Hence, for a holiday
period of 1 week, v = a workdays will typically be replaced.

When an employee has a predefined roster, this is very easy: the provided roster consists of less
workdays than normal and there is a large block of days off somewhere in the roster.

For the DFS-generation algorithm, hard shift requirements for a day off for each day of the holiday
period will be inserted. Furthermore, we will allocate v more days off than normal during the roster
period of k weeks, so only ak − v workdays will be inserted.2 In case it is needed, the number of
work-weekends to allocate can be adjusted by the scheduling employee.

This concept works out of the box. There is no need to adjust a parameter set, since we will
simply extend a default period of days off between two shift blocks. Because of the hard shift
requirements, this can only occur in one position of the schedule. Since the fraction of workshifts
to allocate is smaller, it is likely3 the number of possible rosters will decrease too.

It is also possible to allow a different sequel of the roster after the large chunk of days off. This
can be done by checking less bounding rules in the first days after the holiday period, just like
starting a new roster period (see definition 4.2 on page 47). However, we did not apply this step.

For employees with a predefined weeks roster, the concept is typically the same. Some of the
predefined week blocks will change and hard shift requirements can be used to introduce the
predefined ‘holiday block’ on the correct position of the roster.

5.2.2 Allocation of study days

Some employees have an incidental or weekly day on which they go to college for study reasons.
The employee perceives such a shift as a day shift (hence he may for instance not have a late shift
the day before). Therefore we will also treat it just like he has an ordinary day shift. However, we
should take into account that the employee is not allowed to count for the occupancy demands.

When the employee has a study day, we must insert the day as a hard shift requirement, so the day
shift will definitely be allocated on the particular day. We will then be certain the employee counts
for all demand values (according to his qualifications) of the particular day shift i in the ILP (the
parameter bi and the like). Therefore, we will check the actual qualifications of the employee and
then increase the demand for all bi values he influences. In this way, enough employees will be
assigned to perform the normal work tasks.

We can use the same method when a senior nurse requests a quality day on a particular day.

2ak denotes the number of workdays during k weeks, see subsection 4.1.2.
3We could not guarantee this for small holidays, since allocation of less workshifts may trigger some bounding

rules less rapidly.
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5.2.3 Allocation of quality days for senior nurses (SVK)

A possible method to allocate quality days for senior nurses is by using the occupancy demands.
This especially works when there is a preference for allocation of such days on particular days in
the period (e.g. preferably on Tuesdays), but this is not necessary. The idea is to select a number
of suitable days for a quality day and then raise the SVK occupancy demand (bsvki ) for these days
with 1 or 2 employees, such that more senior nurses will be allocated. The surplus could then be
used to provide some of these employees a qualification day.

It should be noted that also the values bmc∨vk
i , bmc

i and bi should be incremented with the same
magnitude as bsvki . It is now possible that a superfluous MC nurse is allocated, since a senior nurse
may not have the MC-qualification (only in exceptional cases). However, this is not a problem,
because we just need some additional employees to satisfy the bmc∨vk

i and bi demand anyway.

We could also adjust the ILP to insert a bonus for having some additional SVK employees on
some days. A bonus parameter esvki is then introduced in equation (3.22) on page 38:∑

s∈S
hsvkj dsiasjxs = bsvki − zsvki + esvki , for each i ∈ I {SVK demand} (5.1)

Since these employees may not be counted for the demand of ‘lower’ qualifications, we should also
adjust the equations (3.21), (3.23), and (3.24). We will subtract the additional employees:∑

s∈S
dsixs = bi + yi + Yi − esvki − zsvki − zmc

i − zvki − zi, for each i ∈ I {Total demand} (5.2)

∑
s∈S

hmc
j dsiasjxs ≥ bmc

i − esvki − zmc
i , for each i ∈ I {MC demand} (5.3)

∑
s∈S

hvkj dsiasjxs ≥ bmc∨vk
i − esvki − zmc

i − zvki , for each i ∈ I {addable VK demand} (5.4)

We can now insert an additional cost parameter εi in the objective function (3.20) which has a
negative value for the preferred days and 0 for the others. When gi � |εi′ | for all (i, i′) ∈ P(I),
we will be certain that allowing a quality day is only preferred in case all other employee demands
are satisfied. The new objective function will be:

Minimize:
∑
s∈S

csxs+
∑
i∈I

(
εie

svk
i + fiyi + FiYi + gi(z

svk
i + zmc

i + zvki + zi)
)
{Total costs} (5.5)

Unfortunately the methods above will not work well when the number of available SVK-employees
is quite low, since it will then already be hard to satisfy the normal SVK-demands.

5.2.4 Student – supervisor collaboration

An open problem is the collaboration of students with their supervisor (or in general: collaboration
of two employees).

When it is needed to allocate the same schedule for a couple of weeks, we can do the following:

1. Create possible schedules for the supervisor (employee e1) during the roster generation phase.

2. Create possible schedules for the student (employee e2) during the roster generation phase,
but do not provide workshifts during the collaboration period starting on day d1 and ending
on day dc. Hence, this employee will obtain a period of days off between day d1 and day dc.

3. In case the employee e2 also counts for the occupancy demands during the ILP phase, we
will do the following: when employee e1 obtains a workshift during the collaboration period,
the ILP will normally count him as 1 employee assigned to the particular shift, but this
time he will count for 2 employees (one time for his own qualifications and one time for all
qualifications of employee e2).
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4. After solving the ILP, all workshifts for employee e1 during the collaboration period will also
be assigned to employee e2.

To overcome problems with Late → Day transitions and a too small buffer period after a possibly
allocated night shift block (only when employees e1 and e2 are not students), two additional days
off on day dc+1 and dc+2 should be allocated while generating.

Based on the experiences with programming the main roster generation system, this will already be
very difficult to program well, although it might be possible. However, when both employees have
a couple of shift requirements (the student has a study day, the accompanist has some requests
for days off), it will (almost) be impossible to use the current roster generation system, since it
will be quite undoable to find a nice generation scheme.

When it is only needed to have a predetermined fraction of overlapping shifts, it might be that
this is automatically satisfied after solving the ILP. When the collaborating couple consists of two
employees with a high appointment size, we will be quite certain especially many day shifts will
be allocated in their roster. There will definitely be some days on which they perform the same
shift. In case more shifts are needed, a change can be made afterwards.

Furthermore, some collaboration days can be appointed in advance. For these days, both employees
will have a hard shift requirement for a work shift. Hence they will be allocated to the same shifts
on these days.

5.2.5 Successive schedules

This final extension describes a suggestion to introduce successive schedules. The concept of
successive schedules consists of two parts:

1. Guaranteeing a schedule for period p+ 1 exists, when period p is generated.

2. Guaranteeing a schedule being generated for period p sequels to the schedule of period p−1.

Although the concepts look rather the same, this is a misconception. A schedule generated for pe-
riod p is likely to change. The scheduling employee will perform some manual changes immediately
after generation, in order to let the schedule satisfy some demands which could not be introduced
directly. Besides, the schedule is likely to change during period p, since there will always be some
last minute changes needed (e.g. employees may get ill and the nurses in the UMC perform a lot
of shift exchanges).

Therefore, when rule 1 is satisfied while solving the ILP, it will not ensure that a strict (according
to the generation pattern) follow-up schedule remains to exist in the end. Furthermore, many
aspects of the schedule for the next period are not known in advance. Hence the connection to
the schedule of period p−1 should still be checked, while generating the one for period p (rule 2 ).

5.2.5.1 Guaranteeing a successive schedule (Rule 1)

While developing the methods, we have already found that guaranteeing a full extensive roster is
not easy. The (probably) best possible way to do this, is as performed in Hoogeveen and Penninkx
(2007)[17]:

1. Calculate a schedule for two periods at once using a generation system for two periods (12
weeks).

2. Fix the schedule of the first period (6 weeks).

3. When the final schedule for the second period must be calculated: calculate a schedule for
the periods 2 and 3, such that it ‘fits’ the schedule of period 1 (see section 5.2.5.2).

However, we currently could not calculate a schedule for two periods, since one full period of 6
weeks is already challenging.
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Suppose we were able to make a calculation like this. It is likely that both the schedules for the
first and second period will be good after the first calculation, since both schedules are calculated
at once. However, it could be the case that the schedule for the first period will be better when
it is not directly calculated with the schedule for the second period (but this will then have a
negative effect on the latter schedule). Furthermore, the succeeding schedules (for periods 3, 4,
etc.) will likely also be good (although not necessarily optimal), for the same reason.

But as already said, it will be impossible to calculate this, since the number of possible rosters for
a single roster period is much larger compared to the earlier mentioned paper.

A second possibility is to guarantee that every individual roster being generated has a successor.
For a roster being calculated using DFS this can be achieved as follows:

1. Calculate a roster for k weeks as normal.

2. Extend the roster for d days (for instance: a week). When this is successful, it is likely that
a connectable roster for the next period will also exist.

An important open question here is: how many workdays should be allocated during the d extra
days? (A fraction d

7 of) the normal appointment size of the employee? Do we allow a single
workday more or less during the week? Do we allow the next weekend to be off? Also when these
questions are answered, there is no real guarantee a follow-up schedule exists.

Since many aspects of the roster will change after the ILP has been performed and information
about a next scheduling period is hardly known, this approach will not really provide more in-
formation than the situation in which a follow-up is not guaranteed at all. It might be better to
move the investigations to the second rule.

5.2.5.2 Guaranteeing a schedule is successive (Rule 2)

At the time a new roster is generated, most information for the new period is already known. Fur-
thermore, the previous period is almost halfway. Therefore, most of the shift exchanges requested
by the nurses have been allocated. Hence, it is largely known how the period will end (except
some possible changes due to illness).

Basically, we have two choices for the start of period 2:

1. Try to continue with the pattern of the previous period.

2. Restart the pattern in the new period, but perform some additional checks.

The first choice is only an option when a schedule of an employee has not been changed during
the first period and the pattern remains the same during the second period. This is not a likely
situation. Moreover, nobody really cares whether the pattern is exactly extended into the second
period. We can just start generating schedules like we did for the first period, but we should bear
in mind that the transition from the first to the second period must be valid.

Definition 5.1 (Valid schedule transition). A schedule transition is valid when:

1. We do not introduce a transition from a late shift to a day shift.

2. We do not violate a buffer period after a block of night shifts.

Both constraints can be inserted manually for all employees by the scheduling employee, but it is
also possible to read the last shifts of the previous roster period and let the program introduce
these constraints automatically.

A valid schedule transition does not necessarily mean it is desired too. Therefore, we should also
make sure:

1. We do not introduce a long period of workdays.

2. When the employee performed a night shift block during the last week of the previous period,
we do not introduce a new one during the first week of the new schedule.
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3. We do not introduce too many consecutive workweekends.

The second rule can be enforced manually, by forbidding a night shift during the first week of the
new roster.

For the first rule, it is possible to insert a hard shift requirement to allocate a day off on the first
Tuesday or Wednesday. We will then be sure that not too many consecutive workdays will be
allocated. The third rule can also be satisfied by using a hard shift requirement (allocate the first
weekend of the new roster off).

Also this time, it is possible to perform these checks automatically. However, although it looks easy
at first sight, it is not. The effects on the roster generation system are very unclear. It may be that
the generation scheme has to be changed in order to generate (enough) rosters which satisfy both
the ‘transition constraints’ and all (incidental) shift requirements. This is an undesired situation,
since you do not want to adjust the scheme in every roster being generated. Furthermore, it is
preferred to have a generation systems which is guaranteed to work ‘out of the box’, but this is
very hard to develop. A lot of exceptions and options must be programmed in order to let the
program cope with exceptional situations.

On the other hand, it remains to be seen whether the additional ‘desired’ rules are really needed
in practice. When the roster pattern of an employee does not change significantly, it is likely that
most problems will only occur rarely. Hence, only guaranteeing the rules in definition 5.1 might
be enough in practice. In case an undesired situation is introduced, a manual fix can be applied,
probably using an automatic repair method (chapter 6).

5.3 Results for February – March 2013

We have made a big calculation for a 6 week period in February – March 2013. For this period,
an up to date list of employee preferences and training days was available. We also obtained a list
of employees with a predefined (weeks) roster and all incidental shift requirements and holidays
of the employees. The data is shown in appendix C.

Although flexible employees are meant to fill up the final occupancy problems, some of them have
been scheduled directly using the ILP. This holds for the employees with a predefined roster (self-
scheduling) and the ones with a rather large appointment size (they are scheduled using the DFS
generation system). The remaining flexible employees did only obtain a roster consisting of days
off and may be scheduled later (see chapter 6).

An extended description of all parameter values and some example employee patterns can be found
in appendix F.

5.3.1 Constraints that have (not) been used

We have inserted almost all shift requirements as a hard constraint for generating the rosters
(except for a constraint which contained the word ‘liefst’ (preferably), which was added as a soft
constraint). We experienced some problems with inserting a request for the Friday off for SVK
employee 4, hence this should be repaired afterwards (the demand was inserted as a soft require-
ment). This kind of problems is related to the following combination of (general) requirements,
which make it difficult to find a good set of roster parameters:

� This employee should work during 3 weekends and have exactly 3 weekends off in the roster
period.

� The appointment size of the employee consists of 4 days a week.

� A block of days off should be at least 2 days for employees with a large appointment size.

� The employee should not perform too many consecutive work shifts.

� The number of generated rosters should not be small and not be too big.
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Typically, when the employee works during a weekend, he should have a block of 2 days off
somewhere in the previous and next week. Then, having all Fridays off in the roster period is
incompatible with this demand.

Also requests for working odd weekends and having even weekends off (or the other way around)
are sometimes difficult to allow in combination with all other demands.

A request for the length of a shift block (e.g. ‘max 3 consecutive night shifts’, see section 4.3.2.1)
was inserted as a soft constraint, by preferring for instance blocks of at least 0 and at most 3 night
shifts (so blocks of 4 shifts could be generated, but may be dropped by the preselection operation).

A request for the number of shifts in a roster (e.g. ‘the number of night shifts as small as possible’)
was also inserted as a soft constraint (see section 4.3.2.2). Such requests could also be formulated
differently. For example: a request for ‘at most 2 late shifts per week’, was translated to a soft
preference for allocating at most 12 late shifts per roster of 6 weeks.

The rosters were generated and solved using most of the demands described in chapter 1. The
following hard or soft constraints were not (fully) taken into account:

� Assigning quality days to senior nurses (except when the employee has requested a particular
day in advance).

� Collaboration with a supervisor.

� Having no single days off. For some employees we allowed a single day off in order to grant
a shift requirement (e.g. no late shifts on Tuesday).

� Having 3 days off after a night shift block whenever possible.

� Having a late shift on Friday when the employee performs a late shift during the weekend
(difficult to use with the shift block lengths).

� Requests for odd or even workweekends.

� Having a nice spread of the night shift blocks. Although it is not guaranteed, it turned out
to be no problem in practice.

Furthermore, we did not check whether an employee’s roster connects well to the previous roster
period.

5.3.2 The results

The results for this roster period can be found in appendix F. The first thing to notice is almost
all occupancy demands have been satisfied !

The most important problems arise during the night shifts in the weekend. Typically, the algorithm
should assign 2 or 3 more employees to these shifts during the full roster period, but is unable to
do this. There are three important reasons for this behavior:

� The pool of employees to assign night shifts to is a little bit too small for the requirement
that every employee may perform at most 4 night shifts. Since a weekend night shift period
consists of 3 days, an employee having such a period may not have any other night shift
period and the fourth allowed night shift can therefore not be allocated. For the optimization
algorithm, it is therefore a better choice to satisfy all weekly night shift demands, since every
employee could then obtain two night shift periods of 2 days or 1 night shift period of 4 days.
The algorithm then consumes the full ‘space’ of 4 allowed night shifts per employee.

� Many employees have a preference for day or late shifts during the weekends they work.
Furthermore, every employee may only work a limited number of weekends.

� Some employees with a predefined roster or predefined weeks roster did not obtain any night
shift. However, most of them may obtain a night shift period.
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On the other hand, some of the employees with a predefined roster assign themselves more than
4 night shifts during a roster period. This reduces the extent of the problem.

Furthermore, there are some problems with the demands of the SVK-qualified employees during
the day shifts. This is more a result of the small number of available Senior nurses in this period
(5 instead of 7 in other periods we have examined). Most of the problems arise on the days with
a higher demand than normal: 3 instead of 2 employees. This higher demand is the result of an
employee who requested some quality days in advance.

When the rosters of the employees (only the ones which were generated and mutated using the
depth-first pattern) are examined, we see that work periods and free periods are interspersed quite
well. Many employees with smaller appointment sizes have work blocks in which they work the
number of shifts as demanded by their appointment size. Thereafter, they will then have a large
block of days off. For most employees a block of days off always decently consists of at least 2
consecutive days.

The weight of the work weeks is balanced well in general, although sometimes a little unbalance
may occur (see VK employee 11 in the second solution for an example, this employee has a large
chunk of days off in his schedule). Furthermore, the rosters follow a nice forwards-rotating pattern
(with sometimes a period of days off in between) and work weekends are spread well.

Most important fact is that a lot of hard and soft individual requirements have been allocated.
Firstly, most of the shift requirements (preferences for days off or a certain shift on a certain day)
have been allocated since they were introduced as a hard requirement during the generation step
of our solution approach. Furthermore no employee will experience a combination of a lot of other
undesirabilities, since the algorithm removes rosters with a high cost in advance.

5.3.3 Conclusion

To conclude: we are quite satisfied with these results! The algorithm performs very well on the
test case.

However, we should note that setting up the generation patterns could be a hassle. There is also
an upper bound on the number of constraints that can be taken into account when the rosters are
scheduled this way. As already mentioned, some of the constraints as defined in chapter 1 have
not been taken into account.

Furthermore, the UMC asked in a later stadium to not or mostly allocate late shifts to some
of the employees. This is however difficult to realize using the pattern as discussed, since the
alternation of day and late shift blocks and the natural days off between them suppresses the
number of generated rosters. It is impossible to allow a day or late block to consist of only a single
shift, since the search space will then explode (an exception arises in a rare case, when a flexible
employee has a very limited number of possible shift allocations on most days).

Hence, although the results are quite good, manual tweaking will always be needed afterwards.
But, you could better perform a few manual tweaks afterwards than creating the full schedule by
hand.
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Chapter 6

Heuristics to repair imperfections

Once the full schedule has been calculated using the ILP approach, it may still have a few imper-
fections. As can be seen in the results (chapter 5), the quality of the employee schedules is rather
good. The employees will not have too long periods of consecutive workdays and a lot of their
shift preferences (e.g. a late shift on a certain day) will be assigned. Furthermore, most surplus
of employees is added to the day shifts.

As a consequence of using a roster generation scheme for each individual employee (which reduces
the number of possible rosters) and all the preferences, it might be the case that some occupancy
demands can not be fulfilled completely by the ILP. Furthermore, some employees with a flexible
contract may still not have been assigned. Moreover, not all demands can be (easily) taken into
account during the roster generation phase and the ILP phase. For instance: the concept of
employee collaboration is hard to introduce.

The scheduling employee may try to resolve all these problems himself, but a computer may also
perform a part of this process or provide some suggestions.

This chapter will introduce a system of heuristics which tries to repair imperfections in the roster
resulting from the ILP phase. Furthermore, this new system is able to process roster changes
on request (i.e. providing a particular shift on a particular day for a certain employee). The
key observation behind the repair heuristics is that we allow the computer to ‘slightly’ change
the schedules of employees, such that they may obtain a ‘mutated’ schedule. These mutated
schedules were not valid during the roster generation phase (and therefore not created during the
generation), but we will allow them now, provided that the changes are carefully made.

We will try to repair the following types of imperfections:

� Some hard shift requirements (days off and preferred shifts on a particular day) for a single
employee, which have not been allocated. The most likely reasons for these problems are:

– An employee who must have a particular shift on a particular day, but it was impossible
to include it in the generation parameter setting.

– The requirement was introduced after the roster calculation process was finished.

� Employee shortage in some shifts.

� A change in the number of workdays an employee should obtain during the rostering period.

� (Partly) allocation of shifts to employees with a flexible contract.

� Some suggestions for other desirabilities, such as introducing quality days for senior nurses
and student – supervisor collaboration.

Some of these problems are more difficult to repair than others. For instance, assigning an employee
to a night shift period afterwards (in order to resolve shortage) may involve a change of shifts on
5 days, since a weekend period always consists of three consecutive night shifts and at least two
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consecutive days off. This may have a big effect on the overall quality of the roster for the
considered employee.

On the other hand, a shortage during a late shift on Wednesday might be quite easy to resolve,
since we could assign a superfluous employee from the day shift (although we may not introduce
a Late → Day transition during this action).

Section 6.1 will further introduce the concept of repairing. We will provide some definitions and
new notation and discuss the building blocks and restrictions of the system.

As already described, some problems can be repaired more easily than others. Section 6.2 will
therefore introduce and motivate a repair order.

Section 6.3 already contains some heuristics. However, the ones defined here are some important
auxiliary functions which can be used in the subsequent sections. These auxiliary functions are
mainly used to resolve some problems which can be introduced by other heuristics.

The sections 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 contain the most important heuristics. These are the ones for
repairing currently unsatisfied hard shift requirements (preferences for a day off or a particular
shift on a particular day) and resolving shortages of employees.

Also section 6.7 contains some heuristics. These are used to introduce other (less important)
desired properties in the rosters. We will call them ‘extensions’.

This chapter will be concluded with some experimental results in section 6.8.

6.1 Introduction and definitions

The main ILP approach is designed such that all employee overflow will be put in the day shifts
(especially during weekdays). As can be seen in the results, this actually happens as desired.
Except for a rare situation, all overflow is put in the day shifts of both weekdays and weekends.

The key observation behind the repair algorithm is that we could use these day shifts as a buffer.
When there is a shortness in a particular late or night shift, we may retract an employee from a
day shift on that particular day (or we can change his day off in a workday and change another
day shift in a day off).

When all shortness issues with night shifts and late shifts (whenever possible) have been resolved,
there is a high probability that there will be no shortness issues with day shifts (except for the
SVK demand, since the number of available senior nurses is currently small). When there are
some remaining issues, we can try to change a late shift with surplus in a day shift or (only during
weekdays) swap the day off for an employee.

Before the algorithm is executed, the desired number of workdays for each employee should be
clearly inserted into the system. By default, the algorithm will keep the (in the ILP phase)
allocated number of workdays1. When the scheduling employee wants to change the allocated
number for a particular employee, he may change the number of allocatable workdays and the
algorithm will try to remove or insert extra days.

Furthermore, all demands of the flexible employees should be inserted well into the system. When-
ever possible, the repair algorithm will first try to repair an occupancy shortness in a shift by
assigning a flexible employee. It turned out that flexible employees will never perform night shifts.

We would like to mention that a lot of repair operations seem to look rather obvious, but this
may partly be a false impression. Designing and implementing them such that they provide
predictable results can be a hassle. A deep understanding of rosters which have quality was
needed for developing them, since many aspects (e.g. hard requirements, shift sequences, and
lengths of work periods) should be taken into account. We have tried to break all complex actions

1By default, this is k times the appointment size of the employee for a period of k weeks. There might be a
deviation of one workday. When the employee has a predefined schedule, then the number of workdays from this
schedule is taken.
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up into smaller operations, but regularly it appeared that identifying these smaller activities was
not obvious.

This section will provide an introduction to repairing rosters. The information is important in
order to understand the contents of the next part of this chapter. We will firstly introduce a new
system of shift requirements in subsection 6.1.1. Thereafter, subsection 6.1.2 will discuss some
important restrictions which hold for repairing rosters in general. Subsection 6.1.3 will introduce
some new notations. Finally, subsection 6.1.4 discusses the major building blocks of most repair
heuristics defined later in this chapter.

6.1.1 A new definition of a shift requirement

We will change the old definition of a shift requirement as defined in section 4.3.1. The old
definition and its associated problems is discussed first. Thereafter, we will present the new
definition.

6.1.1.1 Old definition of a shift requirement

In the previous chapters, two different kinds of shift requirements (a ‘preference’ or constraint for
allocation of a shift on a particular day) have been considered:

Hard requirement: Is used while generating (and mutating) rosters and will always be granted.

Soft requirement: Is used while generating (and mutating) rosters, but will only be used to
adjust the cost of a roster. Some rosters will then be less attractive to introduce as a new
column in the ILP. Furthermore, it is used to remove a selection of substantially undesired
rosters (see section 4.3.3).

Unfortunately, this number of requirements is insufficient for the repair phase. The hard re-
quirements were used to reduce the number of generated rosters, while guaranteeing that most
preferences of employees will be allocated. This means that a lot of ‘preferences’ for an employee
were actually included as hard requirements and that all generated rosters for an employee satisfy
all these hard requirements.

However, a preference for a particular shift on a particular day is less important than satisfaction
of the occupancy demands. It is likely that a lot of shifts could obtain the correct number of
assigned employees, when some of the employees will not obtain a few of the initially assigned
shift preferences. This could be resolved by using mainly soft requirements during generation
instead of hard requirements, but we have experienced that the resulting employee rosters will
then have less quality. Namely, the following would have happened:

1. The number of generated rosters becomes huge (most times incalculable or impossible to
store in memory).

2. To overcome this, a stricter parameter setting must be used.

3. A stricter parameter setting may result in rosters in which less employee preferences could
be granted.

4. Hence, the general quality of the employee schedules becomes (much) worse.

Hence, we prefer to include most preferences as hard requirements during the generation phase,
but we should be able to soften most of them to help improve the satisfaction of the occupancy
demands during the repair phase.

It must be observed that the various hard requirements are not all equally ‘hard’. Some employees
have more preferences than others and not all preferences are equally important.

We should therefore introduce a requirement system which allows us to indicate which hard re-
quirements may be softened during roster repairing and which ones not. Furthermore, it is not
always possible to introduce all obliged shift requirements for an employee during the generation
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phase, so we should also add the possibility to have a requirement which is only taken into account
during the repair phase.

6.1.1.2 New definition of a shift requirement

Four kinds of shift requirements will be distinguished from now on. Any possible requirement falls
into exactly one category. The kinds of requirements are as follows:

Soft requirement: Is used as described above while generating (and mutating) rosters. It will
not be used during the repair phase.

Hard generation requirement: Is used as a hard requirement while generating (and mutating)
rosters, but may be overruled during the repair phase.

Hard permanent requirement: Is used as a hard requirement while generating (and mutating)
rosters and will normally2 not be overruled during the repair phase.

Hard repair requirement: These requirements will not be taken into account while generat-
ing (and mutating) rosters, but will be realized during the repair phase. Not all types of
requirements can be granted by the repair algorithm. The restrictions will be defined below.

The hard generation requirement is handy to use for fixed shift restrictions (e.g. a preferred day,
evening, or weekend off). When the employee has a small number of restrictions, the requirement
may be set as permanent. In this way, it is certain that the employee will have and keep his
preferences.

However, when an employee has a lot of preferences, it might be unfair to allocate them all, when
problems with the occupancy in a shift need to be resolved and lead to bad rosters for other
employees. Therefore, it is better to set the preferences of these employees as hard during the
generation phase only, so they may be overruled during the repair phase. In practice, the number
of required repair actions is limited. Hence, the number of changes during the repair phase is
small and most of the preferences will still be kept.

The hard permanent requirement can in general be used for incidental occurrences. For instance,
when the employee has a training day or is having a holiday it is not allowed to change his shift
allocation for a specific day. It is also possible to prevent the assignment of a night shift on
particular days.

The hard repair requirement is hardly used. The possibilities to use it are limited (see below), but
it can be helpful in case a requirement can not be added in the generation phase. This is most
likely due to an overflow of requirements for an employee or a strange shift pattern demand (e.g.
a full week of consecutive late shifts instead of only 1 or 2). Furthermore, it can be used to insert
a requirement after the roster has been calculated.

For every possible shift requirement of an employee, the scheduling employee can decide into which
category it will fall.

6.1.2 Restrictions for the repair system and the new shift requirements

As discussed in the introduction of this chapter, the repair system is used to satisfy some really
hard requirements (occupancy demands and some shift assignments for employees) which could
not be (fully) taken into account during the generation and ILP phase. In case a requirement can
already be included during the latter phases, it is always better to do so. Repairing the roster
afterwards to introduce a desired situation is worse than taking it into account while calculating
the roster from the start.

Besides satisfying some really hard requirements, another purpose of the repair system is to try
to perform the required roster changes without making the overall roster quality much worse. We
must therefore compose a few restrictions for the repair system.

2See the exceptions below.
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Some restrictions are easier to be kept or introduced by the repair system than others. The first
observation is of course that conflicting combinations of hard requirements (as introduced in the
previous subsection) may lead to unpredictable effects. Hence, the scheduling employee should
only insert realistic shift requirements.

Furthermore, the basic limitations of the repair system are as follows (the motivations will be
discussed below):

� The repair system may assign night shifts to employees to resolve occupancy problems.
However, it is not possible to let an employee request a night shift period during the repair
phase by introducing a hard repair shift requirement (section 6.1.1.2) for a night shift.

� We will not change a workweekend into a weekend off or the other way around. A requirement
for a weekend (not) off must therefore already be inserted during the generation phase.
Although we can change an assigned day shift during a weekend into a late shift (or the other
way around), it is preferred – but not obliged – to introduce such hard shift requirements
during the generation phase.

� When a hard repair requirement (section 6.1.1.2) is used, it may only be a requirement for a
shift that must be allocated. Hence, it might not be a requirement to not allocate a specific
shift on a particular day.

Hence, among repairing shortnesses in shifts, the repair system can be used to introduce a hard
repair requirement (section 6.1.1.2) for:

� A particular day off.

� Allocation of a day shift on a particular day.

� Allocation of a late shift on a particular day.

Other types of hard repair requirements will not be taken into account.

While the system performs the heuristics to repair shortnesses and introduce the hard repair
requirements, the hard permanent shift requirements (section 6.1.1.2) will normally be kept. There
is an exception for a few situations, in which a hard permanent requirement for a night shift or
for not having a particular shift on a particular day may eventually be overruled by the repair
system.

The remaining part of this subsection will extensively describe the constraints and motivations.

6.1.2.1 Night shifts

A hard repair requirement for allocating a night period will be ignored.

Although it is hypothetically possible to request a night shift on a particular day, it will rarely
occur in reality. The only likely reason is that an employee has drafted his own schedule and has
allocated some night shift periods. However, this employee may be indifferent about changing a
night period.

Introducing a requested night period for an employee during the repair phase could be quite
difficult, since an already allocated period might be changed or retracted, due to the maximal
number of allowed night periods for the employee. Furthermore, retraction of a night shift period
is something we do not want to do, since many days in the roster (the night shift period itself and
possibly the two days off afterwards) should be changed. The roster quality may therefore drop
considerably.

Besides, when an already allocated night shift period is retracted, we have introduced an additional
shortness during a night shift period, among the already existing shortnesses during night shift
periods as a result of not completely satisfying the night shift occupancy demands during the
ILP phase. We should assign another employee to this newly introduced night shift period with
shortness. Since assigning a night shift period to an employee may involve a change of at least 4
consecutive shifts in a roster, it could have a huge (bad) influence on the roster quality.
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Therefore, we would like to prevent night shift allocations during the repair phase (and hence
introducing night shift shortnesses by retracting night shift periods) as much as possible.

6.1.2.2 Weekends off and workweekends

It is not possible to change a workweekend into a weekend off or vice versa. The reason for this
is that a weekend can be seen as a natural roster break. Allocating an initial weekend off as a
workweekend (or vice versa) entails a corresponding change of another weekend too.

It is likely that an employee with an (almost) full appointment size will obtain a very long work
period when his natural ‘break’ weekend is changed into a work weekend or a very long period off
in the other case. Solving this problem is quite hard. Therefore, a request for a weekend should
be inserted in the generation phase.

Nevertheless, an assigned day shift during a weekend may of course be changed into a late shift
or the other way around.

6.1.2.3 Requirements for not allocating a particular shift

It is possible to have a hard permanent requirement for not allocating a particular shift on a
particular day. The repair algorithm will strictly retain this requirement for a night shift (i.e. do
not introduce a night shift for an employee on a particular day), but may infringe it for other shift
types in case a scheduled night shift period has to be retracted, due to a hard repair requirement.

Example 6.1 (Infringing a hard permanent requirement). An employee has a permanent require-
ment for not having a day shift or day off on a particular Monday. Therefore, he has obtained a
roster in which a night shift is assigned on both Monday and Tuesday. However, according to a
hard repair requirement, the Tuesday should become a day shift.

Since night shifts have special restrictions (see section 1.4.1), also the shift on Monday must
therefore be changed. A day shift and day off are forbidden, so only a late shift may be assigned
on this day. However, this introduces a Late → Day transition on Monday and Tuesday, which is
illegal.

In this case, there is no valid solution applicable. Hence, the algorithm must then deliver a solution
with a small irregularity and could introduce a day off on Monday (which was declared to be
forbidden).

It is likely that such situations will rarely occur. In case it occurs, we will allow the algorithm to
ignore the hard permanent shift requirements of the type ‘do not provide a particular shift on a
particular day’. This is only needed when a night shift period is retracted. In case the algorithm
introduces an undesired situation, the scheduling employee can fix it automatically by introducing
a hard repair requirement and execute the repair algorithm again or perform a manual change
afterwards. In the example, he could insert a hard repair requirement to allocate a day shift on
Monday.

Besides, such a situation may be prevented during the generation phase. When the hard repair
requirement (e.g. a day shift on Tuesday) is already known during generation, but could not be
included as a hard generation requirement, it is possible to introduce a hard generation requirement
to not allocate a night shift on Tuesday. Then, the night shift period will not be given and this
problem will not occur.

Again, due to the likely small number of repair requirements and the small number of night shifts
in a schedule, the chance this kind of problems will actually occur is rather small.
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6.1.3 Additional notation in this chapter

In the next sections of this chapter, we will use some (new) variables. We will define or repeat
them in this subsection.

6.1.3.1 Definition of aj for employee j

With aj we denote the appointment size of employee j (could be fractional, e.g. 3.5 days per week).

6.1.3.2 Definition of ηj for employee j

Some employees create their own full schedule for the rostering period, which is then (approx-
imately) adopted by the scheduling employee. It is possible (and it actually occurs) that they
allocate more night shifts than is actually allowed by the general rules (for most employees: at
most 4 night shifts). We do not want to change this in the repair phase, since the scheduling
employee will have benefits from these nice employees.

Therefore, we will introduce a parameter ηj :

� Let σj be the number of allocated night shifts for employee j during a rostering period.

� Let ςj be the highest number of allowed night shifts for employee j during a rostering period
(according to the general rules).

� Let ηj then be defined as max(σj , ςj): the highest number of night shifts employee j may
obtain during the rostering period.

6.1.3.3 Definition of wj for employee j

The parameter wj = daj + 1e will be used to define the desired number of consecutive workdays
for employee j. In other words: we will define the desired number of consecutive workdays as one
more than the average number of workdays during a week.

A necessary remark is that the schedules may deviate from this rule, since some employees tend
to create their own schedule and hence may introduce longer work periods.

6.1.4 Building blocks of a solution method

In many of the resolution methods defined in this chapter, three steps can be distinguished:

Preselection: In this step, all employees who can be used for the action are selected and stored
in a list. When the size of the list is 0 after the preselection step, the action cannot be
performed.

Sorting: For some employees, it is easier (or more desired) to use them for the action instead of
others. In this step, the preselection list is sorted, such that the ‘best’ employee to use for
the action is at the top of the list. This employee is then chosen to use in the action.

The sorting grounds are mainly based on the (SVK) qualifications of the employees, the
(expected) number of changes needed in an employee’s schedule and the estimated quality
of the employee’s schedule when the action has been performed.

Each employee x is compared with each other employee y from the first (smallest number) till
the last rule. When employee x meets a particular rule and employee y does not, employee
x is preferred over y and the rules specified thereafter are not checked for the combination
of x and y. Otherwise, the algorithm will examine the next rule.
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When all rules have been examined for two employees and there is no winner, both employees
are considered as ‘equally suitable’. When there is more than a single ‘best’ employee in the
end, an arbitrary choice is made between the best ones .

Actions to be taken: In this step, we will describe all changes to be made to the schedule of the
selected employee. For instance: these could be changes of shifts to resolve the occupancy
problem we actually want to fix, but also operations to try to restore the roster quality of
the selected employee (e.g. allocation of an additional day off when he obtained too many
workshifts or trying to restore a long period of consecutive workdays).

Instead of selecting an employee for an action, the same system is used when a shift or shift change
for an employee needs to be selected out of a set of possibilities (in special circumstances).

6.2 An order for repairing rosters

Since some problems are easier to repair than others, we should define an order for resolving
problems by heuristics. We will first declare the repair order and motivate it in section 6.2.1.

The algorithm will perform the following order of repair steps:

1. Satisfaction of the introduced hard repair shift requirements.

2. Changing the number of workdays for an employee in case more or less days should be
assigned than initially provided during the ILP phase.

3. Resolving shortnesses in night shifts during weekends.

4. Resolving shortnesses in night shifts on Wednesday and Thursday.

5. Resolving shortnesses in night shifts on Monday and Tuesday.

6. Resolving shortnesses in late shifts during weekends.

7. Resolving shortnesses in day shifts during weekends.

8. Resolving shortnesses in late shifts during weekdays.

9. Resolving shortnesses in day shifts during weekdays.

10. Optional: try to allocate quality days for SVK-qualified employees.

11. Optional: Provide additional workdays to the flexible employees with a small average de-
ployment (2 – 2.5 days per week, but this could probably better be performed manually).

12. Optional: try to satisfy collaboration requests.

The scheduling employee could of course perform some additional changes after the algorithm is
finished.

For each step in which a shortness is resolved, the kind of shortness may differ. It may be that there
is a shortness for a particular type of qualification (and lower types) or that only the total number
of assigned employees is too low. Since higher qualified employees may replace lower qualified
ones, solving the highest qualification problem may also solve a lower qualification problem (e.g.
assigning a Medium Care nurse not only solves an MC shortness problem, but also a problem with
the total number of employees that should work in the particular shift).

Therefore, for each step, all shortnesses for the highest qualification level will be resolved first,
and then the shortnesses on lower qualifications. For clarity, the repair order during a shortness
repair step will be:

1. Senior Nurse (SVK) shortness.

2. Medium Care Nurse (MC) shortness.

3. Basic or Medium Care Nurse (MC or VK) shortness.
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4. Shortness in the total number of assigned employees.

After each step, a post check will be performed in which is checked whether all employees still
perform the correct number of workshifts. This is more a kind of safety check, since every phase
should solve its own introduced problems.

During a step of the algorithm, it is allowed to solve a problem by introducing a new problem
which can be resolved in a future step (a step with higher number in the list). On the other hand,
it is forbidden to introduce a problem which cannot be resolved anymore. Since all later steps
are presumably easier to solve or do not have to be solved at all (e.g. due to the default overflow
during day shifts), this will likely not introduce any new problems.

In case the available number of Senior Nurses is low, it might be better to solve SVK shortness in
the day shifts before solving all other types of shortnesses. In this way, there is a higher chance
more Senior Nurse employees will be assigned to the day shifts. Nevertheless, in the UMC case,
the scheduling employee will mostly agree with only one SVK-employee in such situations.

6.2.1 Motivation for the repair order

It is important to realize the hard repair constraints before repairing any employee shortness in
shifts. Realizing a repair constraint may involve an (additional) shortness in a particular shift,
which has to be fixed thereafter. In practice, the number of additional repair constraints is likely
to be limited.

It turned out that almost all the occupancy demands in the schedule are already satisfied after
the ILP phase. Shortness will particularly arise in night shifts, especially during weekends, due
to all preferences and constraints posed by the employees. Since a lot of night shifts are currently
assigned to a single employee who performs 21 night shifts per 6 weeks, the total number of night
shift shortnesses is still quite small.

Solving a night shift problem is difficult, since a night shift has some special additional constraints
(see 1.4.1). To summarize them:

� A night shift period has default start and end days.

� After a night shift period, an employee has a period of at least two consecutive days off.

� Most employees may only perform at most 4 night shifts during a rostering period of 6 weeks.
Hence the group of employees who could easily be assigned to an additional night shift is
not that large.

� As stated in section 6.1, it is difficult to assign an employee with a weekend off to a work
shift during that weekend afterwards. Therefore, the algorithm will not consider that kind
of operations.

� When an employee obtains a night shift on Wednesday and Thursday, he must have a day
off at both Friday, Saturday and Sunday (since an employee performs the same shift on both
weekend days). An employee who has a work weekend can not be assigned to these night
shifts, since the weekend can not be changed in a weekend off.

Hence, allocating night shifts during the weekends is by far the most difficult. This means that
such problems have to be resolved first, followed by a night shift problem on Wednesday and
Thursday (an employee must have a weekend off during the weekend thereafter). Then, night
shifts during Mondays and Tuesdays have to be resolved, since an employee has an upper limit in
the allowed number of night shifts per schedule.

Subsequently, solving shortness during weekend shifts is more problematic than solving shortness
during week shifts. Since surplus is already assigned to day shifts as much as possible (and
preferably during week shifts), problems with late shifts should be resolved first.

Also quality days are important to schedule, but resolving problems with the occupancy demands
is definitely more important. As already mentioned, there are currently not enough SVK-qualified
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employees, so it is not possible to resolve this problem well. The scheduling employee thus has to
introduce an ad hoc solution.

6.3 Auxiliary functions for repairing

The upcoming sections (starting with section 6.4) will present the heuristics we have developed
in order to resolve shortnesses in shifts, introduce hard repair requirements and introduce other
desired properties. These heuristics may sometimes introduce other undesired situations, such
as employees having too many workdays, having too few days off or having a long period of
consecutive workdays.

This section will therefore introduce some auxiliary functions which are regularly needed and
mainly used to resolve newly introduced problems in the schedules of individual employees. We
will present the following functions to restore a particular introduced problem in the roster of a
single employee:

1. Provide an additional day off for a single employee (section 6.3.1). This is needed when a
heuristic has introduced an extra workday somewhere in the roster. It is in general always
possible to successfully apply this function (see the note in the corresponding subsection).

2. Provide an additional workday for a single employee (section 6.3.2). This is needed when a
heuristic has introduced an extra day off somewhere in the roster. It is always possible to
successfully apply this function.

3. Resolve a long work period in the roster of a single employee (section 6.3.3). This may be
needed when a heuristic has introduced an extra workday somewhere in the roster, whereby a
long period of consecutive workdays is created. Unfortunately, this function can only resolve
such problems when it can be done without introducing other major problems (such as the
introduction of unresolvable shortnesses).

4. Resolving an introduced Late → Day transition in the roster of a single employee (section
6.3.4).

We will also introduce another auxiliary function which does not consider the roster of a single
employee:

5. Try to allocate a shift to a flexible employee (section 6.3.5).

6.3.1 Schedule a day off (function: ProvideDayOff())

Provide an additional day off to a particular employee j in case he obtained too many workdays.

6.3.1.1 Preselection

Select all possible workdays to change in a day off:

1. The employee performs a workshift on the particular day.

2. It is not a weekend day.

3. The employee does not perform a night shift.

4. By changing the shift, no hard permanent/repair requirement will be infringed.

5. We will not introduce a shortness in a shift which cannot be resolved in a later phase.

It is in general always possible to successfully apply this function, since the number of available
employees is large. Therefore, it is likely possible to change a day shift into a day off for this
employee. In the unlikely situation that there is no remaining possibility, this problem has to be
resolved manually.
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6.3.1.2 Sorting (the preselected workdays)

1. The employee performs a shift for which a retraction will not introduce a shortness.

2. The day falls within a long period of consecutive workdays (e.g. at least aj + 1).

3. The day falls within the longest work period of the employee.

4. The workday is immediately followed or preceded by a day off.

5. The workshift to retract has an overflow in the number of allocated employees and the extend
of overflow is bigger.

6. The employee performs a late shift.

6.3.1.3 Actions to be taken

1. Change the workshift of the employee in a day off.

6.3.2 Schedule a workday (function: ProvideWorkDay())

Change a day off for a particular employee j into a day or late shift. It is initially allowed
to introduce a Late → Day transition, but we will try to resolve it immediately thereafter (see
subsection 6.3.4 about repairing Late → Day transitions).

In case a shift shortness is introduced to resolve the Late → Day transition, it must be possible
to resolve this shortness in a later phase. Furthermore, resolving a Late → Day transition in this
situation cannot be performed by inserting a day off, since this will undo the effect of inserting a
workday.

6.3.2.1 Preselection

Create a set of unique tuples. Each tuple consists of a current day off and a day or late shift. All
of them have to satisfy the following demands:

1. It is not a weekend day.

2. The employee has a day off.

3. There is no hard permanent/repair requirement for a day off on this day.

4. The day is not within 2 days after a night shift period.

5. By scheduling the work shift, the employee obtains at most {min (6, wj + 1)} consecutive
workshifts.

6. The shift to allocate is not forbidden by a hard permanent/repair requirement.

7. When a Late → Day transition is introduced, and introducing a shift shortness is needed to
resolve it, it must be possible to resolve the shortness in a later phase. It is not allowed to
resolve the Late → Day problem by allocating a day off.

6.3.2.2 Sorting

1. An introduced Late → Day transition could be resolved without any negative consequences
for the shift occupancy demands.

2. The action will not lead to a freestanding day off (a ‘free shift’-block of only a single day).

3. A shortness in the occupancy demands is (partly) resolved by the allocation action.
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4. An already existing period of consecutive workdays is extended with one day (no interruption
of a free shift block).

5. The current number of workdays during the week of allocation is smaller.

6. A day shift is allocated.

6.3.2.3 Actions to be taken

1. Change the day off in the selected work shift.

2. Resolve an introduced Late → Day problem by performing ResolveLateDay()without in-
troducing a day off (the preselection guarantees this is possible).

6.3.3 Resolve a long work period (function: ResolveLongWorkPeriod())

Sometimes, an (introduced) long period of consecutive workdays has to be changed. This is done
by inserting a day off somewhere in the period, but only when no shortnesses are introduced which
cannot be resolved in a later stage. Otherwise, the problem has to be resolved manually.

The function ProvideDayOff()is only applied on the block of workdays. When needed, the
employee obtains a new workday afterwards using the function ProvideWorkDay().

6.3.4 Resolve a Late → Day transition (function: ResolveLateDay())

This function is used when a repair heuristic inserts a shift s on a particular day d and introduces
an undesired Late → Day transition. We cannot change this shift into a day off, since we will
then undo the previous operation. When the inserted shift is a day shift, the problem has to be
resolved by changing some preceding late shifts, otherwise it has to be resolved by changing some
upcoming day shifts.

We can try to change the preceding or the next shift in the same shift as the introduced one, but
in this way it might be that we shift the problem to another day in the roster. If this process is
repeated a few times, a substantial number of shifts will be changed before the problem is finally
resolved. We will therefore try to break this problem shifting by inserting a day off as soon as
possible.

� Let d be the day of the inserted shift and s the inserted shift.

� In case s is a day shift: Let s′ be a late shift and let d′ ← d− 1.

� In case s is a late shift: Let s′ be a day shift and let d′ ← d+ 1.

As long as the problem has not been resolved: try to execute the steps below. The value of d′ may
be updated during this process. In case no step can be applied, it will be impossible to resolve
the problem.

1. In case shift s′ is not assigned on day d′, the problem has been resolved. STOP.

2. Try to allocate a day off on day d′, in case:

� No hard (permanent/repair) shift requirement is infringed.

� Day d′ is not during a weekend.

� There is no shortness introduced in the original shift s′ on this day, which could not be
resolved during a later phase of the repair algorithm.

When this action was successful, the problem has been resolved. STOP.

3. Try to change the shift on day d′ into shift s, in case:

� No hard (permanent/repair) shift requirement is infringed.
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� There is no shortness introduced in the original shift s′ on this day, which could not be
resolved during a later phase of the repair algorithm.

When this action was successful, update d′ and repeat the routine, starting at step 1.

� In case s is a day shift: Let d′ ← d′ − 1.

� In case s is a late shift: Let d′ ← d′ + 1.

4. There is no solution possible when none of the previous steps could be applied.

In case the problem has been resolved, we will also check whether it is needed to assign an
additional workday, using ProvideWorkDay().

6.3.5 Allocate a shift to a flexible employee (function: AssignFlexEmp())

This function tries to allocate a day or late shift with shortness (in a certain qualification or in the
total number of employees) to a flexible employee. When the employee is assigned to a weekend
shift, he will retrieve the same shift on the other weekend day. Hence, during weekends, all checks
have to be performed double.

� Let a′j be the average number of days per week a flexible employee j is deployed normally.

� Let lj be the number of already allocated workdays for a flexible employee j for this rostering
period of k weeks (k = 6).

� Let pj =
lj
k·a′j

be the percentage of deployment for flexible employee j for this rostering

period.

� Let τ be the number of already allocated workweekends for flexible employee j for this
rostering period.

First, all flexible employees which were not already scheduled during the ILP phase are selected.
Hence, we select all flexible employees who:

� Currently have a schedule with only days off.

� Already have some shifts assigned as a result of using AssignFlexEmp() in a previous repair
situation.

Then, this group is filtered in the following way:

1. The employee can resolve the shortness problem.

2. The employee may obtain the shift on the particular day.

3. In case of a weekend: the employee still does not have 2 work weekends (τj < 2).3

4. We do not introduce a Late→ Day problem by allocating the shift.

5. The employee does not get assigned to more than da′j + 1e shifts during the particular week
(note that two shifts will be allocated during a weekend).

6. The employee does not obtain more than dk · a′j + 1e shifts during the full rostering period
of k weeks (again: special attention during weekends).

In case no employee remains after the filtering actions, it is not possible to resolve the short-
ness problem by allocating a flexible employee. In case more employees remain, the one with
the smallest percentage of deployment (smallest pj) will retrieve the shift (or shifts in case of a
weekend).

3The number 2 is a little bit arbitrarily chosen. Flexible employees may work during the weekends, but they
also should not obtain too many weekend shifts.
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6.4 Allocation of a hard repair requirement

This section will describe how a hard repair requirement is scheduled. First, we will repeat that
it is not possible to schedule:

� A night shift (period).

� A work shift during a weekend off.

� A day off during a workweekend.

It is however possible to schedule:

� A day shift or late shift on a weekday.

� A day shift or late shift on a weekend day, provided that the weekend is not off.

� A day off on a weekday.

When an employee wants a special regulation for a weekend, it has to be taken into account in
the roster generation phase.

In case a Late → Day transition is introduced, it is tried to resolve this problem using the func-
tion ResolveLateDay(). When there is no possibility to overcome this, then this is because of
conflicting hard requirements. The algorithm will then keep the newly introduced Late → Day
transition and the problem has to be resolved manually.

This section is divided in two parts:

1. We will firstly discuss a simple operation which can be used when the hard requirement does
not override a night shift period.

2. Although we will not override existing night shift periods, we will provide a more complex
solution for situations where a night shift period must be overridden, just for the sake of
completeness. We will also introduce an order for hard requirement allocation in case the
retraction of a night shift period is allowed.

6.4.1 The basic algorithm for scheduling hard repair constraints

This operation can be used when the hard requirement does not override a night shift period. It
could be that we introduce a shortage of employees in a particular shift, but this can be resolved
later (see the repair order in section 6.2).

6.4.1.1 Scheduling a day off on day d

1. Simply change the original shift on day d in a day off.

6.4.1.2 Scheduling a day or late shift on day d

In case d is a day during a weekend which is currently allocated off, the action cannot be performed.

1. Assign the day or late shift on day d.

2. In case d is a weekend day, also assign this shift on the other weekend day.

3. Try to resolve a potential Late → Day-problem, using ResolveLateDay().
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6.4.1.3 Post-processing

After each action:

� Resolve an introduced long work period when needed, using ResolveLongWorkPeriod().

� Allocate some additional workdays when needed, using ProvideWorkDay().

� Allocate some additional days off when needed, using ProvideDayOff().

6.4.2 An extended algorithm for scheduling hard repair constraints

Although we will not override existing night shift periods, this section provides a more complex
solution for situations where a night shift period must be overridden, just for the sake of com-
pleteness.

Overriding a night shift period is needed in case:

� A night shift is overridden directly.

� The buffer of two consecutive days off after a night period is overridden.

When retraction of a night shift period is allowed, the total repair operation becomes a little bit
more complex.

The night shift block consists of 2 – 4 consecutive night shifts, followed by at least two days off. If
we are lucky, only 2 shifts have to be changed, but it could also be 4. Since this is a ‘large’ piece
of the total roster, we may easily introduce an unbalance in an employee’s roster. There is a big
chance a lot of auxiliary functions (section 6.3) will have to be applied in order to try to resolve
these unbalances. Hence, the overall quality of the employee’s roster will likely drop considerably.

Initially, we wanted to create a solution in which the roster remains somewhat balanced, without
introducing Late→Day problems and overriding any of the employee’s hard permanent constraints
(of the type ‘the employee must perform shift x’). The original idea was therefore to perform the
night shift block retraction and hard constraint allocation as one single operation. Therefore,
we tried to analyze all different combinations of night shift blocks (weekend, small block during
weekdays, large block during weekdays), hard repair shift requirements (inserting day and late
shifts and days off), and existing hard permanent shift requirements as a first approach. Of course
the many different operations became very complex.

In the end, this approach did not work out well, due to its high complexity. Therefore, we first
decided to provide some overall suggestions of the complex method about how the problem could
be handled. Nevertheless, since the content of this chapter has been refined multiple times, a lot
of repair heuristics slowly became more and more combinations of small operations instead of a
single big operation. Then suddenly, a quite simple approach appeared to be possible, although
we do not expect very good results.

6.4.2.1 The general approach of night shift block retraction and shift allocation

The general idea is that the allocation of the hard repair requirement and the retraction of the night
shift block will not be performed in a single operation, but will become a composite operation.

1. First, we will retract the night shift block and replace it with some other possible shift
combination. We do not care whether the hard repair constraint to insert will be satisfied
(although it can be taken into account). The only thing we are concerned with is a valid
retraction of the night shift period.

2. Thereafter, we will assign the hard repair constraint to the employee, if it was not already
satisfied during the first step. Since a day or late shift or a day off will now be allocated,
the solution can be found in section 6.4.1.
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6.4.2.2 Retracting a block of night shifts

First, create all possible permutations of day and late shifts and days off for the particular work-
days. Since a night shift block consists of at most 4 days and there are 3 possible shift allocations
for each day, the number of possible permutations is at most 34 = 81. Thereafter, all illegal
permutations will be filtered (preselection) and the remaining ones will be sorted to find the best
solution. We will work this out below.

Preselection

As stated in section 6.1: in case a night shift period has to be retracted, a hard permanent
requirement of the type ‘do not allocate. . . ’ may be overridden. A permutation is therefore
possible when:

1. It does not infringe any hard permanent/repair requirements (except the not requirements).

2. A workweekend is not changed in a weekend off.

Sorting

All permutations are ordered to find the best suitable one. We will do this in the following manner:

1. The permutation does not overrule a hard not-requirement.

2. The permutation does not introduce a Late→ Day problem within the old night shift period
(i.e. the permutation itself has a day shift after a late shift).

3. The permutation does not introduce a Late → Day problem on the boundary of the old
night shift period (i.e. the permutation starts with a day shift, while the last day before the
night shift period was a late shift).

4. The permutation already satisfies the hard repair requirement to insert (only when a night
shift period is overridden directly).

5. The permutation allocates more workdays (than another permutation). In this way, it is
tried to remain a good spreading of workdays and days off.

6. The permutation does not introduce a single day off.

7. The permutation does not introduce a single workday.

8. The permutation allocates more day shifts (since surplus has to be put into the day shifts).

In this way, hard not-requirements are tried to be kept, and the illegal Late → Day situations are
tried to be prevented (but we allow them in case we do not have another option). Furthermore,
it is tried to keep the employee’s roster balanced and to not allocate too many late shifts.

Actions to be taken

The night shift period is replaced with the shift permutation. In case a Late → Day problem is
introduced on the boundary of the old night shift period (see above), it is tried to solve this with
ResolveLateDay().

Thereafter, the hard repair constraint is realized as described in section 6.4.1 (in case it is still
needed).
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6.4.3 An order for hard requirement allocation

When we allow night shifts to be retracted, we could create an order for allocation of hard repair
constraints. A reason for doing this, is again trying to keep the roster quality for an employee
more acceptable.

As already said, the roster quality may drop substantially when a large block of shifts is changed
from the initial situation and it is likely that some surplus in the newly allocated shifts is intro-
duced, since for most days all occupancy demands are already satisfied after the ILP phase.

When a hard repair constraint is allocated, most of the times an auxiliary function (section 6.3)
must be applied afterwards in order to resolve an introduced undesirability. When an extra
workday or day off should be provided by a recovery utility, a retracted night shift period may be
an easy place in the roster on which to apply the recovery operation, because it is likely that the
employee is surplus in the allocated workshifts on these days.

Furthermore, operations without retraction of a night shift block may have a smaller impact on
the roster quality and although a recovery operation (such as allocation of another workday or
day off) may be needed after a simple change, they may be easier to perform.

Therefore, it might be better to perform necessary night shift block retractions as soon as possible.

The hard requirements will thus be scheduled in the following order:

1. All requirements for which a night shift block has to be indirectly retracted. This is the case
when the requirement considers a day on which a day off was allocated, which is within two
days after a night shift block (the buffer period). Not only the night shift block must be
changed, but also a part of the buffer period thereafter.

2. All requirements for which a night shift block has to be directly retracted. This is the case
when the requirement considers a day on which a night shift was allocated. It is likely that
we do not have to change the buffer period.

3. All other requirements.

6.5 Resolving night shift shortages

Resolving an occupancy problem during a night shift period is initially performed by shifting the
problem to the day and late shifts of the corresponding days.

We distinguish three major types of night shifts blocks:

� Night shifts on Monday and Tuesday.

� Night shifts on Wednesday and Thursday.

� Night shifts during a weekend (Friday, Saturday and Sunday).

Although an employee could have a night shift block from Monday until Thursday, this is not a
major type, since it could be that a part of this block does not have occupancy problems.

We would like to note that we have defined a repair order for night shift problems in section 6.2.
When the night shift problem occurs during a weekend, it is only possible to allocate an employee
for the night shift period if he already has a workweekend. On the other hand, when it occurs
during a Wednesday and Thursday, an employee must have the subsequent weekend off, since at
least the Friday and Saturday should be a day off (a buffer of at least two days off).

This section is divided in two parts:

1. We will firstly discuss the basic heuristics to resolve shortness during a night shift period.

2. The second part of the section will provide some unimplemented suggestions for more com-
plex heuristics.
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6.5.1 Basic heuristics to resolve night shift shortness

We will now provide the ‘preselection’, ‘sorting’ and ‘actions to be taken’ steps (as defined in
section 6.1.4). The latter steps are equal for all three types of night shift blocks. Only the
‘preselection’ step is different, but the situations are quite similar to each other.

6.5.1.1 Preselection

Select all employees who satisfy all following rules:

Resolving night shift problems during the weekend

1. The employee has a day shift or late shift during the weekend.

2. An illegal night shift period is not introduced (e.g. Wednesday – Sunday).

3. Another night shift period is not overridden (e.g. the next Monday and Tuesday are changed
in days off).

4. The employee does not have a hard permanent/repair requirement (see section 6.1.1.2) which
forbids a night shift on Friday, Saturday or Sunday or a day off on Monday or Tuesday.

5. The employee is allowed to perform night shifts (no students and flexible employees).

6. The employee currently has at most ηj−3 allocated night shifts during this rostering period.

Resolving night shift problems on Wednesday en Thursday

1. The employee has the next weekend off.

2. The employee does not have a hard permanent/repair requirement which forbids a night
shift on Wednesday or Thursday and a day off on Friday.

3. The employee is allowed to perform night shifts (no students and flexible employees).

4. The employee currently has at most ηj−2 allocated night shifts during this rostering period.

Resolving night shift problems on Monday and Tuesday

1. The employee does not have a hard permanent/repair requirement which forbids a night
shift on Monday or Tuesday.

2. The employee does not have a hard permanent/repair requirement which forbids a day off
on Wednesday or Thursday OR there already is a night shift assigned on both Wednesday
and Thursday.

3. An illegal night shift period is not introduced (e.g. Friday – Tuesday).

4. The employee is allowed to perform night shifts (no students and flexible employees).

5. The employee currently has at most ηj−2 allocated night shifts during this rostering period.

6.5.1.2 Sorting

1. The employee does not have the SVK qualification (we definitely need them for the day
shifts).

2. The employee does not have a night shift block during the previous or upcoming 7 days
(except when a block during weekdays could be extended).
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3. The employee has the smallest number of allocated night shifts.

4. The employee introduces less shortnesses in his currently allocated shifts on all days for
which the shift has to be changed.

5. The employee already has a workshift on all days which have to be changed in a night shift.

6. The employee already has a workshift on some days which have to be changed in a night
shift.

7. The employee already has two days off on the days after the night shift block to insert.

8. The employee already has at least one day off on the days after the night shift block to be
inserted.

6.5.1.3 Actions to be taken

1. Provide the employee the night shift block.

2. Provide the employee two days off after the night shift block.

3. Resolve an introduced long work period when needed, using ResolveLongWorkPeriod().

4. Allocate some additional workdays when needed, using ProvideWorkDay().

5. Allocate some additional days off when needed, using ProvideDayOff().

6.5.2 Shifting the problem to another night shift period (suggestion)

In case it is impossible to allocate an employee for a night shift block on a couple of days (for
instance because all available employees already have night shifts in another part of the roster and
could not obtain more, since there is an upper limit), the problem might be resolved by retracting
another single night shift block of an employee. We will not consider retraction of multiple blocks,
since the employee’s roster will then likely be rather destabilized.

We only suggest – but did not implement – this step.

6.5.2.1 Resolving weekend problems by shifting them to weekdays

To solve a weekend problem, we could shift the problem to a night shift period during weekdays.
First we can try to retract a night shift block of 2 days for an employee. When this does not help,
we could retract a full block of 4 days, but this is in fact not really desired.

Of course we could also try to shift the problem to another weekend, but since night shift problems
are already difficult to solve during weekends, it will probably not help that much.

Preselection

First, select all employees who probably could perform the night shift block (check the earlier
defined rules, except the number of already allocated night shifts). Thereafter, create tuples of
the selected employees and their exchangeable night shift blocks.

Example 6.2 (Tupling night shift periods). Suppose an employee may perform a night shift period
during the weekend. He currently has a night shift period of Monday – Thursday, somewhere in
his roster.

Depending on the constraints during the weekdays’ night shift period, three tuples may be intro-
duced:

1. The employee, together with the shifts on Monday and Tuesday.
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2. The employee, together with the shifts on Wednesday and Thursday.

3. The employee, together with all shifts on Monday to Thursday.

The tuples should satisfy the following additional rules:

1. In case the retractable night shift period consists of 2 days, the employee should currently
have at most ηj − 1 night shifts.

2. The retractable night shift period is not during the weekend.

3. The retractable night shift period could be changed in some other shifts, without introducing
unsolvable Late → Day problems and infringing any hard permanent/repair constraints.
Hence there must be a possible permutation as defined in section 6.4.2.

Sorting

It is first tried to exchange a night shift block of only 2 shifts. Besides, a retraction of a block on
Monday and Tuesday is more preferred, since repairing it is slightly easier than the Wednesday
and Thursday block (because then the employee should have the next weekend off). We will sort
the tuples in the following manner:

1. Only a night shift block of 2 days is retracted.

2. The night shift block consists of two shifts on Monday and Tuesday.

3. All normal sorting rules for night shift blocks (see above) can now be executed.

Actions to be taken

The old night shift block is first retracted, using the method described in section 6.4.2. Thereafter,
the new night shift block will be assigned, as described before.

6.5.2.2 Resolving problems on Wednesday and Thursday by shifting them

Although the same approach could be used for weekdays, it is more difficult to perform, since we
may introduce a cycle of allocating and retracting night shift blocks. Therefore, a tabu list should
be introduced to maintain the most recent old states and hence prevent cycling.

Preselection

Again, select all employees who probably could perform the night shift block (check the earlier
defined rules, except the number of already allocated night shifts). Thereafter, create tuples of
the selected employees and their exchangeable night shift blocks. The tuples should satisfy the
following additional rules:

1. The retractable night shift period is not during the weekend.

2. The retractable night shift period could be changed in some other shifts, without introducing
unsolvable Late → Day problems and infringing hard permanent/repair constraints.

3. The retractable night shift period is not tabu (just resolved in the past x actions).

Sorting

Retracting a night shift block on a Monday and Tuesday is more preferred for this step than
retracting a block on another Wednesday and Thursday (since a block on Wednesday and Thursday
is more difficult to resolve). Hence we will sort the tuples in the following manner:
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1. The night shift block consists of two shifts on Monday and Tuesday.

2. All normal sorting rules for night shift blocks (see above) can now be executed.

Actions to be taken

The actions to be taken are equal to the weekend situation.

Tabu search length

In case the problem has not been fixed after a small couple of problem shifts (since the individual
schedules will otherwise become very bad), we will not try another and mark the problem as
unresolvable.

6.5.2.3 Resolving problems on Monday and Tuesday by shifting them

This case is equal to the case on Wednesday and Tuesday, except that only an exchange of another
night shift period on Monday and Tuesday is considered.

6.5.2.4 Final notes on shifting night shift problems

Since the method has not been implemented, we cannot tell whether the results will be any good.
However, we have tested almost all other heuristics as described in this chapter and therefore we
could certainly make a prediction.

As mentioned in the final part of this chapter, too many change actions could easily lead to
bad individual roster quality. Since a night shift period (including the days off thereafter) is a
substantial chunk of the roster, retracting it may introduce some unbalance, certainly when an
undesired (low in the sort hierarchy) action is chosen. Performing such actions a few times in a
tabu search manner may likely drop the roster quality tremendously.

Besides, since experience shows that implementing good heuristics can be quite difficult, this may
certainly hold for the implementation of shifting night shift problems.

6.6 Resolving day and late shift shortages

This section will describe how an occupancy problem in a day or late shift is resolved.

Since almost all surplus during weekdays and weekends is assigned to the day shifts, we can use
these shifts as a buffer to solve problems during late shifts. Furthermore, the ILP phase will likely
not have introduced any shortness during a day shift (except for the senior nurse (SVK) demand),
so we only expect a few problems with late shifts.

For a weekend shift, it is first tried to schedule a flexible employee. In case this is not possible, a
problem with a late shift will always be shifted to the day shift. For a day shift, the algorithm
will check whether there is an employee surplus during the late shift, but there is only a small
chance this will occur. It will never be the case that the problem is shifted back to the late shift.
Otherwise, the problem has to be resolved manually.

The weekday method is comparable to the weekend method. The most important difference is the
additional possibility to change a day off for an employee in a workday.

Also this time we will provide the ‘preselection’, ‘sorting’ and ‘actions to be taken’ steps (as defined
in section 6.1.4). In case the expression Weekend or Weekday is written, the corresponding rule
will only be used while resolving problems during the concerning period of the week.
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6.6.1 Preselection

Select all employees who:

1. Weekend: Do not have a weekend off.

2. Do not already perform a night shift or the concerned shift.

3. Do not have a hard (permanent/repair) constraint which forbids an allocation of the con-
cerned shift (check both weekend days).

4. Do not introduce a Late → Day problem which cannot be resolved.

6.6.2 Sorting

The sort function firstly tries to introduce as little additional problems as possible. Thereafter, it
tries to keep a good overall quality of the employee’s schedule.

We distinguish slightly different functions for repairing late shifts and repairing day shifts.

6.6.2.1 Repairing late shifts

1. The employee does not have the SVK qualification (we definitely need them for the day
shifts).

2. The employee does not introduce a shortness in another shift, due to the action.

3. When two employees are equal: check the rules as described under day shifts.

6.6.2.2 Repairing day shifts

1. The employee does not obtain a period of too many consecutive workdays.

2. Weekday: The employee does not have a day off on the particular day.

3. The employee does not introduce a Late → Day problem.

4. The number of late shifts becomes more fairly distributed.4

6.6.3 Actions to be taken

For all situations, the following actions have to be taken:

1. Provide the employee the shift (day or late). For a weekend: on both weekend days.

2. Resolve a Late → Day-problem when needed, using ResolveLateDay().

3. Resolve an introduced long work period when needed, using ResolveLongWorkPeriod().

4. Allocate some additional workdays when needed, using ProvideWorkDay().

5. Allocate some additional days off when needed, using ProvideDayOff().

6.7 Possible extensions

This section will describe some other problems which can (partly) be resolved afterwards using
heuristics.

4In case a late shift has to be assigned, an employee with less late shifts will be preferred over an employee with
more late shifts. For a day shift, it is the other way around. However, we could also take the individual preferences
for day and late shifts into account in order to provide more late shifts to employees who like them.
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6.7.1 Scheduling of flexible employees

A flexible employee is an employee whose deployment is requested, once needed. Therefore, it
is normally unnecessary to assign these employees to more shifts than actually needed, but the
UMC prefers to do so. However, we have chosen not to implement this step, since the scheduling
employee will likely want to make some manual changes to the resulting roster after the repair
phase. While performing these manual changes, it will be handy when there are remaining flexible
employees who can be deployed. Thereafter, the scheduling employee could assign them to a few
more shifts at his own discretion.

For the sake of completeness, this section will (shortly) discuss two strategies for automatically
scheduling a flexible employee for a roster period of k (= 6) weeks. We assume a flexible employee
will work at most 3 days a week on average. A flexible employee will not retrieve night shifts.

6.7.1.1 Notation

We will use the following additional notation in this section:

� Let aj be the average number of workdays per week for flexible employee j.

� Let a′j = bajc be the number of workdays we will definitely provide each week (whenever
possible).

� Let rj = k · (aj − a′j) be the remainder.

� Let γ be a measure of undesirability for an employee surplus during a shift. We will define:
γday = 1 and γlate = 2, hence each surplus during a late shift is two times as bad as each
surplus during a day shift.

6.7.1.2 The greedy strategy

The first strategy is very simple, but also very greedy. Each flexible employee j will be heuristically
scheduled, starting from the first week:

1. Create sets of t = a′j distinct work shifts for the considered week. There are 2 × 7 = 14
possible work shifts (day or late) to choose from. The number of sets is small and all sets
are enumerable.

2. Remove all sets in which:

� An already scheduled workshift is not selected.

� A hard permanent / repair requirement is infringed.

� Only half of the weekend is allocated.

� A Late → Day problem is introduced.

� A day shift is allocated on Monday, while a late shift was allocated on the previous
Sunday.

� A period of more than t+1 consecutive workdays will arise (as a result of the allocation
for the previous week or already allocated shifts for the next week).

3. In case there are no sets left, try again for t← t−1 as long as t > 0. Otherwise, the employee
is not scheduled at all (a likely reason is that the employee is having a holiday during that
week).

4. The employee obtains a set of workshifts for which the total employee surplus in all allocated
shifts is the lowest. The total employee surplus of a shift is defined as γ (β − α), where β
is the total number of assigned employees after assigning the flexible employee and α is the
desired maximum number of employees.
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In case rj > 0, then try to allocate rj extra shifts by providing an extra shift for each week in
which there are t shifts scheduled. This is done by at most rj times applying the strategy above
with t = a′j + 1.

6.7.1.3 The ILP strategy

We could also create an ILP in order to assign the flexible employees. We will not work out all
the details, but we will provide some pointers.

It is possible to enumerate all possible weekly schedules for all flexible employees as defined in
section 6.7.1.2 above. We could then compose an ILP formulation which tries to select a schedule
for every employee for every week, such that the amount of employee surplus is leveled over the
day (and late, with some kind of penalty) shifts.

Another approach is the following one, which tries to schedule directly for k weeks using an (I)LP,
which is solved by using column generation. We assume at most k = 6 weeks are considered.

We could generate sets of schedules for every week. A set Swj contains all possible schedules –
consisting of a′j or a′j +1 (probably consecutive) shifts – for flexible employee j for week w. In case
a set is empty, we try to create it by allocating less shifts, until we have obtained some possible
schedules.

Thereafter, all sets for an employee j are added into a layered graph Gj . The graph consists of
k+ 2 layers. Layer 0 contains a single node sj (the source) and layer k+ 1 contains a single node
tj (the sink). A layer w = 1 . . . k contains nodes for all schedules in the set Swj . All nodes in a
layer w are connected to all nodes in the layers w− 1 and w+ 1. The edge between a node u and
v obtains a cost cuv which reflects how well schedule v succeeds schedule u. This cost is based on
the number of consecutive workdays, introducing a Late → Day transition (high penalty), etc.

Furthermore, we could also assign a cost to each schedule (which can be added to all outgoing
edges). This cost can for instance reflect whether the schedule contains a workweekend in order
to provide as little workweekends as possible.

A path from sj to tj in a graph Gj will now represent a full schedule of k weeks for flexible employee
j. Of course the shortest path represents the best possible schedule for the employee, although it
could be better to select another schedule in order to minimize the number of employees surplus
in all shifts. We can use these paths to select the best columns in a column generation approach.
The costs of the edges can be adjusted to reflect the reduced costs of a column (see also section
2.3.2).

6.7.2 Allocation of quality days for senior nurses (SVK)

Since the number of available senior nurses is currently quite low, it will be difficult to allocate
quality days. In the current UMC situation, an ad-hoc solution by the scheduling employee may
be better to perform. Section 5.2.3 introduced an ILP-solution for this problem. This section will
provide two suggestions for the allocation of quality days using heuristics.

Using the following two sets of actions, it is tried to have more senior nurses during the day shift
on a weekday d.

6.7.2.1 Move a redundant senior nurse to the day shift

In case there is a senior nurse assigned to the late shift on day d and he could obtain the day
shift on the same day, we can perform an easy action by shifting this employee to the day shift.
However, it is unlikely that this situation will actually occur. We could also try to apply an initial
step first: try to assign a flexible employee to the late shift on day d first, such that the senior
nurse becomes surplus.
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In detail:

1. Find a day d with a surplus in the late shift, such that an allocated senior nurse can be
retracted from the late shift and assigned to the day shift without introducing any qualifi-
cation shortness in the late shift. In case this is not possible, we could check whether we
can assign a flexible employee y to the late shift, using the function AssignFlexEmp(). This
employee y should have all qualifications for which there is a shortness when employee x is
retracted from the shift.

2. Since we do not want to introduce a Late→ Day transition for the senior nurse, the employee
must also have a day shift or day off on day d − 1. We may only introduce a Late → Day
transition in case we are able to resolve it (using ResolveLateDay()) without introducing
additional shortnesses in a shift.

3. Change the shift allocation of the employee in a day shift.

6.7.2.2 Swap the shifts of a senior nurse and another employee

A more likely situation is one in which a senior nurse can swap his late shift with another employee
who performs a day shift on the same day.

1. Find a senior nurse x with a late shift on day d, for whom a Late→ Day problem will not be
introduced (or can be resolved without introducing additional shortnesses) when the shift is
changed in a day shift.

2. Check whether an employee y who performs a day shift on day d could be allocated to the
late shift.

� We should verify that we do not introduce a Late → Day problem for employee y (he
does not have a day shift on day d+ 1) .

� Employee y should have all qualifications for which there is a shortness when employee
x is retracted from the shift.

3. In case there is a possibility: swap the shift allocation of the employees.

6.7.3 Student – supervisor collaboration

This problem is also treated in section 5.2.4. One of the conclusions was that such requests might
already be satisfied after solving the ILP, in case it is only needed to have a predetermined fraction
of overlapping shifts. We can also use some heuristics to satisfy such constraints.

Most collaboration issues will occur between normal employees and students. Since students
are largely allocated to day shifts as surplus, it will not be a real problem to change their shift
allocation on some days. Hence, we could try to change the workshifts of the student on some
days into the same shift as the supervisor, but only when this does not introduce any shortness
in a shift.

We will first try to perform such steps without introducing a Late → Day problem. Otherwise,
we may introduce it, as long as it could be resolved (ResolveLateDay()) without introducing
shortness in another shift.

The general situation (two employees x and y who should collaborate) is more difficult in case
such a simple change is not possible. We could perform a similar approach as the allocation of
quality days (section 6.7.2). For all days on which both employee x and y perform a day or late
shift (but not the same), we will check whether one of them could exchange his shift with another
employee z.

We will first consider simple exchanges (without any issues which must be resolved) of day and
late shifts. Thereafter, more complex exchanges which introduce recovery utilities (especially of
Late → Day problems) might be tried.
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We might also consider a change of some days off into a workshift (whenever possible), but we
suppose the overall roster quality of the employee will then drop considerably. Hence, we will not
advise to perform such steps.

6.7.4 Final notes on extensions

The repair heuristic (and the associated recovery utilities) is a powerful tool to resolve scheduling
problems after the ILP solution has been calculated. It can be used for a wide variety of problems
and more kinds of extensions could be thought of. However, we must be careful when it is used,
since the quality of the individual rosters may drop tremendously.

Whenever possible, it is always more preferred to introduce a special demand in the ILP or
generation phase than resolving it afterwards.

6.8 Experiments and results

We have implemented a large part of the proposed heuristics. We are able to insert hard repair
shift requirements, we could fix night shift periods and day or late shift periods. Furthermore,
we could change the number of allocated workshifts for an employee and we have implemented all
recovery utilities. However, we will never consider the retraction of a night shift period.

In case a shortness during a day or late shift must be resolved, we will first try to allocate the
shift to a flexible employee, as described. However, we will not provide full schedules for these
employees, since they can be used easily when needed during a manual completion of the schedule.

We have to be careful which employees will be concerned while repairing, since we have normal
employees, employees with very restricted schedules, employees who will not be scheduled at all,
flexible employees who have already been scheduled using the DFS-pattern and flexible employees
who have not been scheduled yet. We will therefore distinguish 3 groups of employees:

1. Most employees who are scheduled using the ILP. These are all employees with a DFS-
pattern, a predefined-weeks pattern or a (set of) predefined roster(s) for who repairing is
not explicitly forbidden (see the third group for examples). This includes the set of flexible
employees that is directly scheduled using the ILP.

2. All remaining flexible employees, who are not already scheduled using the ILP.

3. All other employees. These are the employees who will not be scheduled during the period
and the employees with a very special schedule. An example of an employee with a very
special schedule is the one with alternately a full week of night shifts and a full week off.
Although this is a predefined roster, the pattern of alternating weeks with night shifts and
days off is not allowed to be changed.

The employees in the first group will be treated in all heuristics (except the AssignFlexEmp()

function). The ones in the second group will only be treated in the AssignFlexEmp() function.
The schedules of the remaining employees will not be modified using the set of repair heuristics.

The reason that employees with a predefined-weeks schedule are classified in set 1 is that they may
have a night shift period during a predefined part of the week. We should however note that we do
not check whether an otherwise illegal pattern is introduced (but we insert some hard permanent
shift requirements in order to try to prevent it).

We will perform two kinds of experiments. First, we will perform a normal repair operation on
the schedules for the period February – March 2013. Thereafter, we will try to allocate some
additional shift requirements in order to test the robustness of the heuristics.
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6.8.1 Repairing the schedules for February – March 2013

We have automatically repaired the two calculated rosters for February – March 2013. We have
tried to fix all occupancy demands and for two students we have introduced some hard repair
constraints for some days off or a late shift. The original schedules can be found in appendix F,
the repaired schedules in appendix G.1.

The first presented roster (page 139) is the repaired version of the roster on page 133. The second
presented roster (page 141) is the repaired version of the roster on page 136.

6.8.1.1 Results of repairing occupancy in the first roster

It can be seen that most employee shortages have been resolved, except a night shift period during
a weekend and an SVK shortness during a day shift on Friday March 15. For the night shift
period, the algorithm was not able to allocate an MC-qualified nurse, but allocated a VK-qualified
nurse instead. Hence, the total number of assigned employees satisfies the demands.

The reason for the SVK-shortness is that the number of senior nurses is low and an SVK employee
requested for a quality day on this particular day. Since employees having a quality day may not
be counted for the total demands, the algorithm tried to allocate 3 senior nurses instead of 2,
which unfortunately failed.

However, there is a simple manual solution by swapping the day allocation of MC employee 16
with the late allocation of SVK employee 1. Since the repair algorithm did not consider such a
step, this action was not performed.

6.8.1.2 Results of repairing occupancy in the second roster

It can be seen that all employee shortages have been resolved, except an SVK shortness during
a day shift on Friday February 15. The reason is the same as above. Again, there is a simple
manual solution by swapping the day allocation of MC employee 8 or 14 with the late allocation
of SVK employee 1.

6.8.1.3 Influences on the students’ roster quality

We have added some additional days off for student 1 during the last week of the roster. In the
first schedule (page 139) we could see that the workshifts are perfectly moved to the other weeks
of the schedule. However, we could also see that the second week of the period remains a very
quiet one for this employee.

We have therefore also tried to switch the rules consecutive workdays and current number of
workdays during the week of allocation in the sorting order of the ProvideWorkDay() function,
but this resulted in only a single workday during the second week of the schedule and we do
not know whether this is really a more desired situation. Manually, we would have inserted at
least 2 day shifts during the second week of the schedule. We could see that the sorting of the
ProvideWorkDay() function, although it looks quite plausible, does not perform the best possible
action for all situations.

Also the schedule of student 2, who obtained some additional late shifts, has been resolved well,
but we see that a single day off is introduced here.

The same observations hold for the repaired situation (page 141) of the other schedule.

In the end, a change of the desired shift is not a very hard problem to resolve for a student, since
students are largely added as surplus to the workshifts and therefore do not have to be replaced
by another employee.
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6.8.2 Additional experiment with repairing rosters

We have performed some additional experiments with roster repairing. Our original input schedule
was the first presented roster without any already performed repair operations (page 133). Besides
the operations mentioned in the previous subsection, we also tried to insert some other realistic
constraints.

� MC employee 5 would like to change his shift allocation on the following days:

– Monday February 18 should be a day off (instead of late).

– Tuesday February 26 should be a day shift (instead of late).

– Monday March 11 should be a late shift (instead of day).

� MC employee 15 should perform day shifts on both February 19 and February 20.

� VK employee 5 would like to have a small holiday from February 26 until March 3.

The result can be found on page 144 in appendix G.2.

We could see that the repair heuristics are able to perfectly resolve all problems (except for the
night shift period mentioned before). This is largely done by allocating the late shifts to the
remaining flexible employees. In this way, we have prevented that other employees obtain worse
schedules.

MC employee 18 obtains a block of night shifts and two days off and therefore needs an additional
workshift. This employee is perfectly used to fill up the late shift shortness introduced by MC
employee 15 on Monday February 18.

We also see that the allocation of days off in the schedules of MC employee 15 and VK employee
5 is done very well. A day shift on the boundary of a block of workshifts is removed and the
dispersion of workshifts in the rosters remains good.

MC employee 5 obtains two single days off as a result of the ResolveLateDay() operations. We
could not really prevent this for Monday February 18. However, in order to prevent the single day
off at Tuesday March 12, we could maybe perform some shift exchanges with other employees and
provide a late shift for MC employee 5. Of course we could also directly provide a late shift, but
then we will have the situation that the employee is surplus. Since MC employee 5 requested the
late shift after scheduling the roster, we personally think it is more fair to provide an unwanted
single day off instead of an unwanted overflow of employees. In this way, the bad properties of
repairing schedules do only have a consequence on the schedule of the ‘pollutant’.

We have also performed an additional experiment in which we did not allow the allocation of
shifts to flexible employees (page 146). We could see that MC employee 9, 18, 20 and 23 obtain
a schedule change in order to try to satisfy most demands. Again, a single day off is sometimes
allocated in order to resolve a Late → Day transition.

Unfortunately, we also introduced a problem during the day shift on February 23 and 24 (both
weekend days). Since we could not use a flexible employee for resolving a shortness during the late
shifts (introduced as a result of a night shift repair), we could only use an employee who already
performed a day shift during that weekend to repair this. This employee was allocated to the late
shift, but the algorithm was not able to repair the day shift any longer.

6.8.3 Conclusion and discussion

We have seen that our repair heuristics work quite well to resolve most or all shortages, depending
on the actual situation. The normal shortages could largely be resolved, flexible employees are
efficiently given additional workshifts and the overall quality of the employee schedules remains
rather good.
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Also the allocation of additional hard repair shift requirements is performed well, but the individual
schedules start to become of worse quality when the number of repair operations increases. Hence
we should prevent too much repair actions.

We could take another look at resolving Late → Day transitions. Currently, undesired single days
off are quickly introduced as a result of how the ResolveLateDay() repair system is build.

Also the allocation of additional workdays (ProvideWorkDay()) is sometimes done in a busy week
instead of a very quite one, since it tries to extend a current block of workshifts. However, it
remains to be seen whether we should really adjust the sorting order of this recovery utility, since
not allocating single workdays during a quiet week might be more preferred in some situations
than allocating a single workday somewhere in the schedule.

We could also try to introduce a function which allocates (a block of) two days off at a single time.
This could be used in order to prevent the introduction of single workshifts in some situations. To
make this work, we have to re-examine the current situation in which a shortness in workshifts
is resolved directly. Perhaps we could better restore the number of workshifts for an employee
during a later stage of the repair actions.

Moreover, we could extend some of the sorting methods with additional rules (especially for the
functions ProvideWorkDay() and ResolveLateDay()) or we could try to perform different actions
for different kinds of employees by introducing a set of repair preferences for every employee. The
obvious drawback of this approach is again an additional parameter set, while the current number
of parameters is already quite large.

In any case, the repair system remains a tool which tries to introduce as many (additional) desired
properties as possible. When the tool is unable to satisfy some demands, the scheduling employee
can still try to perform the desired changes manually. He has the final word about the schedules
anyway.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and discussion

In this final chapter of this thesis report, we will draw our research conclusions and discuss the
positive and negative aspects of our results. Furthermore, we will provide pointers for future
research.

7.1 Conclusion

We will first repeat the main goal of this project, as defined in definition 1.6 on page 17.

Definition 7.1 (Main goal). Create a technique that is able to create an employee work schedule for
the nurses of the department of cardiothoracic surgery of the UMC. Both the provided department
and employee preferences and requirements should be satisfied as much as possible.

We have developed a solution which consists of 5 steps:

1. Identify and insert all personal preferences for all nurses.

2. Create a set of possible rosters for each employee (except for some flexible employees).

3. Combine the created rosters into a total schedule which satisfies all occupancy demands and
possibly some additional demands. An (Integer) Linear Program is used for this step.

4. Try to repair shortness in shifts using repair heuristics.

5. Try to introduce other desired properties using the same set of heuristics.

7.1.1 Creation of individual rosters

The creation of individual rosters could be performed using a depth-first approach in combination
with a scheduling pattern and some bounding rules. The DFS-approach tries to create schedules
which satisfy the properties of a forwards rotating roster pattern, while the bounding rules prevent
illegal shift allocations. This could be both allocations forbidden by the management of the hospital
(e.g. illegal appearances of night shift blocks, too many night shifts or too many workdays) and
undesired situations for the employee (unpreferred shifts, too many consecutive workweekends,
etc.). Since most shift preferences are introduced as hard constraints while generating and the
worst rosters (highest costs) will be removed, the quality of the final set of generated rosters for
an employee is rather high. This is the great advantage of our generation system.

In order to obtain a manageable – but large enough – number of rosters, a personal generation
scheme is needed for every employee. Unfortunately tweaking the parameters of such schemes
could be a hassle and sometimes a combination of realistic demands is difficult to introduce.
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Besides, some employees with special demands (hardly having a forwards rotating roster pattern
or having a roster which consists of small shift blocks) are difficult to roster using such a scheme.
An alternative approach is needed in order to schedule them.

7.1.2 Combining rosters using an ILP

For the third step, an LP-relaxation is solved first using the techniques of reduced simplex (iter-
atively introducing the best rosters as a column in the LP, according to the reduced costs). The
result is an indication for the best possible solution, although it is not a real solution. Thereafter,
the final solution of the ILP is calculated using the default CPLEX-methods (e.g. branch and
bound and branch and price).

Only a small set of columns (rosters) is taken into account while solving the ILP. These are all
generated columns which were introduced as described above while solving the LP-relaxation. All
other columns are ignored.

This set of columns can be extended in order to achieve a better ILP result. Two additional steps
are therefore performed prior to calculating the ILP result:

� A set of additional rosters (columns) is added to the LP. These rosters were already generated
during step 2, but not introduced since it was not needed for obtaining the best LP solution.
However, the columns can be helpful to obtain a better ILP solution.

� All rosters used in the optimal LP result are mutated and all new rosters are also introduced
as a column. Furthermore, a selection of the best rosters which were added as a column
during the LP phase, but not used in the final result, is mutated. The best rosters, resulting
from these mutations, are also introduced as a column.

The mutation step has a positive effect on the quality of the final total schedule, but we must
be careful to use it. We should only introduce a selection of small mutations of already existing
columns, since the effects will otherwise be very negative.

Introducing too many changes to existing rosters will usually not lead to rosters which are suitable
to use in the ILP solution, given the already existing rosters. Furthermore, the number of possible
offsprings increases considerably when more mutation operators are successively applied to a single
roster. It takes a lot of time to create all these offsprings and to create the best selection of mutated
rosters to use in the ILP solution.

We can not take too many new rosters into account, since we will then experience major solving
issues while solving the ILP, because the search space for the branch and bound algorithm will
be increased enormously. We have experienced that the time needed to solve the ILP will be
considerably higher when we use too many mutations instead of no mutations at all.

7.1.3 Repair heuristics

The developed set of repair heuristics constitutes a good tool for introducing some desired proper-
ties which were not satisfied during step 3. Especially shortness in (night) shifts could be resolved.
This works very well in general and the resulting rosters are still quite good (especially since we
use the flexible employees efficiently), as long as the number of repair operations to be performed
remains small.

However, a high number of changes (especially resolving Late → Day transitions) may lead to
individual employee rosters with (much) less quality. Therefore, we should only use the repair
heuristics for necessary operations and try to insert most demands in the ILP stage.
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7.1.4 Final conclusion

We conclude that an (Integer) Linear Program is a powerful method to resolve the nurse scheduling
problem with qualification constraints. It performs very well when the input (a selection of possible
rosters for every employee) is varied enough to satisfy most constraints. The real challenge that
remains is the problem of roster creation. Therefore, our solution could be seen as a proof of
concept which has to be expanded further.

Obtaining rosters which both satisfy most employee preferences and are rich enough to use in
the ILP, is difficult. A method which works in all (realistic) circumstances is hard to develop.
Nevertheless, our own method works quite well for the most important kinds of demands and
employee preferences, as long as the number of exceptional demands is low. Manually tweaking
the parameters is needed and could be a hassle, but in the end most employee preferences and
requirements of the UMC could be satisfied.

7.2 Discussion

Employee scheduling – and especially nurse rostering – has already been researched for years. It
is a difficult subject, although a lot of solutions have been developed. As discussed in chapter 2,
most solutions consider only very simple situations with a small number of constraints. In case a
more realistic situation is discussed, then most of the times either:

1. A complex or expensive solution method is designed, but it only works for very small ward
sizes (or the solution is so complex that it could not be used at all in practice).

2. The solution still lacks a couple of real-life constraints. Especially the employee’s preferences
for (no) allocation of particular shifts are only considered as ‘desired’, not as (quite) hard
constraints.

3. The set of nurse qualifications is considered as distinct (could not overlap), hence the problem
is solved in isolation for each distinct set of employees with the same qualification.

We have already mentioned the very recent paper by He and Qu (2012)[14], which is largely based
on research in their previous publication (He and Qu (2008)[12]). Essentially, their solution –
which was not known to us at the time we developed our method – has a lot in common with our
solution. Constraint programming (formulated as an ILP) is used in combination with column
generation. Moreover, rosters are also partly created using a bounded variant of depth-first search.
Still there are some major differences.

First, although the authors distinguish different categories of nurses at first sight, they do not
really consider qualifications. The categories introduced in this paper[14] are largely based on the
working contracts of the nurses. Hence there are only non-overlapping categories for employees,
for instance those with a working contract of 36 hours per week, with 32 hours per week, and with
20 hours per week.

Second, rosters are not generated for a single employee, but for a single category as a whole.
Therefore, a nurse with a contract of 24 hours per week and a preference for Thursdays and
Fridays off will obtain his schedule from the same roster set as another employee with the same
contract size but a preference for working on Thursday and Fridays. Shift preferences (e.g. no
late shift on a particular day) are only treated as soft constraints: a penalty is given if a roster
does not satisfy a constraint. Our own experience is that the employees will either be assigned
to rosters in which at most a small proportion of their preferences is satisfied, or an incalculable
number of schedules must be generated to deal with all requests of all employees.

Third, some really hard constraints are also considered as soft ones. Illegal shift transitions (a day
shift succeeding a late shift, too few days off after a block of night shifts, incomplete weekends)
are also penalized as a soft constraint. In the end, the resulting rosters may have a lot of these
undesired properties.
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However, the authors of the aforementioned paper conclude that a combination of constraint
programming and column generation is effective and efficient, which supports our own findings
that linear programming is a very powerful technique for combining schedules.

Of course our findings are also endorsed in the key paper by Hoogeveen and Penninkx (2007)[17],
described in section 2.3. The nice benefit of the aforementioned paper is that the authors suc-
cessfully applied the technique of roster combination using an ILP in a partly different field of
employee scheduling. It is however impossible to compare the roster generation schemes and ad-
ditional features (such as successive schedules) to our solution, since their rosters were designed
for a very constrained work environment in which the number of employee preferences to allocate
was low. Since both a simple pattern and a short roster period could also be used for their roster
generation system, developing (successive) schedules was quite easy compared to our situation.

7.2.1 Level of difficulty

What makes nurse scheduling – and especially the situation in the UMC Utrecht – difficult?

First of all, there is a very large number of employee preferences (among the enormous number of
default scheduling constraints considered in most ‘realistic’ nurse scheduling problems). The UMC
Utrecht would like to be an excellent employer and therefore provide each employee a roster they
like. Our personal feeling is that both the extent to which employees may influence their roster and
the number of preferences taken into account by the scheduling employee is enormous compared
to other 24/7 working environments, although it was stated during the first consultation that an
employee may only have 6 hard preferences among all general preferences (such as ‘no single days
off’, which can hardly be satisfied for some employees with a lot of annoying preferences).

When all individual (shift) preferences are combined with all different sizes of the working con-
tracts, we will see that every employee will have a kind of personal roster which can hardly be
generalized into a single generation system. We have tried it and partly succeeded, but even then
there are lots of possible exceptions which could hardly be taken into account.

Special generators (such as the predefined weeks generator) are introduced to overcome the gen-
eration problems for some employees. It is a nice benefit that it works, although it could only be
used for very restricted employees, since we are in fact permuting all possible shifts for six weeks.
In case some extension is added to the normal DFS generation system, the special generators
should also be modified, which is sometimes not an easy task.

During an intermediate meeting with our client in the UMC, we were told that the results looked
promising, but there were also some things they would rather see (a little bit) different, although
many aspects were already taken into account and their handcrafted schedules (created in 5
workdays) also did not satisfy all demands. Furthermore, we have experienced that the scheduling
employee finds it difficult to express what kinds of schedules he considers to be good.

Moreover, it is hard to express the quality of the individual rosters and the total (combined)
roster into a (single) cost function, since the overall roster quality is determined by many aspects.
Therefore, a good generation or repair system which is based on applying mutations is hard to
develop.

For the repair phase, we have first considered outlining various situations. We tried to create
a system which checked whether an employee meets a predefined shift arrangement and then
performed the best possible actions accordingly. These shift arrangements were sorted from very
preferred (ideal) to use to less preferred. In this way, it was tried to perform the best ‘repair
action’ in every situation, in order to more or less guarantee that the roster quality remains high.

However, the number of possible situations and corresponding actions is such high, that it becomes
impossible to enumerate them all. Only enumerating the most relevant ones also seemed to be
a lot of work and it actually became clear that most situations usually did not show up in the
employees’ rosters, making the repair system not very valuable.
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In the end we have chosen to introduce a ‘simple’ preference system for selecting an employee
to perform a particular action. This system is only based on some essential aspects of employee
rosters: no violation of very hard constraints and hopefully easy recovery of some undesired
situations. Only very hard shift requirements (the ‘permanent’ ones) are taken into account while
considering a step, all others might be ignored, although you would like to take them into account
too. Other preferences such as shift block lengths and the number of occurrences of a particular
shift are not considered at all.

Another aggravating circumstance in the UMC case is the large roster period of 6 weeks. For a
period of 3 or 4 weeks, the number of generated rosters for each individual employee is much lower,
hence we could apply a more ‘relaxed’ general generation scheme than in the six week situation.
It is then more likely that the preferences of most employees could largely be allocated. However,
as discussed in chapter 4, a shorter period was rather incompatible with the requirements which
were defined for periods of six weeks.

Finally and most important: while creating a solution system, you would like to guarantee that it
actually works with every realistic input and even out of the box. Although the field of optimiza-
tion could not guarantee a very good solution, you definitely want to have ‘a’ solution in every
circumstance.

While experimenting, we found that inserting an additional realistic constraint may easily drop
the number of generated rosters for an employee to (almost) zero. However, every employee should
obtain at least a single generated schedule in order to be able to calculate a solution. Manually
tweaking parameters is therefore needed in our solution, but is in fact highly undesired. Further-
more, the effects of tweaking the parameters of an employee are sometimes quite unpredictable.

7.2.2 Our contribution and open problems

Although it is needed to set the parameters of all employees manually, the results look quite
promising. Of course the generated schedule should be modified manually to insert some additional
demands, but we think this could not be prevented in any rostering program.

Moreover, the currently used ‘professional’ roster platform (Monaco P.I.P.) is not used for au-
tomatic scheduling, but only for the administration of hours worked. According to an insider,
the way the program schedules employees is rather stupid. Therefore, it is not strange that the
scheduling employee states that he is highly unsatisfied with the rosters of the automatic schedul-
ing tool (hence he does not use the tool). Although we did not explicitly compare the results
of Monaco to ours, it is plausible that our technique performs much better, since the UMC was
rather satisfied with our results.

For most employees, only a few parameters have to be changed from a default setting in our
solution (the example settings in appendix F have a lot in common), but it is sometimes difficult
to figure out which ones are sufficient for an employee. On the other hand, once this is done for
a period, the same settings could be used for the next period, as long as the preferences stay the
same and the incidental shift requirements are not conflicting to the roster pattern being used. In
case some incidental shift requirements could not be inserted directly, our repair system is able
to automatically resolve most issues, while generally keeping a high roster quality, as long as the
number of changes is limited.

The linear programming approach is extremely strong and could take a lot of complex puzzling
off your hands. Automatic individual roster generation remains an open problem, but it could
become easier in the future. Our experiments were performed on a computer with 12 GB Ram
(of which 8 GB was needed for the calculation) and 4 CPU cores, but expensive state of the art
equipment which is also used for weather forecasting is already available. Although you do not
want to use a supercomputer for a single department of 50 employees, it could be tried to setup a
cloud architecture dedicated to solve employee scheduling problems in a lot of companies. Every
company can select the regulations they want to have and a quite powerful computer (or perhaps
an outdated supercomputer) can calculate the resulting schedule.
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Also more advanced computer equipment for home and office use will become cheaper in the next
years. This does not mean that we are able to generate much more rosters for a 6 weeks period,
but still we could generate some more.

As already said, the possibility to generate more rosters entails the possibility to use a more relaxed
generation scheme. The latter entails that the extent of manual tweaking will be reduced.

Other open problems remain: the assignment of employee collaboration, employees sharing half
weekends (e.g. one employee performs the Sunday shift when the other one performs the Saturday
shift) and similar situations. You would definitely take them into account while generating a
schedule instead of tweaking it afterwards.

Furthermore, additional demands such as quality days (or other working tasks whereby the as-
signed employees do not count for the normal occupancy demands) could be inserted into the ILP,
but you should remain careful since ILP’s will be hard to solve when they become much more
complicated. Also lots of overlapping qualification constraints could extend the number of linear
program rules tremendously, as is discussed in chapter 3.

Finally, exceptions such as a switch of the appointment size or preferences halfway the period are
difficult to take into account. It entails a lot of work to program all possible exceptions and it is
hard to include them in a single generation scheme.

7.3 Future research

The final section of this thesis will provide some pointers for future research. The main question
here is ‘How should nurse scheduling be performed in the future?’, although we will largely discuss
the problem of roster generation, since a linear programming approach is a very powerful and
suitable method to use.

7.3.1 Automatic parameter tweaking

A possible research is the investigation of the parameter sets. As can be seen in appendix F, most
of the individual parameter sets are very similar. Only a few parameters have to be changed from
a default setting in order to create a calculable and sufficient number of schedules. The question
is: which ones?

We could investigate what kind of parameter changes are possibly appropriate for what kind of
employees. Using this information, we could try to introduce an automatic parameter tweaking tool
which tries to obtain approximately 200.000 generated schedules per employee. The tool tries to
perform the most promising parameter changes and checks the number of generated rosters. When
the number is too low or exceeds a predefined upper bound, another change must be performed
(and perhaps the previous change must be undone).

7.3.2 Constraint programming

Another possibility is to fix all shift requirements (preferences for day and late shifts and days off
on particular days) and then use a constraint programming approach to generate a set of promising
schedules for every employee. This may especially work for employees who have many personal
(shift) constraints.

We create a set of typical, common shift blocks of different lengths in advance. These blocks can
be used to fill up the gaps between the fixed shift requirements. For each block of days for which
the shift is still undefined, we fill up the gap with a shift block of enough length from the set
(or a combination of blocks in case of a long period). However, this must be done according to
strict rules. In any case the general hard requirements which hold for employee schedules should
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be satisfied. These hard requirements can be included as constraints in a constraint programming
solution.

A possible drawback of this approach is that it will be harder to check and guarantee some nice
properties of the schedules (such as obtaining a ‘nice’ forwards rotating pattern), which was ‘quite
easy’ in the DFS-situation.

7.3.3 Other suggestions

We could introduce a bounding rule which tries to create a schedule with two equal parts. While
generating rosters, we only allow schedules having the last three weeks equal to the first three
weeks. The high number of preferences for shifts on particular days of the week lies at the base of
this idea. In case a difference of 0 allocations does not give a solution, we could iteratively allow
an exception for 1, 2, . . . , 21 days until we have obtained a sufficient number of schedules.

In this way, we could probably use a more relaxed default generation scheme, but the question
that remains is how the ILP phase will respond to it. Also allocation of night shift blocks of 3
or 4 days becomes hard. Especially employees who prefer a block of 4 consecutive night shifts
will obtain less preferred rosters, since there is a smaller chance a block of 4 night shifts will be
allocated.

Furthermore, we could perform experiments in which the number of allocated day or late shifts
must be within certain bounds (e.g. only accept schedules with at most 4 late shifts or at least 10
day shifts). But we will then introduce more and more bounding rules, making the setup more
complex.

Our final note will be on repairing rosters. This is also a research area which can still be examined
well. Our own introduced approach works well when the number of changes is small, but it could
be examined whether additional (more complex) rules could be developed in order to keep a
higher schedule quality. Perhaps a kind of roster quality measure (cost value) could be developed
in order to try local search techniques. However, you should always prevent the introduction of
repair cycles in which resolved problems will be re-introduced after a few steps to resolve another
problem.
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Appendix A

Extraction of the CBA

The next pages will provide an extraction of the provided Collective Bargaining Agreement, which
is used by the UMC Utrecht. It must however be noticed that many rules in the department of
research are stricter than defined in the CBA.

The full document consists of 8 pages. We have only included the pages 2 – 5.
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Appendix B

List of duty codes

These are the most important codes used in the rosters of the UMC. The word ‘Day’ refers to the
early shift. The Dutch translation is sometimes added between brackets for clearness reasons.

Students (STD)
DF Day shift Student
A4 Late shift Student

Basic Nurse (VPK)
D8 Day shift Basic Nurse
DE Day shift Trainee Nurse
A8 Late shift Basic Nurse
N8 Night shift Basic Nurse

Medium Care Nurse (MC)
D1 Day shift MC Nurse
DG Day shift MC Nurse In Training
A7 Late shift MC Nurse
N1 Night shift MC Nurse

Senior Nurse (SVK)
DS Day shift Senior Nurse
DK Day shift for Quality Day

Days off, holidays and other leave
RV A day off [ Roostervrij ]
V8 A vacation day [ Vakantiedag ]
BV Special Leave [ Buitengewoon verlof ]
G8 Maternity Leave [ Zwangerschapsverlof]
OO Parental Leave [ Ouderschapsverlof ]

Other codes
D9 Day shift Senior Unit Head
DC Day shift for preparing a Student or Nurse [ Inwerken ]
DD Day shift Carer [ Ziekenverzorgende ]
DH Day shift Department Student [ Afdelingsstudent ]
Z8 An illness day [ Ziektedag ]
S8 Full day of classes [ Hele lesdag ]
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Appendix C

Employee preferences & demands

This appendix shows the list of employee preferences (in Dutch) for the example roster period
February 11 - March 24. It is retrieved from the scheduling employee, but changed by us thereafter
since some demands appeared to be missing. It can be found on page 111.

The employees are grouped according to their highest qualification. The legend of the columns is
the following:

1. The employee’s name.

2. The appointment size (0 when flexible).

3. The employee’s preferences.

4. The average deployment per week when the employee has a flexible contract.

5. Whether a special roster pattern is needed for the employee.

PR: This employee has a predefined roster (see the anonymized scheme on page 112).

PW: This employee has a roster based on predefined weeks (see the scheme on page 113).

AR: The employee may only have a schedule with 7 night shifts during in the first week
and the next week off.

The table in the bottom right of the list denotes the number of shifts an employee with a certain
appointment size normally performs per week. The column RV gives the number of days off the
employee will retrieve during 6 weeks. If the employee’s appointment size is not mentioned here,
the RV value is an in between one, according to: RV = b42 − 3

4xc where x is the appointment
size.

Most of the possible preferences are self-evident. A few special formulations are clarified here:

� When the word ‘max’ is used, together with a specific shift, it means that the employee
would like to have the shift for at most x consecutive days.

� ‘Oplopend’ and ‘afwisselend’ refer to a forwards rotation pattern.

� ‘i.o.m.’ means the shift is possible in consultation.

It should however be mentioned that some ‘additional’ requests are not shown in the list on page
111. An impression of the incidental hard requirements (a holiday, weekend off or obliged day
shift) and the holidays can be found in the anonimized scheme on page 112. Furthermore, some
employees have a special informal guideline for the number of allocated late shifts. Since this
information was available in a late stadium, we did not really use it.
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Naam App Preferences Special

Senior (SVK)

SVK employee 1 32 Di avond vrij, geen losse dienst, oplopend, liefst 4 ND, woensdag liefst avond

SVK employee 2 24 Ma avond vrij, Do en Vrij (les) vrij, overleg weekend ND, vrijdag S4 inboeken

SVK employee 3 34 Max 3 ND, geen losse dagen, oneven vr geen AD, oneven weekend geen DD

SVK employee 4 32 Geen ND, vrijdag vrij

SVK employee 5 36 3-4 ND, geen laat-vroeg

Medium Care (MC)

MC employee 1 0 Door de week DD, Weekend mag AD

MC employee 2 20 Do + Vr of Vr+ weekend 2 weekenden/ 6 wkn, doordew. geen dag evt. in weekend PW

MC employee 3 0 Wo vrij, liefst AD, weekend kan ook DD, dinsdag poli

MC employee 4 36 Max 2 AD/week, indien weekend vrij geen AD, geen losse diensten

MC employee 5 32 Vr avond vrij, DD, AD, ND afwisselend, Geen losse dagen

MC employee 6 28 7 nachten op, 7 nachten af AR

MC employee 7 24 Ma-Wo DD of AD ND weekend 2 weekend/6 wkn PW

MC employee 8 32 Oplopend DD, AD, ND, liefst AD. Zo min mogelijk ND

MC employee 9 32 Max 2 ND, liefst AD PR

MC employee 10 0

MC employee 11 0 Ma, Do DD, iom weekend

MC employee 12 24 Ma, Do (AD!) werk, om het weekend, ND in weekend PW

MC employee 13 32 VERLOF T/M 17 JUNI

MC employee 14 28 Di + wo avond vrij, vrijdag werken

MC employee 15 34 Max 3 ND, weinig AD

MC employee 16 32 3-4 ND

MC employee 17 32 Liefst AD, weekend geen DD PR

MC employee 18 32 max 4 diensten, max 2 ND, geen dienst na weekend PR

MC employee 19 36 Ma geen AD en ND, zwangerschapsverlof per 5 februari

MC employee 20 36 Weekend liefst DD, woensdagavond vrij (sportavond) PR

MC employee 21 32 Di avond vrij, ook geen ND

MC employee 22 32,24 Liefst wo vrij, max 2 AD

MC employee 23 24 Di + Wo werken, om het weekend PW

MC employee 24 34 Graag oplopend. 4 ND door de week, 3  in het weekend

MC employee 25 0 Ma + Di DD of AD, iom weekend PR

Nurses (VPK)

VPK employee 1 20 Wo vrij (N in/uit ok), 1-2 ND, 2-3 weekend/6 wkn PR

VPK employee 2 36 Weekend geen AD, 3-4 ND

VPK employee 3 36 Vr avond vrij, DD en ND, geen AD, geen ND in weekend PR

VPK employee 4 32 max 2 ND PR

VPK employee 5 32 max 3 ND

VPK employee 6 36 3-4 ND, Weekend geen DD PR

VPK employee 7 36

VPK employee 8 32 Max 2 ND

VPK employee 9 36 Vr avond vrij

VPK employee 10 17,16 Wo vrij . Alleen dag, geen AD en ND. PR

VPK employee 11 34 Max 3 ND en AD

VPK employee 12 0

VPK employee 13 32

VPK employee 14 32 max 3 ND, max 4 DD

Students (STD)

STD employee 1 32 Lesdag maandag uren werk RV

STD employee 2 32 Geen lesdagen 36 4-5 15

STD employee 3 36 Lesdag maandag 34 4-4 16

STD employee 4 36 Wo avond vrij i.v.m. cursus, lesdag dinsdag 32,24 4-4 17

STD employee 5 36 Lesdag maandag 32 4-4 18

STD employee 6 32 Wo + Do geen AD, lesdag dinsdag 28 3-4 21

STD employee 7 32 Lesdag donderdag 24 3-3 24

20 2-3 27

17,17 2-2 29

16 2-2 30

2 diensten/week

Flexible

2,5 diensten/week

3,5 diensten/week

0,5 diensten/week

2 diensten/week

2 diensten/week
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Name App Work Off Weekends Shifts: 

MC Employee 2 20 15 27 2 Do laat of vrij 

Vr laat of nacht 

In werkweekend dag, laat (nacht eigenlijk nooit) 

Weken (zonder nachtmogelijkheid): 

3x do + vr 

1x do + vr + (za of zo) 

2x vr + za + zo 

MC Employee 7 24 18 24 2 Ma dag of avond 

Di dag of laat 

Wo dag of avond 

Do vrij 

Vr vrij (of nacht) 

In werkweekend dag, laat of nacht 

Weken (zonder nachtmogelijkheid): 

2x ma +  di 

2x ma +  di + wo 

2x ma +  di + za  + zo 

MC Employee 12 24 18 24 3 Ma dag of avond 

Di vrij 

Wo vrij 

Do avond 

Vr vrij of nacht 

In werkweekend dag, laat of nacht 

3 weekenden (want: om het weekend) 

Weken (zonder nachtmogelijkheid): 

3x ma +  do 

3x ma +  do + za + zo 

MC Employee 23 24 18 24 3 Ma vrij (of nacht) 

Di dag of avond (of nacht) 

Wo dag of avond (of vrij bij nacht op ma + di) 

Do vrij 

Vr vrij 

In werkweekend dag of laat 

3 weekenden (want: om het weekend) 

Weken (zonder nachtmogelijkheid): 

3x di + wo 

3x di + wo + za + zo 
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Appendix D

Example roster

An example roster is provided on the next page. The schedule dates from spring 2012, when the
ward size was slightly too low.

The underlying employee soft preferences are about the same as the list provided in appendix
C. The employee’s own hard preferences are unfortunately not exactly known, but when an
exclamation mark (‘!’) is used, it means the shift type was forced.

It should also be noted that the roster does not fulfill all the specified hard constrains (e.g. working
a whole weekend or not). These deviations are typically final changes made by the scheduling
employee for special reasons. The given roster is in fact the result at the end of the six weeks
period: changes to the initial schedule have been made due to illness (‘Z8’) and other (undefined)
reasons.

Although the roster has these little irregularities, it gives a good indication of a typical unit roster.

Legend

These are the most important legend details:

� An overview of the (most) used duty codes is provided in appendix B.

� The column PC defines the position of the employee (unimportant ones are not mentioned):
15 = SVK, 20 = MC, 25 = MCIO, 30/35 = VPK, ≥ 60 = STD.

� The column U/Wk defines the fixed appointment size of the employee in the period. If this
is 0, the employee has a flexible contract.

� The right column and bottom rows are accusations for control reasons and are not important
here.
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Appendix E

Experiments on mutation

This appendix shows the results of the experiments on mutating rosters. A few variances of
mutation mechanisms were tried and compared to each other and to a baseline measurement. For
some of the better results, we also tried the same setup with an extended time for solving the ILP.
This was done to examine the results on the long term.

E.1 Setup of the experiments

We performed the experiments on the set of employees for September 2012. All employees were
expected to be available. All shift preferences (the preferred shift on a particular day) were
added as hard constraints, but we did not include holidays, training days and incidental shift
requirements (since this information was not available for the provided period). Therefore, all
shifts could easily be allocated and the optimum of the LP is low. This is quite different from
the situation in appendix F. Nevertheless, appendix F provides some details on the cost settings
being used.

We solved the problem in the following way:

1. Solving the LP (20 minutes allowed, less needed).

2. Intermediate phase.

3. Solving the ILP (15 minutes or 60 minutes allowed, needed completely).

E.1.1 Solving the LP

The LP was solved by selecting the 100 best (lowest roster costs) columns per employee as a start.
Each round, the 100 best rosters (according tot the reduced costs) for each employee were added,
until no roster (with negative reduced costs) could be added anymore. The allowed solving time
was 20 minutes, but it was never needed completely.

E.1.2 Intermediate phase

The intermediate phase was divided in three stages. Stages 2 and 3 were not used in run 6 (the
baseline measurement).

1. Another 2500 rosters were added to the problem instance. These rosters were already gen-
erated, but not introduced in the LP phase. The 2500 rosters were the ones with the lowest
(positive) reduced cost.
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2. Select all rosters which were used in the optimal LP solution. All of the rosters were mutated
once or at most twice (so when the value is 2, we both created rosters using one mutation
operator and using two mutation operators after each other).

3. From the set of rosters which were added to the problem instance, the best 2500 which were
not used in the optimal LP solution were mutated. Mutation was performed in the same way
as stage 2. The best 2500 newly created rosters were also added to the problem instance.

E.1.3 Solving the ILP

The ILP was solved using the default branching methods of CPLEX. The allowed solving time
was varied between 15 and 60 minutes and was always needed completely.

E.2 Overview of the results

In the table below, the results of the experiments on mutations are shown. The optimum of the
LP was 2721.95.

� The column ‘Time ILP’ provides the time in minutes that was allowed for solving the ILP.

� The column ‘Gap’ shows the integrality gap after solving the ILP.

� The column ‘Mutations’ shows:

– The allowed number of mutations.

– The number of new rosters that has been created while mutating the rosters which were
selected in the LP result. All of them were added to the problem instance, except for
run 4 and 5 in which only the best 5000 rosters have been added.

– The number of new rosters that has been created while mutating the best 2500 rosters
which were added as a column in the problem instance, but not selected in the LP
result. The best 2500 mutations were added to the problem instance thereafter.

� The column ‘Fall’ shows at which node there was a remarkable drop in the integrality gap.

� The last column shows the total number of additional columns which were added before
solving the ILP. The value is equal to 2500 (extra selected columns) + the (remaining)
number of mutated selected columns + the remaining number of mutated unselected columns
(2500, except the last record).

Id Time Mutations Gap Value Fall Extra
ILP # Selected Unsel.* ILP Node Extent col. ILP

1 15 1 3, 788 36,538 39% 4445.75 437 94% → 44% 8,788
2 60 1 3, 788 36,538 18% 3301.51 437 94% → 44% 8,788
3 60 2 45, 852 418,562 33% 4049.23 381 85% → 48% 50,852
4 15 2 ∗∗5, 000 449,721 58% 6470.19 559 92% → 59% 10,000
5 60 2 ∗∗5, 000 449,721 36% 4241.22 559 92% → 59% 10,000
6 60 0 0 0 46% 5005.43 607 89% → 61% 2,500

Legend
* = Only the best 2,500 have been added as a column in the ILP.
** = Maximization: the 5,000 best schedules (out of 45,852).

E.3 Additional test on roster period February – March 2013

We also tested the behaviour of mutations on the roster period February - March 2013 (appendix
F). For this period, the number of available employees was slightly less and we had more infor-
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mation about holidays, teaching days and incidental shift requirements. We compared the best
setting from the previous section with no mutations at all, but the allowed time for solving the
LP was 15 minutes.

The results are shown in the table below. The column ‘LP value before’ denotes the optimal value
of the LP before adding any mutations, the column ‘after’ denotes the improved LP solution with
mutated columns. The column ‘Best bound’ contains the best objective function value achievable
at the time the ILP solving process was cut off due to a time limit. The column ‘ILP value’ denotes
the value of the best integral solution at the time the ILP solving process was cut off. The gap is
the difference between the latter two columns.

Mutation LP value Best bound ILP value Gap
before after

Yes 72,996.31 69,230.09 77,363.59 80,992.20 4.48%
No 72,996.31 – 88,828.95 90,975.91 2.36%
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Appendix F

Results of the ILP phase

This appendix will show two results of the ILP solution for the period February 11th until March
24th. The rosters have been created, based on the information in appendix C.

Since most flexible employees will normally be assigned anyway (one has already created her roster
in advance) and a number of them have some very strict preferences (e.g. only late shifts during
weekdays), some of them have already been scheduled as if they were a normal employee. This
holds especially for a few of them with a large appointment size (see the column with label ‘0?’:
this is the average number of weekly hours the employee normally works each week). Others may
obtain some remaining shifts during the repair phase or during manual tweaking afterwards.

The first part of this appendix will describe the input data and some parameter settings. There-
after, we present some details about the solving process, together with the solution. Thereafter,
we present some details about the solving process, together with the solution.

F.1 Input data

The input data for this roster is based on the lists in appendix C and the occupancy demands
as defined in section 1.6. We tried to insert as much information as possible, but as already
mentioned in the thesis itself: finding a good parameter setting could be a hassle and sometimes
it is difficult to take all demands (completely) into account.

We will not provide the full list of input parameters, since this list will be too large. However, we
will provide some of the generation parameters for a selection of employees to provide an overview.

It should be noted however, that the settings for most employees are more or less the same. In
most cases, only small changes in the shift block restrictions table are needed which lead to a
substantial pruning of rosters for the employee. Sometimes, we need some additional changes, but
this is a matter of trial and error.

Furthermore, we should mention that not all settings are relevant for the employees below (e.g. a
preference for at most 4 night shifts does not mean anything when the employee is not allowed to
perform night shifts, but it was needed to give the parameter a value).

� The table shift preferences shows the preferred minimum and maximum number of shifts in
the roster. Furthermore, it shows the preferred minimum and maximum length of a shift
block of the particular shift. This information is used as soft constraints for generating and
prepruning rosters.

� The table general parameters shows some hard constraints for generating rosters. The ‘extra
workdays per week’ are defined as the number of workdays above the (rounded up) value of
the appointment size of the employee.
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� The table shift block restrictions shows the shift block rules, according to which the schedules
for the employee are generated. Normally, after performing a block of work shift x, the
employee must perform a block of workshift y 6= x. There may be a period of days off
between the two blocks (see the next bullet).

For some employees, it is necessary to have some days off inside a large block of workshifts
of type x. Hence, they should have the shift block pattern x → Free → x.

Normally this is not possible, but when the parameter ‘allowed block repetition’ obtains a
positive value, this may occur a few times. The value of this parameter determines how
many times a block of the same shifts may be performed before a switch is required.1

� The table shift pattern allowance shows in which order the work shift blocks may occur (a
transition to a block of days off is always allowed and therefore not in the list).

– When a pattern is not in the list, it may never occur (not directly and not with a couple
of days off between them).

– When a pattern has the value always, both the pattern x → y and x → Free → y are
allowed.

– When a pattern has the value day off, then only the pattern x → Free → y is allowed
(at least one day off between the shift blocks).

� The final tables show the soft and hard constraints for the period. The value ‘Counts demand’
may only be set to ‘no’ in case the type is ‘always’ and the value of ‘assign’ is yes. It is used
to provide a day shift to employees who have a study day and hence are not available for
nursing tasks. In this way, the day shift fits into the pattern of the employee, but he will
not be counted for the occupancy demands.

1When the value is 1, both x → Free → x and x → Free → y (y 6= x) are possible, but the situation x → Free
→ x → Free → x is not possible. When the value is 2, the latter case is also possible.
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F.1.1 SVK employee 1 (SVK, 32 hr/wk)

Remark: Since SVK employees are needed for the day shifts, we decided to change the demand
of having 4 night shifts in having 2 night shifts.

F.1.1.1 Shift preferences

Shift Min count Max count Min length Max length

Day 0 ∞ 0 ∞
Late 0 ∞ 0 ∞
Night 0 2 2 2
Free 0 ∞ 0 ∞

F.1.1.2 Generation model

General parameters

Property Value

Max workdays after each other: 5
Allowed extra workdays per week: 1
Max workweekends after each other 2
Single workday allowed: No
Min length free block: 2

Shift block restrictions

Shift Block length Days off Allowed block
Before After repetition

Min Max Min Max Min Max

Day 2 4 0 ∞ 0 ∞ 0
Late 1 3 0 ∞ 0 ∞ 0
Night 2 2 0 ∞ 2 ∞ 0

Shift pattern allowance

From To Always Day off

Day ⇒ Late X
Late ⇒ Day X
Late ⇒ Night X
Night ⇒ Day X

F.1.1.3 Soft and hard constraints

Weekly

Day Shift Assign Weeks Counts demand Type

Tuesday Late No All Yes Generation
Wednesday Late Yes All Yes Soft
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Occasionally

Date Shift Assign Counts demand Type

11-02-2013 Free Yes Yes Always
12-02-2013 Free Yes Yes Always
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F.1.2 SVK employee 2 (SVK, 24 hr/wk)

F.1.2.1 Shift preferences

Shift Min count Max count Min length Max length

Day 0 ∞ 0 ∞
Late 0 ∞ 0 ∞
Night 0 4 0 4
Free 0 ∞ 0 5

F.1.2.2 Generation model

General parameters

Property Value

Max workdays after each other: 4
Allowed extra workdays per week: 1
Max workweekends after each other 2
Single workday allowed: Yes
Min length free block: 1

Shift block restrictions

Shift Block length Days off Allowed block
Before After repetition

Min Max Min Max Min Max

Day 2 4 0 ∞ 0 ∞ 2
Late 1 3 0 ∞ 0 ∞ 0
Night 2 2 0 ∞ 2 ∞ 0

Shift pattern allowance

From To Always Day off

Day ⇒ Late X
Day ⇒ Night X
Late ⇒ Day X
Late ⇒ Night X
Night ⇒ Day X
Night ⇒ Late X

F.1.2.3 Soft and hard constraints

Weekly

Day Shift Assign Weeks Counts demand Type

Monday Late No All Yes Generation
Friday Day Yes All No Always
Saturday Night No All Yes Generation
Sunday Night No All Yes Generation
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F.1.3 MC employee 1 (MC, Flexible, 20 hr/wk)

F.1.3.1 Shift preferences

Shift Min count Max count Min length Max length

Day 0 ∞ 0 ∞
Late 0 ∞ 0 ∞
Night 0 4 0 4
Free 0 ∞ 0 ∞

F.1.3.2 Generation model

General parameters

Property Value

Max workdays after each other: 5
Allowed extra workdays per week: 1
Max workweekends after each other 2
Single workday allowed: Yes
Min length free block: 2

Shift block restrictions

Shift Block length Days off Allowed block
Before After repetition

Min Max Min Max Min Max

Day 2 2 0 ∞ 0 ∞ ∞
Late 1 2 0 ∞ 0 ∞ 0
Night 2 4 0 ∞ 2 ∞ 0

Shift pattern allowance

From To Always Day off

Day ⇒ Late X
Late ⇒ Day X
Late ⇒ Night X
Night ⇒ Day X

F.1.3.3 Soft and hard constraints

Weekly

Day Shift Assign Weeks Counts demand Type

Monday Late No All Yes Permanent
Tuesday Late No All Yes Permanent
Wednesday Late No All Yes Permanent
Thursday Late No All Yes Permanent
Friday Late No All Yes Permanent
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F.1.4 MC employee 4 (MC, 36 hr/wk)

F.1.4.1 Shift preferences

Shift Min count Max count Min length Max length

Day 0 ∞ 0 ∞
Late 0 12 0 ∞
Night 0 4 0 4
Free 0 ∞ 0 ∞

F.1.4.2 Generation model

General parameters

Property Value

Max workdays after each other: 5
Allowed extra workdays per week: 1
Max workweekends after each other 2
Single workday allowed: No
Min length free block: 2

Shift block restrictions

Shift Block length Days off Allowed block
Before After repetition

Min Max Min Max Min Max

Day 3 5 0 ∞ 0 ∞ 0
Late 1 2 0 ∞ 0 ∞ 0
Night 2 4 0 ∞ 2 ∞ 0

Shift pattern allowance

From To Always Day off

Day ⇒ Late X
Late ⇒ Day X
Late ⇒ Night X
Night ⇒ Day X

F.1.4.3 Soft and hard constraints

There were no soft or hard constraints for this employee.
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F.1.5 MC employee 14 (MC, 28 hr/wk)

F.1.5.1 Shift preferences

Shift Min count Max count Min length Max length

Day 0 ∞ 0 ∞
Late 0 ∞ 0 ∞
Night 0 4 0 4
Free 0 ∞ 0 ∞

F.1.5.2 Generation model

General parameters

Property Value

Max workdays after each other: 4
Allowed extra workdays per week: 1
Max workweekends after each other 2
Single workday allowed: No
Min length free block: 2

Shift block restrictions

Shift Block length Days off Allowed block
Before After repetition

Min Max Min Max Min Max

Day 2 5 1 ∞ 0 ∞ 0
Late 1 2 0 ∞ 0 ∞ 0
Night 2 4 0 ∞ 2 ∞ 0

Shift pattern allowance

From To Always Day off

Day ⇒ Late X
Late ⇒ Day X
Late ⇒ Night X
Night ⇒ Day X

F.1.5.3 Soft and hard constraints

Weekly

Day Shift Assign Weeks Counts demand Type

Tuesday Late No All Yes Generation
Wednesday Late No All Yes Generation
Friday Free No All Yes Generation
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F.1.6 STD employee 4 (STD, 36 hr/wk)

Remark: For this employee, we will only show part of the data. The employee has a study day
on Tuesday and wants the Wednesday evening off.

F.1.6.1 Generation model

Shift block restrictions

Shift Block length Days off Allowed block
Before After repetition

Min Max Min Max Min Max

Day 3 5 0 ∞ 0 ∞ 2
Late 1 2 0 ∞ 0 ∞ 0
Night 2 4 0 ∞ 2 ∞ 0

F.1.6.2 Soft and hard constraints

Weekly

Day Shift Assign Weeks Counts demand Type

Tuesday Day Yes All No Always
Wednesday Late No All Yes Generation
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F.2 Parameter settings

This section will consider the general (cost) parameters used while generating rosters and solving
the (I)LP.

F.2.1 Cost functions for roster generation

These cost functions are used while generating rosters. At the end of the generation phase for a
single employee, the roster with the lowest cost will retrieve the cost value 0, the roster with the
highest cost will retrieve the cost value 1 and the other rosters will retrieve a scaled inbetween
value.

F.2.1.1 Cost functions for deviating from the preferred shift block length

The concept is discussed in section 4.3.2.1.

The general idea is that a block which is longer than preferred may be more annoying than a
block which is shorter than preferred. The costs of having a longer block of days off is high, since
rosters may get very unbalanced when a few larger blocks of days off are allocated. The employee
will then have more work shifts in another part of his roster.

The costs are defined as:

Shift block Shorter Longer

Day 2 4
Late 2 4
Night 3 6
Free 2 10

F.2.1.2 Cost functions for deviating from the preferred shift count

The concept is discussed in section 4.3.2.2.

Again, the general idea is that having more unwanted shifts is worse than having less desired
shifts. This holds especially for the sometimes very undesired night shift period. When such a
preference is infringed, a small cost per day less/extra will be added for the employee. For a day
off, this function does not make any sense, hence its value is 0.

The costs are defined as:

Shift type Less More

Day 4 8
Late 4 8
Night 2 10
Free 0 0

F.2.1.3 Other costs

The costs for having additional workdays during a week (a little unbalance) is defined as 10.
Having an additional workday during a week is normal in this kind of work environments, but a
nice spread of the workload is better.

However, the most important parts of soft constraints are the soft shift requirements (in case they
are used). Allocating or infringing a soft shift constraint for a certain day will be considered as
more important than the situations as described above. Therefore, these requirements will have a
bigger influence on the total roster cost.
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These costs are defined as:

� For each soft shift requirement which is satisfied, the cost is defined as −50.

� For each soft shift requirement which is violated, the cost is defined as 100.

Allocation of a soft shift requirement is nice, so the total costs may get lower. However, violation
of a soft shift requirement is annoying. Since there are 4 possible allocations for a day, it is likely
another allocation is also possible. Hence the ‘bonus’ of satisfying a soft shift constraint will not
replace the cost of infringing one.

F.2.2 ILP cost functions

Although the costs of the selected employee rosters are taken into account in the linear program,
the rosters to choose from are already quite acceptable for the employees, since the generated
rosters with high costs will already be dropped before the ILP is solved. Therefore, the roster
costs (scaled to values between 0 and 1) may remain very small, compared to the costs used to
force a lower and upper bound on the number of employees in each shift.

The costs for satisfying the occupancy demands are designed in such a way that an overflow in a
shift is always preferred over a shortness in another shift. Therefore, the costs for every employee
short in a shift are very high and a solution containing it is very discouraged.

As seen in the ILP (chapter 3), three types of surplus will be distinguished: small surplus, big
surplus and extreme surplus. The last one is needed for a better spread of employees during day
shifts. For late and night shifts, the value does not make sense in realistic situations.

Furthermore, surplus is more preferred during weekdays than during weekends. Therefore, week-
end costs have a higher value than the equal weekday costs.

Finally, the surplus during late and night shifts is considered as equal. Of course we could use
higher values for night shifts (since a surplus in a night shift is extremely undersired), but since
night shifts will always be allocated in blocks of at least 2 days, it is already more desired to
occasionally allocate some employees to a single late shift instead of a night shift.

F.2.2.1 Costs for shortness

For each employee or qualification shortage in a shift (parameter zi in the ILP), the cost is defined
as 10000.

F.2.2.2 Costs for surplus

For the cost parameters fi, Fi and F ′i in the ILP , the value is defined as:

Shift Day Small Big Extreme
fi Fi F ′i

Day
Week 0 10 410
Weekend 10 20 420

Late
Week 100 200 500
Weekend 200 400 600

Night
Week 100 200 500
Weekend 200 400 600

The values are a little bit arbitrarily chosen, but seemed to achieve the desired result: having as
little shortness as possible and having all surplus spread over the day shifts.

For a day shift during weekdays, the minimum number of employees is 11 and the acceptable
maximum number of employees is 14. During weekends, this is 11 and 12 respectively. For a late
and night shift, the acceptable maximum is equal to the minimum number of employees needed
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in that shift. Initially, there also was a small ‘acceptable’ buffer for the late shifts, but this was
changed since the UMC requested to have no surplus during late shifts also.

The small costs (fi) will be used for this ‘acceptable’ buffer. The big costs (Fi) will be used for
at most 2 employees above the acceptable buffer. The extreme costs (F ′i ) will be used for every
additional employee above this value.

F.3 The roster and demand satisfaction

The roster and the corresponding occupancy demand satisfaction are shown on the next pages.
We will provide two rosters. The first roster shows the optimal solution for the period. The second
roster also shows a nice solution, but this one was unfortunately calculated with a wrong mutation
setting and we did not allow VK employee 2 to perform some night shifts. We still present this
roster, because it can be compared to the repair results in appendix G.

For both rosters, the first page considers the individual roster for each employee. Each shift has
its own color (day = blue, late = red, night = orange, off = green). Furthermore, a small red or
green mark shows the hard demands during generation. A red mark in the corners shows the shift
had to be allocated due to a hard generation or permanent constraint, a green mark shows that
some shifts were forbidden for the day by a hard generation or permanent constraint.

The legends of the columns is the following:

� The column ‘WD’ shows the number of allocated work shifts during the six weeks period.

� The column ‘Gen’ shows whether an alternative generation scheme was used for generating
the roster.

PR: This employee has a predefined roster (see the anonymized scheme on page 112).

PW: This employee has a roster based on predefined weeks (see the scheme on page 113).

AR: The employee may only have a schedule with 7 night shifts during in the first week
and the next week off.

NU: This flexible (‘nuluur’) employee is currently not scheduled, but may obtain some shifts
during the repair phase.

NG: The employee will not be scheduled during this period (e.g. due to a holiday, maternity
leave, illness, etc. . . ).

� The column ‘0?’ shows the average number of hours per week a flexible employee is normally
assigned. It should be noted that this number is something different than the numbers in
the column WD.

The second page considers for each day, for each possible shift (day, late or night), for each possible
qualification rule of the ILP the number of employees (which satisfy the qualification rule) which
had to be assigned to the particular shift. Furthermore, it shows the number of employees that
could not be assigned and thus are short in the shift. Also, the overflow of employees is shown.

The overflow could be used to see from which shifts some employees could be retracted in case
a (manual) change of the roster is needed. It must however be noted that not every overflow
of a certain qualification is really an overflow. In most cases, an employee with the particular
qualification was assigned to satisfy the constraints for a lower qualification or the total employee
demand. For instance, this frequently occurs during the late shifts.
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F.3.1 First solution (correct)

See page 131 for the explanation of the statement ‘correct’.

The ILP was solved on a computer with an AMD Phenom X4 945 processor at 3.00 GHz. The
size of the internal RAM memory was 12 GB.

For each employee, the calculation started with 100 rosters with lowest roster costs (whenever
available). In the remaining part of this description, the ‘best’ roster for an employee will be
defined as the roster with the lowest reduced cost. Of course an amount of rosters may only be
added for an employee in case that amount is still available.

Each round, the 100 best rosters for each employee were added. At the end of the LP phase, the
2500 best rosters out of the set of rosters for all employees which were not added to the problem
instance yet, were also added.

In the mutation phase all rosters that were selected in the solution of the LP were mutated and
added to the problem instance.

Furthermore the 2500 best (out of the set of rosters for all employees) rosters which were added
to the problem instance, but not used in the LP solution, were also mutated. The 2500 best
mutations were also added to the problem instance. At most 1 mutation operations has been
applied on each roster.

The LP phase was allowed to take 20 minutes and the ILP phase was allowed to take 15 minutes2.

� The LP phase took 3 minutes and 3 seconds and was optimally solved.

� The ILP phase took 15 minutes and was cut off due to the time limit.

� The result of the LP phase before mutation is 72,996.31

� The result of the LP phase after mutation is 69,230.07

� The result of the ILP phase is 80,992.20.

� The integrality gap is 4.48%.

It should be noted that we also experienced longer times for the LP phase (approximately 10 – 15
minutes) on some interim test inputs. Furthermore, the objective value may seem to be high, but
this is logical since shortnesses already introduce a penalty of 10,000.

2Unfortunately, the computer experienced some heat problems when it was allowed to solve the ILP for 60
minutes.
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F.3.2 Second solution (some mistakes)

See page 131 for the explanation of the statement ‘some mistakes’.

The ILP was solved on a computer with an AMD Phenom X4 945 processor at 3.00 GHz. The
size of the internal RAM memory was 12 GB.

For each employee, the calculation started with 100 rosters with lowest roster costs (whenever
available). In the remaining part of this description, the ‘best’ roster for an employee will be
defined as the roster with the lowest reduced cost. Of course an amount of rosters may only be
added for an employee in case that amount is still available.

Each round, the 100 best rosters for each employee were added. At the end of the LP phase, the
2500 best rosters out of the set of rosters for all employees which were not added to the problem
instance yet, were also added.

In the mutation phase all rosters that were selected in the solution of the LP were mutated. The
5000 best unique mutations were added to the problem instance.

Furthermore the 2500 best (out of the set of rosters for all employees) rosters which were added
to the problem instance, but not used in the LP solution, were also mutated. The 2500 best
mutations of them were also added to the problem instance. At most 2 mutation operations have
been applied on each roster.

The LP phase was allowed to take 20 minutes and the ILP phase was allowed to take 15 minutes3.

� The LP phase took 2 minutes and 38 seconds and was optimally solved.

� The ILP phase took 15 minutes and was cut off due to the time limit.

� The result of the LP phase before mutation is 103,046.33.

� The result of the LP phase after mutation is 97,020.54.

� The result of the ILP phase is 121,037.64.

� The integrality gap is 15.74%.

It should be noted that we also experienced longer times for the LP phase (approximately 10 – 15
minutes) on some interim test inputs. Furthermore, the objective value may seem to be high, but
this is logical since shortnesses already introduce a penalty of 10,000.

3Unfortunately, the computer experienced some heat problems when it was allowed to solve the ILP for 60
minutes.
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Appendix G

Results of the repair phase

This appendix contains the results of the experiments with the repair heuristics.

G.1 Basic repairing

The next page will show the results of automatically repairing the rosters defined in appendix F.

The first presented roster (page 139) is the repaired version of the roster on page 133. The second
presented roster (page 141) is the repaired version of the roster on page 136.
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G.2 Advanced repairing

The next pages will show the results of the additional repair experiments with the roster defined
on page 133 in appendix F. The experiment setup could be found in section 6.8.2.

The schedule on page 144 shows the result when it is allowed to assign shifts to flexible employees.
The schedule on page 146 shows the result when this is not allowed.
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